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iRecallers gather for another go 
five of them to put the opposition iu position to defeat he 
government ill the legislature. 
Although all NDP members would be targeted, Cook 
said. the greatest efforts would be concentrated on a small- 
er number of constitueueies where polliug iudicates there's 
the best chance of victory. 
"We'll lulow where the focus is goiug to be but the 
govemment won't," he explained. 
Unlike an h~dividual recall campaign, the government 
~vould be forced to spread its defences out thinly across all 
NDP ridings. 
Simultaneous recall campaigns against all government 
MLAs would also galvanize public attention province- 
"We're keying in on May 1st for kickoff," Falcon Sa id. 
He said they hope to link up with local people in each 
NDP-held tiding to run local recall campaigns. Most dis- 
cussion has so far been between existiug unite-the-right 
groups formed ill Surrey, Priuce George, Williams Lake 
and Terrace. 
He said Contented Citizens of B.C. has commissioued a 
finn to poll ,12 NDP constitueucies, including Skeena, to 
detennine which ones are the most vulnerable to recall and 
report back by mid-Ma rch. 
A'fter that the push would be to get local organizations in
place aud then to phone canvass.every egistered voter in 
the targetted ridings to gauge support for a recall campaign 
wide, he added. . to bring down the govenunent. 
Coordhming total recall plans province-wide is the "By. doiug that we will have identified all of our support 
Surrey-based Concerued Citizens of B.C., which organized in those ridings," Falcon said. "The beauty of this ap- 
a unite-the-right rally iu Cioverdale. preach is three-quarters of the work is done before you 
Group spokesman Kevin Falcon said the plan is to have ever file your recall papers." 
everything in place for the six-week petition-gathering 
blitz to take place ill late spring, before summer vacation Cont'd Page A2 
season. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
'TOTAL RECALL - -  a plan to try to recall all 40 NDP 
MLAs and defeat he government is real and a local or- 
ganization is beginning to form, says the leader of last No- 
',ember's unite-the-right rally. 
Steve Cook, spokesman for the Northwest Coalition of 
Dissatisfied Citizens, said total recall has a much better 
~hauee of success than the individual recall campaigns that 
fried but failed to remove Skeeua MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht 
aud two other NDP MLAs. 
~SHe said many local people were augry with the goveru- 
iuent but reluctant to sigu recall petitions that were seen as 
p~cking on iudividuals. 
"In slnaller communities the personal attack is not some- 
thing that's palatable to a lot of people," Cook said. "But 
with this you're in fact recalling the entire govermnent, not 
all iud iv idua l . "  
• "There's a difference in flavour aud there's more sup- 
port tbr that," he said. 
While recall campaigns would go ahead against all 40 
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Steve Cook 
New llospital overseer 
callec tough and fair 
THE PERSON hired to restore financial 
stability to Mills Memoria ! Hospital comes 
with a reputation as a tough but fair admin- 
istrator. 
Tom Novak, who starts March 1 ti'om a 
job as chief executive officer of the health 
council on the Queen Charlotte Islands, is 
credited with turning around, an bperatlug 
deficit there of more than $600,000. 
"It shows you he has a very efficient 
managerial slyle," said health ministry of- 
ficial Anne McKinnon'last week. "He's  
obviously a good choice." 
Novak's being billed as an "executive 
mentor". His hiring on a 15-month contract 
followed a series of meetings between the 
Terrace and Area Health Council and the 
health ministry over coutinuing aunual op- 
eratiug deficits at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Novak originally comes from the Prairies 
and has beeu ou the Charlottes ince July 
1998. He arrived there to find the health 
couucil, the creation of a recent merger of 
various health care societies, in a chaotic 
fiuancial situation. 
According to a July 16, 1998 story in The 
Queen Charlotte Islands Observer, health 
council outside auditors couldn't be sure 
whether t'iuoncial statements reflected its 
true financial position. 
They estimated the health council had 
speut $635,000 more than it had for the 
year eudiug March 31, 1998. 
Novak took a $5 miUion budget for the 
year ending March 31, 1998 and prepared a
budget for this year of approximately $4.8 
million. It contains a health miuistry- 
Nurses' Union, says another story ill Th# 
Observer. Administration services were 
also streamlined. ' 
Carol-Axme Pasemko, health services 
manager foi" the Charlottes health Council, 
saidshe's sorry tosee Novakgo. 
' ,He's ,.very f'mancially responsible and 
knowledgeable," she said, adding Novak's 
style is to make workers responsible for the 
budgets they develop, . . . .  
The Charlottes health council runs two 
hospitals, one in Queen Charlotte City and 
the other in Masset, as well as several com- 
munity clinics. 
The Queen Charlotte City hospital is soon 
to be replaced by a xiew one containing 14 
acute care and eight long tenn care beds. 
There was some controversy over the 
location of the new facility with seine 
health council lnembers aying they wanted 
to re-open debate over where it should go.  
In a Sept. 17, 1998 article in  Tile Ob- 
server, Novak is quoted a s saying, " I  have 
been through this in the past in Alberta and 
I wasn't as stern with the board, and we lost 
a $17 million project. It's either go for what 
you want or delay it aud risk losing it." 
The Charlottes health council budget is a 
little less than one-third of the one for the 
local health council . . . . .  
Charlottes health council chair Barry 
Pages said Novak was able to reduce Costs - 
without affectiug overall liealth services. 
There was opposition from nurses over 
cuts and that continues, he added. 
"But Tom stood finn. He was strong iu 
that area," said Pages . . . .  
approved eficitof$250,000. , Pages did note that the departure o f ,  
He cut nursing hours, saying the Queen Novak puts his health council, for the short 
Charlotte City hospital was relatively over- tenn,~iit a tricky situation given he had just 
stalled. That lead to protests from the B.C. begnn to set right the council's finances. 
Auxiliaries return 
THEY'RE DISAPPOINTED but 13 local 
auxiliary RCMP officers will be back on 
the streets without their weapons this week, 
"We owe it to the people," said auxiliary 
officer Jilu Ippel Feb. 20 following a meet- 
lag and vote of the auxiliaries. 
He said everyone from city council to the 
general public has supported them. 
Many volunteer officers will now wait 
and see how their service changes before 
considering leaving the program . . . .  
"We've been told we can do anything we 
could do before," he said. They just can't 
carry guns while they!re doing it. 
Otdy one officer indicated she wanted to 
quit for safety reasons. And two more aux. 
iliaries are out of town and haven't been 
able to voice their concerns. 
Terrace auxtharnes, as did their counter. 
parts ac.ross the country, stopped volunteer. 
ing last April when Attorney General Ujjal 
Dosaujh Pulled their fireamls. 
Dosanjh agreed late last year to ann aux- 
iliary officers but added the final decision 
rested with RCMP Assistant Commissioner 
Murray Johnston. He decided Feb. 10 thai 
auxiliaries houldn't be in enough danger to 
warrant carrying firearms. 
Uniforms will stay the same until enough 
money is raised to pay for new ones, To Ip, 
pel, the longer that takes the better. 
" I f  we had different unlfonns, we could 
stand out and become a target," he said. • 
THERE IS MORE than just great powder on the 
miuds of some Shames season ticket holders. 
Skiers and snowboarders are circulating a 
petition asking Shames Mountain to ban events 
such as the March 6-7 snowmobile hill climb 
until after the regular ski season ends, 
The petitioners are upset skiers and snowboar- 
ders weren't asked for their opinion. 
"Holding this event prior to season-end is- 
plays an unearing attitude towards people who 
support .the ski corporation all season, every 
: seasoni', reads the petition. 
Tania Millen, a regular skier at Sham~,. feels 
the run snowmobiles will Climb is one of 
Shames' best. She said ruts left by the machines 
will make the AOT run harder .to ski and its 
snow will melt taster. 
Betty Barton, a Shame s representative, said 
mountain officials realize the main run used for 
ployees can t direct skiers away, 
Barton said Shames may hire a bus to shuttle 
people to lower parking areas, where snow. 
mobilers arc set to parL 
She  l!0peS regular hill users will view the 
event as a spectator sport. " I f  skiers dont't wan! 
the snowmobile race will dctcriorste afterwards, to watch, tl!cy .have tile whole rest o f  the 
But. she said, another major snowfall could mountain to ski on," she said. 
fix that problem. And, she said,there's a lot Of Shames managers will meet after the hill 
climb to decide whether it will be held during misinformation surrounding the eve!it . . . .  , 
O|dy two runs, AOT mid  Borderline will tl!eskxseasonagain. : : . . . . . .  i : 
close, Hangover, which runs oat  rote the hill: Bart6tt sa id  mountain ~users are welcome to 
i ehmb Spectator areal could close tf Shames era- forwart" heir comments to the corporation: 
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Lieboe~;~SonZ~r~hr~amy.pOhcy setting .conference m Prince suPAlP$ort~oping to attend the Prince George conference is ] H o c k e y  F a n s  
And. that's an. encouraging sign. that the twO• parties are Steve. Cook,. who heads efforts to unite the right-wing • " ~ 
moving steadily towards a umted front against the NDP, partzesm Skeena• [ c o m e  ] tn  ear ly  to  =zet , 
said Jim Bell, Reform B.C.'s secretary-treasurer in Skeena. He says Reformers are looking for an inclusive approach I a ~,  ,( ~ ~ [l ~. 
t~eu ann two other local provincial Reform executive from the Liberals, rather than an insistence they simply I the  best  seats.  L,' 
members ~ Gordie Anderson and constituency associa- abandou ship and switch parties• | k'~..._~ '~"X' 
lion president Wayne Kilgren - -  got invites to the Liberal " It  boils do~;n ton  matter of respect," Cook said. | I ~ I 1  11"71 T ,~,,~ ,'~ I ~\~:>~ ~ ~g~ I 
s~sion. "Reformers want to feel that they're respected and that I I l Y r l ( lay ,  . t 'eDruary  ;~u ~ I / '~ i~, / ' , ,~  T .a  
They're actively pursuing us and they want us to be they're given credence that they do have a brain and I I ~ .h . .d .~t ,  l~=hr .a rv  ~7 ((///z;"]( ,,/[~,,l~o~l 
there," Bell said. " It 's a good step," • they're uot just a bunch of radicals as they're sometimes I I ~ . . . . .  dr~ . . . . . .  "I - - - -  I ~ 'k~t"  [ ~  ~ ' ~ .  f f  
The Liberals' Northern Directions policy conference at portrayed." . I ,...,-- . , , _  _ y - / / /  ~ ,~ . -~ 'X] '  t . \  
the University of Northern B.C. is seen as critical to efforts If Gordon Ca~'npbell could find a way to zet out of I rnere  AVl l l  De games. /// \Vt;-k~# , ,"k 
at healing divisious between the parties inthe north. Howe Street and up to Highway 16 in terms ofh~s mhldset II Prizes to be wont ~/ /~ ' i~  /,'//"\~ 
Liberals hope to get the Reformers on side by developing and to really look at it from a northerner's perspective, that ] /i ~ 
policy goals relevant, to northen~ B. •C that would then go would go a Ioug way." " ' i /, 
• I Locateo Jn me uoast inn or the west I Efforts to unite the right will likely hinge on how far the Also in Terrace today on their way to the Prince George I 
Liberals go iu ultimately incorporating some Reform conference are four B.C. Liberal MLAs. 
policies, Bell said. 
"It 's a one shot deal," he said. " I f  they make some con- 
cessions to us and pick up some of our policy then we'll 
certainly do all we can to help them." 
It's not clear yet if that would mean blending the two 
parties, run,ing a mix of Reform and Liberal candidates in 
Health critic Colin Hanson gets here first to tour hospi- 
tals in Terrace aud Kitimat and to meet with local doctors. 
He's then joined that evening by Kevin Krueger, Kathryn 
Whittred and Geoff Plant for a meeting at the hm of the 
West where local Liberals will select delegates to go to the 
party provineial convention later this year. 
Feds ease copper mine worry 
THE TULSEQUAH Chief mine has cleared its biggest 
hurdle and won the support of the federal govenm~ent, 
says Skeena Reform MP Mike Scott. 
Scott said foreign affairs minister Lloyd Axworthy on 
Feb. 19 promised the federal governmeut will not refer 
Redfern Resources' proposed copper mine project on the 
Taku River west of Atlin to an Intenmtional Joint Co~mnis- 
sion made up of Canada and the United States. 
Referring the mine to the commission on Amer- 
ican/Canadian boundary issues - -  as demanded repeatedly 
by Alaskan governor Tony I(amwles - -wou ld  have been a 
major setback for Redfern and was the main hope of en- 
viromnentalists opposiug the project. 
The $160 million undergrouud miue, which would create 
200 pennanent jobs and twice that number during its two- 
year constructiou, has already been approved by provincial 
and federal enviromnental reviews. 
" I  am very pleased the federal government has not caved 
iu to pressure from Tony Knowles and has not caved in to 
pressure from the enviromnentalists," Scott said Friday. 
" I 'm hopeful ~at giveu this signal Redfem Resources can 
proceed•" 
Redfern president Terry Chandler said the threat of an 
From front 
International Joint Commission ~ which could have 
forced major and possibly uneconomical changes to the 
mine ~ had cast a shadow over the project and made it al- 
most impossible to raise financing for it. 
Scott and Chandler were both waiting Friday for a formal 
letter frmn Axworthy confirming the government's posi- 
tion, 
Although that roadblock for the company may be down 
another went up last week. 
The Taku River Tlingit First Nation filed a petition in 
B.C, Supreme Court seeking an judicial review of the pro- 
ject's approval by the province's environmental ssess- 
ment office. 
The native group is primarily concerned about the 160- 
kilometre access road that they say would disrupt tradi- 
tional hunting and fishing territories. 
The Taku River Tlingit claim they weren't adequately 
consulted in the review, environmental studies were defi- 
cient and that the mine and road would interfere with their 
aboriginal right to hunt and fish there . . . . . . .  
"The road and the mine are going to have very serious, 
negative impacts on the Tlingits' ability to hunt and fish in 




THE MIKEBURGER'S 39!!! 
Since 1960, over 16 million people have enjoyed our world famous Mikeburger's 
sensational f ame-grilled taste, 100% all beef patty, garlic french loaf and special 
sauce. So now that he's turning 39, we're celebrating by dressing him up with 
some special new taste combinations. And between February 19 and March 29, 
(39 days) we'll be having daily draws for free Mikeburger Meals. 
BE; SURE; TO DROP BY 
AND SAY 
HAPPY B IRTHDAY,  
TO THE; BIG GUY. 
Recallers gathering 
"So then all you're really doing is mop- govermnent," he said. "That's really what 
.plug. UP the support you know is there and it is." 
theg,,.gs[ug, tl~e t i, me..more ffectively, to / Cook alsol said the level, of desperation 
reach those undecideds and bring them o, ) among people in the province is consider- 
side." ably higher now than a year ago when the 
Mounting 40 recall campaigns will be ex- 
peusive, Falcou confirmed, but said dona- 
tions and contn'butions towards the 
eainpaigus are already coming in. 
Cook said it's likely the Northwest Coali- 
tiou of Dissatisfied Citizens, ~ which 
originally formed ,to stage last fall's rally 
and chalmel right-wing support behind a 
single candidate in the next election, would 
run the recall drive here if total recall does 
get off the grouud. 
He said the recall organization will in- 
clude business people, professionals, mill 
workers and people belonging to both the 
Liberal and Refonn parties. 
"It 's a bipartisan effort to get rid of this 
original recall drives that came closest to 
success were underway. 
"They know that we're in crisis and this 
is war," Cook said. "We have a govern- 
ment that is grinding this province into the 
dirt financially and economically and the 
people cammt and will not continue to take 
that." 
"This is a revolt, it really is." 
Cook said the effort is not some kind of 
hobby or pastime of politically interested 
people, but a necessity to preserve the pro- 
vince. 
He noted the NDP will not be required to 
call an election until late in the spring of 
2001, 
Do I need a financial advisor? 
How you manage your money 
today has serious impact on your 
future quality of life, Yet many of us 
put little effort into monitoring our 
money, We put more time into 
planning our annual vacation than 
deciding how to invest in our 
RRSP's, We expect to provide 
adequately for our families and 
retire in comfort, yet we have no 
practical plan. 
So of us may have ventured into 
the complex world of investments, 
only to discover over 30,000 
different stocks and 1,300 mutual 
funds are available in Canada, or 
that markets are affected by a 
variety of factors such as interest 
rates, inflation and politics. Taking 
the time and effort required to 
understand the many investment 
options, and stay current on 
developments is impossible for 
those of us with jobs, families and 
other obligations on our time, 
Seeking the expertise of an 
independent financial advisor is a 
logical approach. An advisor has the 
knowledge and experience to guide 
you through the maze of options 
and suggest he right investments 
for your needs, You can expect 
professional advise, the best 
investment plan for you, and on- 
going guidance. Most importantly, 
an independent financial advisor will 
help make your financial hopes a 
reality, 
PROFESSIONALADVICE: 
We solicit doctors, lawyers, 
dentists and other professionals for 
their expert advice, Yet, for our 
financial future, we often rely on our 
own knowledge or friends' 
suggestions, Using a professional 
financial advisor could mean a 
difference of thousands of dollars 
towards your retirement. Infact, tn a 
survey by Dalbar Financial Services 
between 1984 and 1995, Investors 
with a financial advisor earned 
almost 17% mote in cumulative 
returns that ]nvestom with no.load, 
directly-purchased funds. • . 
I 
An independent financial advisor 
has the qualifications to help you 
build a solid financial plan. 
Because it's their full.time job to 
manage investments, an advisor 
has an in-depth knowledge of 
economics, worldwide market 
conditions, and the wide choice of 
inves~ent products. 
Financial Advisors are tested by 
the Investment Funds Institute of 
Canada or the Canadian Securities 
Institute, on inves~ent knowledge 
and ethical practices. They are 
licensed by their provincial 
securities commission and their 
professional conduct is monitored 
by both national and provincial 
organizations. 
YOUR OPTIMAL FINANCIAL PLAN 
The most crucial considerations 
when constructing a portfolio of 
investments are your unique 
needs, What Is your annual 
Income? How much risk are you 
comfortable with? Are you saving 
for your children's education or 
planning for retirement? There are 
many factors to consider. 
A financial advisor will sit down 
with you to dateline your comfort 
level of investment risk versus 
reward. Together, you will 
establish your financial goals and 
then your advisor will suggest an 
investment strategy tailored to 
your situation, 
ON.G01NG GUIDANCE 
Financial planning is a 
continuous process, Your advisor 
actively manages your 
investments and will contact you 
about economic or legislative 
changes that may affect your 
portfolio. You make then alter 
your investment strategy to 
capture opportunities and 
poten~ally maximize your returns, 
Likewise, if your personal 
financial goals change, perhaps 
with the birth of a child, an 
inheritance, or a raise, you and 
your advisor can revise your 
financial plan, 
If you have not utilized an 
independent financial advisor 
before, we help you will now give 
us the opportunity to show you 
the difference professional advice 
makes, Please contact us to 
arrange a personal consultation. 
Please feel free to contact 








Britain & Europe 
London, Stansted 
Jun 21 dept; 
rtns by Jul 13 
s83 9 
Manchester  
Jun 24-Jul 8 depts; 
rtns by Jul 16 
s919 
Munich 
Jun 23 dept~ 
• Jul 1 rtns 
s969 
 ;bSAV  slO0 on I 
your  Renta l  Car!  
When you book 2 round trip air fares to Bril.ain &.EurDpe 
with SIGIqATURE VACATIONS~ by April 30. Ask for full detai s. 
VANCOUVER DEPARTURES. NEW BOOKINGS ONLY. NO DOWNGRADES. Prices are per person and reflect specified dates. S.ub ect to change or. 
withdrawal wilhoul rlotice. SIGNATURE VACATIONS terms & conditions c pply. Not included: All taxes, GST, Iransportalion relaled tees, currency 
surcharges & AIF, BC Reg#1909-05. 
LOOK FOR OUR NEW, BROCHURE 'FEATURING 
• Car  Rentals. * City.. Packs, 
• Rail Passes • G~As-You-P lease  Programs : 
• Accommodation • * Coach Tours & Excursions 
• British Midland- and morel 
Connectors ~?:~ 
L i r~L~l~E[  CaII y0urUNIGLOIIE cruises~dalistfoday. UNIGL~BE Courtesy Travel 
Courtesy Travel 4718A Lazelh Avenue, Terrace 638 8522 & 800"668 0828 
~., 7 ;~ 
:i :? ' '  ~1 
The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation extends our 
heartfeh Ihanks to all Ihose who conh:ibuted to Ihe success of 
, "VALENTINES, MY DEAR, 
( NEW ORLEANS STYLE" I 
Elan Travel & Canadian Airlines Northern Savings & Terrace & District Credit Union 
• Aqua Plumbing and Twilight Spas All Season Source for Sports 
To~n Wide Furniture and Appliances Ev's Mens Wear 
• Marylin and Phil Davies 
• Northern Motor Inn 
5 * • • ¸ ¸  ¸ 
Northern Drugs 
Terrace Sight and Sound 
Cedarland Tire 
r - , _±L_ I  I~ l  . . . . . . .  
1 
Nancy and AI Richardson 
i~i?~::~ ' i~  1 :~ :~ : Beverly Clark, Starlight Decorating_ and Parly Rentals 
Stu Muir, Canada Sah~way 
" Marilyn Kerr & Tony DeMelo, Sight and Sound Productions 
. . . . .  Mrs~ Nora Phillips 
George Clark 
Rich McDanld J 
"The New Orleans Connection" 
~ ~ ( ' = -  _:~ i' ;~Our  Guests and Aucti°n Port |e lpants~ IT  




TRAINS BLOCKING the Kenncy St. railway crossing are 
causiug more traffic congestion on the southside thau 
necessary, says one frustrated resident. 
"It's very iueonvenient," said Chris Arnold, who's been 
stuck mauy a time waiting for a train to dear the intersec- 
Iiou. 
He said it seems to be happening umre frequently and 
that the peak time for train activity seems to coincide with 
the high-traffic times of noon hour and the morning drive 
to  work, 
What drives motorists batty, however, is the way the 
train appears to be ahnost clear of  the intersection, but then 
will lthen reverse direction, sometintes doing that a nmnber 
of  tiines, 
CN yard manager Greg Curtis said the railway isn't 
tryiug to antagonize motorists. 
It's simply conducting the necessary switchiug 
manoeuvres to build trains aud send them on their way, he 
said. 
"The last thing we want to do is deliberately torture any- 
body," he added. 
: Anmld, however, isn't coavinced CN has done every- 
thing possible to ease southsiders' pain. 
notes Keuney St. is often blocked by train switching 
mauoeuvres when o~dy a few rail cars extend across the in, 
tersection. 
"That ' s  why it's so aggravatiug," he said. ' T in  not sure 
why they cau't pull up two rail cars further when they're 
building trains to keep that intersection clear. They've got 
all thatspace up to the old bridge." 
"There 's  got to be some answer to make it a little bit 
more convenient for the people who live here." 
CHRIS ARNOLD isn't happy with the way trains block access to and from the 
southside at Kenney St, dudng peak traffic times, 
March 31 begins with $1 million in the bank 
and the best wishes of the federal govemlnent. 
A not-for-profit group, the Terrace-Kitimat 
Airport Society is the latest of its kiud to as- 
stone local control of an airport following a de- 
cision made by the federal government in 1995 
to get out of the regiona ! airport business. 
The $1 milliou from the federal govenunent is 
meant O absorb any one-time osts and to pro- 
vide a kitty for expenses while the society puts 
its business place into effect, says Terrace eco- 
nomic development officer Ken Veldman, a 
"" member of the society. There are no further sub- 
sidies for operating costs, he added. 
But Veldman says the society is confident its 
ammal budget projections calling for a break 
even showing on revenues of $1 milliou will 
work. AJzy revenues over expenses will be used 
 Society ready to take over airport 
THE GROUP which will ruu the airport as of safety or operations. Although the airport once ran a deficit up- 
wards of $800,000 it has cut costs over the 
years and now is projected to break even this 
year. 
But the new owners do have a major chal- 
lenge, obtaining title to the lands surrounding 
the airport. 
Uldike other airports which are on federal 
crown land, this airport sits on Provincial crown 
land. Aud while the province is williug to give 
up at no charge the land directly used by the air- 
port it wou't do the same for the larger sur- 
rounding area. 
This could become an issue for long range 
projections by the uew owaers call for develop- 
ing the lands to generate money. 
"They're talking a.bout a head lease or buying 
it a price," said Veldman of the province's 
position. "But they're not talking about getting 
"We will be required to pay five per cent of 
the total," said Veldman. 
Although there are no assurances the capital 
program will continue in the years ahead, so 
many airports are now being operated locally 
that the federal government isu't likely to cancel 
it out of hand, he added. 
"It is a risk we're taking," said Veldman. 
"But the comfort is we wouldn't be in the boat 
all alone." 
As it is, the uew operators of the airport will 
be applying for five per cent - -  $7,500 ~ of the 
$150,000 estimated cost to pave one of the 
taxiways this year, said Veldman. 
Future paviug projects iwolving the main 
runway could cost upwards of $2-3 million. 
Once the final papers are signed, the new op- 
erating authority takes over the facility lock, 
to build up a capital expense fund. stock and barrel, it for free." 
The Society is responsible fog all'~oital work-, ~ i ,.. rrh,.-n.,. . . . . . .  t q'. . .  e~ ciet a seven board members one ........ , ............. ",,~ . . . .  ............ ~',~,~,. ........ . ~ :-- ...... , .~, . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ,,.=nsportCanada,em lo ees ........ ,,Th.,,s,? , ~ ,~ 
a0}.d.lreclly commcted to.an~ra,~safety.~r oper ....... ~illt'/C~i~e'~e~/efii'iice ,a l~h'~S':F+,~i~.tl~'.'f~l~,,:,'.-,each~Trom',the,'e~ly, reg nai,d~strlct,andTerrace, : 
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News In Brief 
Cell phones too pricey 
for remoter areas 
THE PRESIDENT of BC TEL  Mobility says cel- 
lular telephone service in some northern com- 
munities is too expensive to set up for now. 
" I  know our engineers have carefully looked at the 
cellular possibilities in the regiou, and the maiu ob- 
stacle is cost," said Nadir Mohammed in a letter to the 
£iTtimat-Stikine r gional district. 
he cost of setting up one cell site, or location that 
transmits cellular signals, is estimated at $1 million aud 
it would take a number of cell sites to provide service 
to eithei" Hazelton or the Nass. 
BC TEL Mobility has communications sites in Ter- 
race, Kitimat, Smithers, Houstou and Burns Lake. 
But because those locations are surrounded by 
mountains and valleys, signals fro,n those stations do 
not reach the Nass Valley aud Hazelton. 
Ambulance service maps 
updated for this area 
THE B.C. Ambulance Service has updated the 
maps of this area used at its ICamloops dispatch 
centre following two cases here last summer 
where ambulances were sent to the wrong loca- 
lions. 
Leah Hollins, a deputy health minister overseeing the 
service, says dispatchers "are aware of errors that oc- 
curred earlier this year." 
She told the Kitimat-Stikine regional district he calls 
were discussed and dispatchers were asked to keep on 
top of the areas they are respousible tbr. 
Hollius s;,ys the B.C. Ambulance Service's maps of 
the Kitimat-Stikinc area have been updated or replaced 
when new maps were available, but there are still prob- 
lems getting accurate maps of some areas. 
But, says Hollins, the service expects a computerized 
mapping system of the area to be in use later this year. 
Environmental award 
nominations sought 
DO YOU KNOW someone who should be recog- 
nized for their contribution to B.C.'s environ- 
ment? 
Then nominate them for the 1999 Minister's EIwiron- 
ment Awards. The winning person or group should 
have made an important aud positive contributiou the 
environment. 
That could be anything from identifying a problem to 
figuriag out ways to minimize or avoid au euviromnen- 
tal problem altogether. 
Entry forms are available by calling the ministry's 
regional office iu Smithers at 847-7260 or through the 
internet at www.elp.gov.bc.calpac/awards. The dead- 
line for submissions i April 7, 1999. 
The Ministry of the Bnviromnent Lands and Parks 
will be honouring award winners during enviromnent 
week;May 30 to June 5, 1999.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Homeowners, Condos, Logging Trucks ~ ~ [ ~ ( ~ ' ~ ~ 1 " ~ '  ~ '  I " - .  _.11 • . ~t , t~.%. .~$U & Equipment, Boat, Aircraft, Travel 
~t~ gr la~#"~........~ Medical, Bonding, Tenant, Commercial l~.l,Jll [ ]  
~ l . .  ~ and Mobile Homes I i ! I , , l l  
i ! ! / !! |  I - "Quality Insurance That P~I= '~ . j :  I 
I sutsA  MALL 635.6371 OR ! .888 .549.555~. . .~:  ~jy ~ 





A sedan this well equipped, this roomy, 
this comfortable should cost a lot more 
There's nothing to add but YOU - this Civic 
Sedan EX has it alll . CFC-Free A/C 
. Power Windows & Locks • Heated 
Power Side Mirrors • 4-Speed Automatic 
. ABS,  Cruise Control * AMIFM Stereo 
Cassette * Sp l i t  Fold-Down Rear 
Seatl~ . . . . . .  
Is Car 
'268 '2O,750 It, IONTH O.A.C. 
/ 
4838 Hwy 16 W, Terrace • 638-8171 
Lease and Finance oilers are Irom Honda Canada Finance Inc., O.A.C tBased on a 1999 Civic Sedan EX.G, model EJ668X @ $268 pet 
monlh Ior 48 monlhs, Total lease obhgalionof $16,777.78 includes down paymenl, documenlalion lee, reglslralion fee, lira & ballet/levy, 
48 monlhly paymanls and related laxes, uown paymenl or equivalenl Irade is $1,703. Inilialion required ot $2,743.34 includas down 
paymenl, firsl monthly payment, registration fee, security deposit of $325. Zero down payment plans also available. 96,000 km allowance 
(10akm excelling 96,000) a0olies, Taxes. licence and insurance are additional. Option to purchase al lease end f0t $10,149 plus laxes 
Dealer may lea~ =or tess, bee dealer f0r.com0fete details, This is a limited time offer. 
O Torr eo Lil-tle Thozt o @ 
9reaenta 
A~ m • • 
Featuring Local Entertainer Susan Bishop 
Sunday, March 14 
8:00 pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $24.50 each at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
Reserve seating only 
r .~ l  
YOUR DECOR 
WIN:  TICKETS TO CONCERT 





N m ~ I 
I 
Dropof f  your entry at :The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
Contest clmes..5:O0_pm Marc_h11, 1999.  Winners will be notified. 
I M ~ m ~  
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If I'm sick . . .  
SAY IT a few times. Let the figure roll over your 
tongue ~ $7.2 billion. Which is what the provin- 
cial government spends on health care each year. 
It's a staggering sum, almost beyond compre- 
' hension, making up fully one-third of the provin- 
cial government's budget. 
Now place that against our very own Mills 
Memorial Hospital. As with other health care in- 
stitutions in the province, it's been beset by years 
of either zero or minimal budget increases. Beds 
have been closed and services have been cut. 
Yet Mills appears to have been harder hit than 
most because of the numbers game. Simply put, 
the provincial health ministry feels the hospital's. 
costs are out of control. Using charts and graphs 
for something called the cost per weighted 
patient average, the health ministry feels Mills 
Spends too much money for and on each person 
that walks through its doors. 
And using more calculations, the health minis- 
try has decided Mills needs no more than 25 
beds on its general medical services floor and 
has given Mills a budget to reflect that. Admit 
any more people than that, and the hospital goes 
into the red. 
But sick people keep coming to the hospital. 
Short of barring the door, hospital officials have 
introduced stringent requirements o ensure that 
only the sickest of the sick are admitted. But the 
sick people keep coming, an irritation no doubt 
to those in the health ministry who prepare those 
cold and clinical cost charts. 
So this is the balancing act that awaits the' 
"executive mentor" being hired by the hospital. 
to manage its finances ~ paying homage to: 
those charts and statistics yet also ensuring there' 
is care for those who need it. As for the rest o f  
• us, there is only ~ ' ..... ~ ..... s~c~, wil l  one quest]6n~'.'IfI',m  ' . . . .  " 
t i i e i :e  6e"a"bea?" '  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' . . . .  '~"  " -~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
Make sense? 
LAST YEAR the provincial government plopped 
:$5 million down on the table and created the 
Northern Commissioner's office in Prince 
George. With a small staff,, it is the job of this 
person to represent the north in Victoria and to 
cut through some of the bureaucratic red tape. 
The people hired to work in the commissioner's 
office are highly specialized and each has been 
given a geographic territory of responsibility. 
Sounds good so far. But what doesn't make 
sense is the situation involving the person who 
will represent the northwest. He now lives in. 
Terrace, a natural location given that this is the 
central city of the northwest. 
But to do his job, he is being transferred to 
Prince George, meaning lots of wasteful travel 
time and expense when duty calls back here. In 
this age of ultra modern communications permit- 
ting new ways of doing business, basing this per- 
son in Prince George would seem to be an odd 
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Wasn't 1he time to roll over 
VICTORIA- When the 
North Shore News decided to 
publish three rather inane 
columns by Doug Collins, it 
showed bad editorial judg- 
ment. 
But when the paper meekly 
bowed to demands by the B.C: 
Human Rights Commission to 
pay a fine, publish an apology 
and promise never to run sim- 
ilarly offensive material 
again, it hammered another 
nail into the coffin of free 
speech. 
Thirty-some odd, years ago, 
when I was editor of a now 
defunct newspaper, I would 
no sooner have run Collins' 
Holocaust-denying rantings 
than some sicko's ideas on the 
HUBERT BEYER 
government-appointed bo y 
of watchdogs, answerable to 
no-one, can issue fines and 
dictates to newspapers shows 
how far our freedoms have 
but he considers human rights 
tribunals far more dangerous. 
"Such people turn any 
country into a theocracy atthe 
drop of a hat. They'll recreate 
Cromwell's England, Calvin's 
Geneva, Torquemada's Spain, 
or the Ayatollah Khomeini's 
Iran, unless we throttle them 
at birth - not at their own 
birth, as tempting as this 
might be - but at their birth as 
functionaries," Jonas writes. 
"They can humiliate, pil- 
lory, harass, and expropriate 
anyone. They can prevent 
people from earning a living. 
And even though they justify 
their star-chamber p ocedures 
by pretending that they 
threaten o-one's liberty, ulti- 
easily turn into suppression of 
opinion society considers 
unpopular. 
And you can bet that when 
that day comes, there will be 
politicians running to the front 
of the line, offering to/save 
society from the harmful 
effects of such unpopular 
opinions. 
The ultimate irony is that 
people like Collins have actu- 
ally helped the cause of fight- 
ing racism. Every column the 
man wrote, denigrating immi- 
grants or questioning the 
Holocaust, triggered an out- 
pouring of indignation from 
people who would otherwise 
never have bothered to 
express their opinion. 
merits of incest . . . . .  been eroded .................................... ,: mately they can send anyone '..i A free fl0w o~ opinions, 
::: I would have consigned the i "~::  In today's :Climaie of politi~ ~ to jail 9~hotefil~e~6~d0 th~'ir"'~" in~fi/~iiiag :{ihpoi~uiar, ' ~vep 
columns m question to the cal correctness, ~t~s nsky for .... bzddmg. wrong ones, m soemty's best 
waste paper basket not anyone to come to the defence Jonas says the likelihood of defence "against George 
because I felt I didn't have the 
right to offer such question- 
able material for the readers' 
consumption, but because I
didn't want garbage taking up 
space in a chronically small 
news hole. 
To put it in a nutshell, and 
bad editorial judgment 
notwithstanding, the North 
Shore News had every right to 
publish the columns in ques- 
tion. 
The fact that now the 
Human Rights Commission, a 
of a racist and Holocaust 
denier, double so for someone 
like mewho hails from Ger- 
many. Fortunately, I am not 
alone. 
In a recent column for 
Southam News, George Jonas, 
a Jew who grew up in Europe 
during the Second World War, 
calls the Collins ruling by the 
B.C. Human Rights Commis- 
sion "a sad day for free 
speech." 
Like most other people, 
Jonas deplores Collins' views, 
such "commissars' putting 
him into their gunsights is 
small, because, as it happens~ 
he shares their current views 
on the Holocaust. 
"This puts me in the anom- 
alous position of having to 
speak out for people whose 
views I despise to express my 
profound contempt for those 
who would silence them." 
The real danger is that pun- 
ishment of today's expression 
of opinions the majority of 
society considers hateful can 
Orwell's 1984, where the  :~ 
Ministry of Love was, in 
charge of repression. 
Having made an error in 
editorial judgment to mn the 
Collins pieces in the first 
place, the North Shore News 
then shamefully wasted an 
opportunity to at least assert 
its right to have published 
them. 
Bayer 'can be reached at i 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; e-mail: 
hubert@coolcom.com; web: 
http://www.coolcom,com 
Dumbf()undec:t at dum my (i i i :i 
AMONG PUBLISHERS 
and speakers, it's trendy to 
label the uninitiated 'dum- 
mies'. Whatever started 
these self-proclaimed 
experts thinking we'd hap- 
pily put our money down to 
let them sneer at us? 
I suspect 'dummies' as a 
come-on originated with 
computer whizzes. So many 
of us were stymied by com- 
puters, We didn't take 
offence at the title 'dum- 
mies'. Instead we rushed to 
buy any book that offered 
easy-to-follow instructions. 
But insulting our natural 
intelligence as a sales pitch 
has gotten out of hand. Way 
out. 
Computer manuals titled 
'DOS for Dummies' or 
'Windows for Dummies' 
crowd the shelves of our 
public library. In a Safeway 
bin of leftover books I 
noticed 'Retirement Plan- 
| | | I I lO ] l le l :  [ ]  : !  I 1oI~l': |  I . t  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ning for Dummies'. 
The trend has caught on 
with public speakers, too. 
Next week in Vancouver you 
can pay to hear a know-it-all 
offer 'Financial Help for 
Dummies'. As well, a Mal- 
colm Kushner will tame the 
jitters of the unschooled with 
his 'Public Speaking for 
Dummies'. 
Just because I know less 
about investment planning 
than Gordon Pape, hunt and 
peck over a computer key- 
board, or rattle like a skele- 
ton when addressing more 
than three people, doesn't 
make me a dummy. Untu- 
tored, yes. In need of prac- 
tice, absolutely. But not a 
d~mmy. 
I'll bet I've got skills and 
natural abilities these smart 
alecs lack. That's okay. I 
don't point fingers at their 
shortcomings in my field. If 
we all excelled at the same 
thing, everybody would 
starve. 
Bad-mouthing the cus- 
tomer is a modem form of 
merchandising. Can you pic- 
ture darkening the door of 
any do-it-yourself hardware 
inviting renovation dummies 
to come in for advice and 
wall plaster? I didn't think 
SO.  
These Don Rickles types 
creativity, Or they  lack 
would think up a catchy title 
all their own. ~'~ i. 
They also lack good man' 
ners. Haven't they noticed : 
the Governor General does- 
n't hand out  Order of 
Canada medals for supercil- 
iousness? Every six-year:01d 
knows name calling is alno- 
no. 
In the 60's one publisher 
sold a best selling line of 
self-help books, all titled 
Made Simple. There was 
'English Made Simple', 
'Grammar Made Simple', 
'Writing Made Simple'. The 
effect was the same as for 
the Dummies eries but the 
tone was exactly opposite. 
Belittling someone lse's 
grasp of a skill or subject is a 
sad way to look for'a pat on 
the back. They'll reap no 
bucks or kudos from this • 
dummy. 
vcoop FL0~TS!T"TMe<At..Po~J'r F~ArH~-RS AR~-FIBuT ~H~,'r" 
I"HM'3 wHY ) I FLOhT~ BUI Ll(-.~f! TRA'r 'S J /AB0uT 
W0oP 60/~'T.,£ / [SI"~ELSI4JP5 A WHY 61R.OS //PLANES 
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SEVENTY-YEAR old AJmie Karpyshyn has 
lived in Terrace for 46 years and she never 
Terrace great, says senior 
wants to live anywhere lse. 
"This town's been very good to me," she 
' said. ! 
', Everywhere she goes, businesses cater to her. 
| A , t the grocery store last December, a clerk cut 
, a turkey m half when she didn t want to pur- 
chase the whole bird. 
"When you live by yourself, who needs a 20- 
pound turkey?" she said. 
Karpyshyu said salespeople will carry her 
bags to her ear and strangers are always willing 
to lend a haud. 
Last week inmates from the correctional 
centre shove led her driveway. "
In the past, seniors often moved away from 
• Terrace to eujoy retiremeut. 
Nowadays, however, senior citizens, like Kar- 
pyshyn, are staying in town where friends and 
family are. 
Population umbers how that the number of 
seniors in Terrace is ou the rise. 
" It 's  by far the fastest growing sector of the 
population," said Ken Veldman, Terrace's eco- 
nomic development officer. 
Canada's seniors populatiou is one of the 
', fastest growing in the world. 
"This town's been very good to me," 
By the year 2041, about 23 per cent of the 
L country's population will be elderlY (65 years 
old or older), which is up from 12 per cent in 
1995. 
To recognize the world's rapidly aging popu- 
lalion of baby boomers, the United Nations 
declared 1999 the Interuational Year of the 
Older Person, 
There are currently about 1,280 seniors living 
, in the city ~ about 8 per cent of the population. 
By the year 2026, it is projected that seniors 
, will make up 20 per cent of the population. 
"It 's not so much that people are coming 
,Housing 
a major ¢ 
TERRACE SENIORS want 
more housing. 
One elderly person, who 
didn't want to be named, 
said there aren't many low- 
cost rental suits available. 
She said only two places 
in town offer reutal suits to 
seniors: The Willows and 
the Selfiors Citizens Apart- 
meuts on Tuck Ave.. 
• . . . .  " " ,  * .~ ,~,  .'~ J l l  ~t  
• The ~.gp.ly~o.~,er,..~.e~?tnl 
housing op!iohs are T~in , 
• " . "  : , ~"V ,~ ~!  # '  . . , "} .  j '[~ 
River, Estates, which has 
t0wnhouses for sale, and  
Terraceview Lodge, wh ich  
offers seniors long-term 
care, 
The woman said she 
couldli"t afford to  buy a 
townhouse at Twin River 
Estates or one of the new 
hmnesproposed to be built 
at Heritage House. 
.,You have to sell a house 
to buy a house," she said. 
"Heritage House sounds 
great but mdess you have 
the-money to  buy one, 
you're stuck renting on your 
own,'! she said. 
Currently, there aren't any 
housing in projects in Ter- 
race where seniors can live 
iadepeudently, but also get 
help if they need any. 
Don Norstrom 
"As you get older there's 
nowhere to go," said senior 
citizen Don Norstrom. 
He said he knows people 
who have been on the wait- 
- - .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . .  
from 12 seniors who want to 
purchase suites• 
The Village of Peace 
Senior Care Society, a 
charitable organization 
founded by the Missionaries 
of the Poor, also wants to 
offer seuiors an alternative 
to Terraceview Lodge. 
Loft McGinlay, presideut 
of the society, explained 
members would like to build 
a home for elderly people 
who want to live in a family 
atmosphere, but who also 
need minimal care. 
Two uuns would live in 
the house to provide 24 hour 
assistance. 
McGinlay said the house 
will be uon-denominational 
and welcomes all seniors 
liviug in the area. Monthly 
occupancy charges would 
be charged to cover operat- 
ing costs. 
Currently, the society is 
looking for land within or 
close to the city boundary 
for the project. 
The Terrace Elks have 
been thinking about build- 
ing a senior houshlg com- 
plex for the past 15 years. 
"There's definitely a lack 
of seniors housing available 
in town," said Elks seere- 
tug list to get into Ter - '  tary Lawrence Baker. 
raceview Lodge for two "Twin River had about 37 
years, people on its waiting list a 
The demand for seniors yearago." 
housing is so great, said Baker said the Elks have 
Doris Mitchell, Ioug-term plans to build a 22-unit 
earc manager at Ter- senior's apartment bnilding 
raceview Lodge, that people just south of the Elks' lodge 
who need Iong-tenu care el- on Tetrauit St. All of the 
ther move to Prince Rupert uuits, which would be mod- 
or.~Kitimat or remain at ern one and two bedroom 
home and rely on corn- suites, would be for sale. 
munity home care services, "We're still hoping it'll 
like Meals on Wheels. go ahead but there are a few 
With the need for seniors' hurdles," Baker said. 
housing growing, a number He said the project has rue 
of projects are in the works, into property problesns. The 
The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foun- land they have isn't big 
dation, a registered non- enough to build the 22 units, 
profit society, has bought so ,in order to build, the 
land  adjaeeut to Ter- property will have to be 
'raceview Lodge to build resurveycd and property 
Heritage House, u 42-unit lines will have to be lnoved. 
senlorcare facility. The Elks will vote:mid 
Heritage, House is March on whether to go 
designed to provide affor- ahead with the project this 
here, it's that people aren't leaving," Veldman snatched," she said. 
said. Karpyshyn doesn't see any disadvautages to
He said medical services and home care ser- living here. 
vices have vastly improved in the past 10 years Vancouver, she said, doesn't offer auy better 
to accommodate s niors, medical services. "Medicare all over the coun- 
"We're better equipped to help older try is the sanle," she said. "I don't think we're 
people," said Dr. David Boweriug, chief medi. any worse off here than anywhere;" 
cal officer of the North West Community . She said mauy of her friends who moved 
Health Services Society. away, have returned. 
Bowering said there are currently two internal "They don't feel secure or safe iu other 
medical specialists in Terrace, while there was cities,,' she said, " It 's  also harder to make 
only oue specialist here 10 Years ago. friends when you get old." 
There arc also more home care services avail- Its her spare time, Karpyshyn said she often 
• able, like Meals On Wheels, which delivers hot babysits her great-grandchildren. 
meals three thnes a week to seniors who have Her granddaughter Karri said Kaq~yshyn has 
trouble eookiug for themselve s. been her saviour. = . . . . . . . .  
Studies show that more than 90 per cent of "She's helped my life completely," Karri 
Canada's eniors live in their private homes, said. ' Tve  had three kids in three years and 
According to Bowering, the challenge ill the she's been able to watch my children for me." 
future will be creating more home support ser- 
vices to assists seniors who waut to renmin ia 
their own homes. "Medicare all over the country is the 
"We need to find ways to provide thesc ser- 
vices without the costs breaking the system," settle. I don't think we're any worse o f f  
he said. here than anywhere . "  
Lisa Graham, R.N. supervisor at North West 
Community Health Services Society, said home 
support services lack money. Like many seniors, Karpyshyn has also done' 
"There's not euough ftmding for the plenty ofvolunteer work over the years. 
demand," she said. Statistics how that almost a quarter of all Ca- 
Graham said as the population ages, the uadian seuiors coutribute some time each week 
govenunent will have to put more money into volunteering. They look after children or grand- 
community services to accommodate he need. children, volunteer at thrift shops or for a uum- 
Some seniors in Terrace don't need home sup- bet of charitable organizations. 
port scrvices because they have faintly luembers The ecouomic value of the volunteer work 
who e an take careofthem, seniors do is esthnated between $746 million 
Karpyshyn relies on her daughter, son' alld and $2.3 billion each year. 
• grandchildren to help shovel snow and mow her For now Karpyshyn lives in her owe home, 
lawn for her. but she's put a $1000 deposit down to move to 
Siuce Karpyshyn suffers from rhemnatoid Heritage House, h new seniors housing project 
arthritis and a weak heart, she said she also has in the works. 
to rely on friends and neighbours to do things She likes the idea of Heritage House because 
for her. the complex allows seniors to own their own 
She said she likes living here because Terrace home, but also offers a uumber of home care 
is such a friendly place, services. 
"You call go out for a walk and you don't " I f  I don't feel like cooking diimer, I'll be 
have to worry that your purse is being able to go to the cafeteria," she said. 
t 
s Happy in Terrace! 
May McFarland and Connie Porter don't plan on leaving Terrace. They'Ve got too 
many friends and family members here. They said Terrace is a great place to live. 
. t  
Bus also a problem, 
Terrace seniors say 
. .  b 
PUBLIC TRANSIT is an- meets lbrseniors. 
other issue that needs work, She said the city needs 
say Terraceseniors. more Haadydarts to meet 
When the city rebuilt thedeu|aad. 
Kalum St. last year and Rellit|gdoesu'tuuderstand 
Tuck Ave. was turned into a why they can't tunt the bus 
cul de sac, senior citizens around in a.driveway. 
living in the Senior Citizens " I f  they can bring the 
Apartments on Tuck were school bus dowu there, they 
left stranded, can briug the bus," Reiling 
Now that Kalum St. is said. 
blocked off, the bus no Although public transit 
longer goes to the bus stop remains a problem, Relling 
by their apartments to pick said she's glad moved to 
them up. - doyce Relling Terrace from Comox two 
Seuiors who live at the years ago. 
seniors residence have to the HandyDart service, She said she moved here 
walk a block and a half to which is a smaller bus for to be closer to her son and 
Sparks St. to catch thebus, seuiors and handicapped her six grandchildren. 
For Joyce Relling, who people who can't hake the "My sou figured he could 
broke her hip after falling regulartransit, look after, me now," she 
outside her apartmeut last Relling said the problem said. 
year, that's too far towalk, with the HandyDart is that She's said she's made 
Farwest Buslines employ- its incouvenieut. She has to friends through the Happy 
ee Sonja Krug said there book days in advauee if she Gaug Centre and her 
isu't enough rooln at the wants to be picked up./Mid, church. 
bottmn of Tuck Ave. to tunl the Haadydart only runs " I  don't feel like I'ln 
buses around, from 8 a,m. to 5:20 p.m. growing old," she said. 
"The buses are too long," Monday to Saturday. " I  enjoy life. Maybe some 
"she said. " It 's is very busy," said people don't thiuk I do, but 
She said seniors can use Krug, who books appo in t - I  do." 
New population report startling 
THE TREND toward au older population ing, tile report says. 
as Baby Boomers age iuto senior citizens Lower down on the demographic tree, 
will affect everything from the need for there will be slightly more 30 to 49-year- 
schools aud hospitals to the demand lot olds ill 2026 than there arctoday. 
housiug. And the age 15-29 group is projected to 
It's all lbretold iu a new report by the Ur- he ahuost he same size as it is now. 
ball Futures hrstitute aud The Laud Centre, But therc will be decidedly fewer chii- 
entitled Housing the Kitimat.Stikine drea. 
Regional District's Population: The 14-and-under age group is projected 
Demographics and Demand 1996 to 2026. Io shriuk by about 10 per cent by 2026, 
The most startling fact emerging from the largely due to declining birth rates aud the 
report is that every age group in this region fact that the bulk of the population will be 
from 55 onward will more than double in 0utoftheirchild-bearing years. 
size by 2026. " I t  is possible to begin preparation ow 
By then, the 60 to 79 age group is for some of the effects that an aging popu. 
projected to make up 20 per cent of the lation will briug, including htcreased 
dable retirement homes and year. Kititnat-Terraee and area population, corn- tourisnh high6r levels of demand for health 
suppo services,. : . . . . . .  said "Eventually we'll ~ go pared toj'ust 8 per cent ht 1996, ~ care a,d social services, attd the need for 
MarlfyffDavies, who  is on ~ ahead even i f  its postpoRed That ' s  simply a result of baby boomers longer walk l ights aRd bigger print on 
the b0/ird of directOrS of thh fore year,'? Bakersald. getting older and life expectancy inereas- menus,,' the report adds. 
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The Mail Bag 
Repent or else 
An open letter to 
The city of Terrace: 
I see here a city that is truly blessed. Having natural 
beauty, a good size populatiou, a very high standard of 
living and generally very friendly people. However, if 
you take all that away the exterior and get to the nitty 
gritty, you will find a place that is very, very sick, not 
to meutiou evil. 
I find a lot of misery, a lot of poverty, and a lot of 
rebellion, People are so caught up ia materialism, gain- 
ing and hoarding wealth for themselves, idolatry, self 
fulfilhnent, rebellion, hatred, racism, sexual immorality 
(adultery, sex outside of marriage, homosexuality, 
etc.), lust, pornography, perversion, drunkenness, drug 
abuse, witchcraft (divination and spiritism), belief in 
reiucamation, seeking false gods, looking for 
spirituality ill all the wrong places, etc. 
The stench of this "nice" little town, is going up to 
heaven. The Father iu Heaven - -  Jesus ~ sees all of 
this filth here. His message is very sinrple: Repent of 
your sins. Do you uot know that the Lord destroyed Is- 
rael because of its sinfulness. He wanled that uation 
through prophets aud other men of God. 
Oh I lalow that Jesus is a gracious Lord, but do you 
think He will not eventually pour out His wrath on a 
cesspool like Terrace? Do you think He is just gonna 
sit there, and let thc evil iu this city rcign forcvcr? 
Christiaus in this city, step outside and takca breath 
of air. 
Can you smell the stench of rottenness its this place? 
Do you see the suffering here? Do you see the lost 
souls on their way to hell? What are we doing to bring 
about revival here? Let's stop the bickering, and start 
repenting and weeping before oar Lord. Preachers, 
board members and congregations of Christianity in 
Terrace, listen to me: Stop playing ehurchanity, and 
start o preach Christianity! 
Through repeuting, prayer and fasting, this city can 
attd will change. I mean it has toI The word of Lord is 
more powerthl than a double-edged sword. 
Davinder Olak, Terrace, B.C. 
Helmet theft abhored 
Dear Sir: 
I was up ou Copper Mountain Sunday afternoon, Feb. 
7, takiug an avalanche course for search and rescue. 
We were just down over the bank doing a mock 
sear, ch from an avalauehe. When wc returned to our 
snowmobiles, my hehnet was gout. 
How low can a person get, especially a suowmobiler, 
if you call call yourself that; I wonldn't. 
I was there trainiug to maybe one day having to save 
your Iowlife life. 
Maybe you, who stole my helmet, should think about 
this when your out snowmobiling. 
A. MeKenna, Terrace, B.C. 
Big land, big bucks 
Dear Sir:. 
Please inform city council that my figure of $400 
inillion for the airport land is for the whole package, 
the big picture, the whole enchilada ~ the land, 6,000 
acres, the airport, the thnber and the mushrooms. 
That numbcr may not bc accurate, but it's better than 
the number they have, because they don't have one. 
Certainly, if they have one, they have never told any 
one. The quote that they have spent only a few hours of 
staff time on this big enchilada, that must mean plan- 
ning time, for the planning is on a par with the other 
planning done in town. 
But what about the 'subdivision opportunities 
studies' done, what about the over flight done, what 
about the year's of staff time of the economic develop- 
ment department? 
Tcll them that one public information meeting could 
have negated this charade in your wonderful paper. 
Les Watmough, Terrace, D.C. 
It's a good treaty 
Dear Sir: 
I am becomiug highly concerned about the continual 
pressure from certain groups around the province and, 
sadly, in our community, to hold a proviuce-wide 
referendum on the Nisga'a treaty. 
Was there a refercndmu for any of the other First Na- 
tions trcaties signed in Canada going back to the 
1700s? No! Was there a rcferendun| when Canada 
united in 18677 No! Was there a rcfcreudum wheq 
Canada entered WWI or WWlI? No! Was thcrc a 
referendum when British Columbia entered Confedera- 
tion? Nol 
If there were uo referenda coveriug those and many 
other important eveuts, why are people pressing for one 
now? Even if a refercndum werc to be held, ill justice, 
it should be a Cauada.wide one since this agreement is 
with the fedcral govermncnt. 
My great admiration goes out to tile Nisga'a. They 
have played by the rules in this matter. Did they turn 
terrorist and bomb and buru? Nol Thcy went to the 
courts and used the laws, our laws, With very few ex- 
ceptions, First Nations people in Cauada all played by 
the laws. 
Did we have the great Iudian wars, with their 
resultant destruction and slaughter, that occurred in the 
United States? Nol Instead, when my great grandfather 
came to Vancouver Island in the 1870s, the local folks 
not only did not shoot at him, they taught him to fish! 
When my father joined the navy in WWII, who did he 
find as ship mates? First Nations men as ready to 
defend their country as my father was. 
Perhaps it is uot to everyone's liking but would we 
rather this were Bosnia or Rwanda or any of those 
nrany other places on our planet where people really 
were unable to agree? I love Canada and this Nisga'a 
treaty is one of those many thiRgs that make this coun- 
try so special. 
R.S. Earl, Terniee, B.C. 
About letters 
THE TERRACE Standard welcomes letters to the 
editor, Our deadline is noon Fridays; noon Thursdays 
on a long weekend. You can wrile us at 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. Our fax number is 250. 
638.8432 or you can email us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Letters must be signed and must have a phone num- 
ber. 
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Aim in the right direction 
Dear Sir: , I  against it aud it did not 
After months of reading CORRESPONDENCE FOR THETERRACE STANDARD materialize. 
letters iu this paper that arc Perhaps it is unrealistic to 
iugOftcnquitecnmtionalaceUS'people of all kiuds of T h e  Mail Bag areh°pethatconmmnltieswhoall extre ely s lf- 
R 1 ecycle Yourself. Decide to Be an Organ Donor 
I ¢ ] ~'""" and Tell YOUrl~Family. 
I'ttt Kn,~tlFot'mt*t~,~ Columblo k~ CANADIAN 
Society FOUNDATION 
BC Branch 
(604) 736-9775 or  1.800-567-8112 (604) 877-2100 or  1.800,663.6189 (604) 681.4588 or 1-800.856.7266 
thiugs I have decided toadd focused, parochial and used 
my voice to the debate. 
While everyone is entitled to looking out for them- 
selves and also being suspi- 
to thek opinion it seems to :.community. cious of chauge, should 
me that statements made in As I myself found out vohmteer to form such an 
public should at least reflect serving on the committee to area council. 
facts and reality. •build Terraccview long term In lny view the provincial 
A case ia point is Lorraine • care t,acility, all govern. 
For,her's Feb. 10, 1999 let- meuts love boards. Sincere government should show 
some leadership and im- ter to the editor. She states politicians, if there arc any media.l~f'y ~csta" Vsh a 
that the health couneir is left, understand that input regioual cduacil for the 
overpaid and impoteut, and advice from people with ~ northwest. Most of the prob-: 
I cammt speak for all the local knowledge ca=~ be lenrs described by Ms. Fort-. 
members but my wife who helpful, but mostly govent, nor and others are a result of 
is on the board, is not ira- ments use their boards as not having a regional coun- 
potent and she, as all the human shields, catching the cil. 
board members, receives no flack that should be aimed 
salary, no per diem, uo at themselves. Instead of circling the 
benefits, i.e. no money Myseveu years of fighting wagons and shooting in- 
whatsoever for their service, with the government of the wards why don't we point 
So why are they douating day taught me that. our guus eastward Io Ottawa 
huudreds of hours of their Ms. Fortaer's letter also where Paul Martin nod com- 
pany, besides stealing bil- Britain & Europe tithe while getting only suggests that the Terrace John Jonson lions froln the unemployed 
abuse and condemnation i and Area Health Council is has systematically year after 
return. They are doing this the same as the regional not exist and.although the year takeu away hundreds of 
Terrace neaim t;ouncu . millions from imalthcare. because they believe that health council and states ~ y o u r  W ~ y  
they eau make a difference "who cares anyway", voted for and fonght for John Jeusen, 
and they want to see the best The fact is, of course, that such ~ couucil, other COlU- Terrace, B.C. ~,,~t "~ . ca,~,.t : 
possible health care for our the regional council does munities campaigned 
snowmobiles don t mix 
• : ~ ~  Exclusive Offel's for ~:,~ /a4=~.~ 
Skiers Car, son Wagonht Travel ~ i~! ,  
Rewards members: 
Dear Sir: SALE ON NO Wf I was appalled to read in The Terrace Standard that the the complex safety and logistical issues, uot to mention the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp. is permitting the local snow- attitude toward regular patrons of the Shames Mountain 
mobile association to hold its ammal race during the regu- ski hill really leaves me qnestioning the decision of the Book between January 18 -April 30! 
lar ski operating season. To me, this shows a distinct lack Shames Mountain board of directors to allow a snow- 
of appreciation for the regular skiing patrons from Terrace, mobile event during the regular operatiug season. 
Kitimat attd Prince Rupert who, year after year, support Cat the ski hill really afford to ignore its regular patrons : - • The BEST VALUE on ~kk , . ,  
Shames Mountain. -- skiers and boarders -- for the sake of a few quick "[IF=llIBS=11".~ d~lqS 
Without his patronization, the ski hill would have folded bucks? air • holi 
years ago. Not only that, but the logistics and safety con- Tania Millen, Terrace, B.C. Charters to Britain & Europe! 
cents of holding a snowmobile vent while skiers and (received via email) 
boarders are on the mountain will be a nightmare. ~!:::: 
$100 hnagilm all the regular spring skiers alld boarders ddving What .... ::~:~ "SAVE per c0uple0nALL 
up tO the hill on Saturday morning. Mix in over 100 snow- no n se  n se  
mobiles, all of which must arrive by trailer or pickup. Now TRAFALGAR t~:~f f#' -  & INS IGHT 
imagine the ski hill road isjammed, both parking lots over- Dear Sir: TOURS 
flow dowu to the switchba ek with kids straggling with This has got to be the limit of preposterous nonseuse. Oa tours 12 days or  longer! 
their boards and skis while machines rip by. And now a a recent Wednesday nearly all TV and radio stations were 
mass of machines, skiers, boarders, kids, and spectators devotiug their newscast time to the retiremeut of a certain • FREE car rental upgrade on SIXT Car Rentals 
converges at the bottom of the chairlift. No one can nmve Michael lordan, U.S. basketball player. 
- -  skiers and boarders finally make it onto the chair, only Of all the great and newsworthy items around this world, with Ilo[|datdlouse 
to listen to engines ripping up bump runs and smelling we are deluged by more American trap. Most Cauadians I mElavffPt°ett 
noxious fulnes, must or should be sick of this saturation h'om the USA. • DOUBLE BONUS POINTS for REWARDS card membersl 
Local skiers and boarders will arrive at the top of the T- For months it's been Clinton and Lewinsky embroiled iu 
bar only to find out that all the bump ruus, Borderline and their murky quagmire. Now our main media are devoting 
Back Eddy are closed, as the runout at the bottom is hours to this basketbail player's retirement. Who cares? 
needed for snowmobile access. It's a safety issue thgy say Just what the hock is going on? To a!!qw such,people.so 
sO, those with the choice, g6?t0uring behind the hill. But Ko much time airing their arrogance defi~ ~ ~ill-16gic .These . - 
lffck there either - -  the ~i::lJb~,l-is tracked up, and .~n0w- overgrown, overpaid galloots have been wallowing ~in ' • 
mobiles can be seen heading along Zimmy Ridge in the adulation and money long enough, for simply cuffing a 
distance. Guess it's time to head home. ball in a glorified childreu's game. 
Am I exaggeratil|g the likely turn of events? Perhaps, but Douglas L. Bulleid, Terrace, B.C. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~a.i,~rs &Sai:i~or, 
Tax Law * Trusts ,, Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
|ImmIlImmImmIlI=mIumImIlImmImImmIImIlImmIlIlI--' immi l i l i l immI~mmI l immI l i i T  
ANNUAL 20% OFF SALE 
ON 
CUSTOM FRAMING 
Original art, prints, posters, photography, obiects & memorabilia, needle work, 
fabric art, or any other treasures. 
March 1 - 31, 1999 
Photowork Studio 





Northwest Training Ltd. & 
Northwest Counselling Centre 
Are moving to 
Suite 200- 4622 Greig Ave. 
(Across From the old Co-op Building) 
Our offices will be closed 
February 25 & 26, 1999 
Will re-open March 1, 1999 
at our new location. 
,l le Harvey 
ChP, CLU, CH.EC. 
q 
Certified Financlal" Planner 
Chartered Life Underwriter 
Chartered Financial 
Consultant 
Member CAIFA (Canadian Association of 
Insurance & Financial Advisors.) 
• Life Insurance, 
Group Benefits 
• Investments~& RRSP 
(33 different Mutual Fund Companies) 
• Ret i rement  Planning 
& Estate Preservat ion 
For Professional Advise & Service, with 
over 15 years experience 
Call (250)635-6146 
Fax (250)635-6112 
Suite 306, 4546 Park Ave Terrace BC V8G 1V4 
Sun fife of Canada, 5unetco Investment Services Inc. 
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Storewide Invento  Clearanc Sale Ends Saturdayz 
Get your affairs ifi order. Collect ear keys, purse, color swatches, room measurements, spouse and Otis rin 
ff available and head for Totem's and a rare o or P g ' " pp tunity to choose from our all star line up of famous brand 
name home furnishings with savings-storewide-for 3 days remaining and 3 days onlyl We re treating a 
swollen inventory in the only way we can - by cutting prices until the swelling goes down You can leave 
your checkbook and bank cards at home, since you'll need nothin~ ¢t.w....:.~- . . . . . . . .  ; - -~  . , ~, ~---.., w.,.  nu m~eres~, nnancing u&u.  
Just find what you want, and tell us when you want it dehvered. We re looking for a terrific weekend, come 
in and join us. 
Totem's  Count rywide  
, Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
~°ur ,Q,ualityH°_m,,e 4501LakelseAve. Terrace ~ ~-~~ 
~urmsnmg~tore 1-800-813-1158 • 638-1158 iv~ f~,-J~:lm 
News In Bric,,:f 
Public meeting planned 
THE COAST INN of the West will be the site of a 
Fisheries Renewal B.C. public meetihg March 11 at 
3:30 p.m. 
The two-hour meetiug is meant o gather opinions on 
the crown corporation's performance and to gather 
more comment ['or the upcoming fiscal year. 
The NDP government created Fisheries Renewal 
B.C. in 1997 to finance programs that protect fish 
habitat, enhance fish stocks and create jobs in value- 
added and diversified fisheries. 
It is one of five meetings ~ others are in Delta, 
Nanaimo, Kelowna and Pri,ce Rupert ~ before the 
corporation's annual general meeting in New West- 
minster on March 30. 
Youth arrested 
RCMP OFFICERS arrested and charged a 16-year-old 
Terrace boy ill the Skeena Mall for robbery with 
violence Feb. 14. 
Officers allege the boy ~ who can not be uamed un- 
der the Young Offenders Act punched a younger 
male in the face outside Chalky's Billiards Feb. 12 and 
stole an undisclosed amount of American cash. 
RCMP officers were tipped off to the suspect's Ioca- 
lion in the Skeena Mall by members of the public. The 
suspect appeared in court Monday, Feb. 15 and was 
released uutil a pending court date. The RCMP investi- 
gation is ongoing. 
Juice, please 
NEW HAZELTON RCMP are i=westigatiug a break 
and entcr in the Willowdale Trailer Park in New 
Hazeltou Feb. 16. 
SomeUme between 4:00 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. forced 
the back door of a trailer and drank a glass of juice. 
The homeowner was away and the thne and reports 
that nothing else was disturbed or missing. 
Anyone who m ight have heard or seen suspicious ac- 
tivity in the Wiliowdale Trailer Park should call Con- 
stable E. Kemmdy of the New Hazelton RCMP, 250- 
842-5244. 
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uangerous job 
means medals 
for Navy men 
TWO CANADIAN NAVY 
explosives experts arc to get 
military medals this fall for 
safely disl)osmg of a 
dangerous chemical at Mills 
Menmrial Hospital in 1995. 
The chemical, picric acid, 
hadn't been used at the hos- 
pilal for years and was 
found in a storeroom. 
In liquid form it's fine, but 
it is considered explosive 
and dangerous when it crys- 
tallizes. 
Petty Officer First Class 
Ron MeMillau and Lt. Andy 
Walsh were flown up from 
Esquimalt Dec. 8, 1995 to 
deal with two, four-litre 
containers of the acid. They 
had fallen over and were 
leaking outo a metal tray. 
Hospital employees" Were 
evacuated from the immedi- 
ate area when the two 
donned protective suits and 
removed Ihe subslancc. 
The containers, the metal 
tray and the wooden shelf 
on which they sat were 
transported in a dump truck 
full of sand to a remora spot 
at the airport and then 
detonated. 
The experts said the 
chemical was unstable and 
dangerous enough to have 
caused a serious explosion. 
McMilhm and Walsh will 
receive the Military 
Meritorious Service Medal 
this fall. 
The two belong to the 
navy's dive unit stationed 
just outside of Victoria. 
Medical Equipment Loan Service- ] 
In Your Home. ' ~ ~k 
in Your Community. ~..~ ,~I  
+ Canadian Rod Cross A 1~ I~J/' 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Extended RRSP Hours 
We're open longer to serve you better... 
for your RRSP investments 
Saturday,  February  27, 9 am - 4 pm 
Monday,  March 1, 10 am - 4 pm 
Please call ahead to book your appointment for 
loans or mutual fund consultations.   Terrace & Distr ict  Credit  Un ion  4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Ph:  635-7282 
i~ Pendragon Computers Inc. |! P.one: 12= o3 -3362 P= 
RED HOT 
Compaq Presario 2268 
Compaq's First Sub 
$1000 Corn puter 
Computer Specs: 
300Mhz MII MMX Enhanced 
512 KB L2 Pipeline Burst Cache I 
32 MB Total PC100 Memory I 4.0 GB Hard Drive 
4 Meg Video memory 
32X CD-ROM 
56K V.90 ~odem 
Aureal A3D 360" Positional Sound 
Compaq Internet Keyboard 
100%.Y2K hardware compatible 
2268 Options: 
Juster Speakers 
Upgrade to 64MB 
Optional 15" monitor 
Optional 17" monitor 
 EALS! I 
Loans Available Through the 
Ter race  & District Credit 
Union 
$40.00 
$50.00 ~.  
$225.00 
$415'00 lincluded S°ftware: I i I Juster Speakers 
• MicrosoftWindows98 Quicken Basic ] Upgradeto 17" monitor $200.00 
$999.00  Microsoft Encarta 98 Micr°s°ft M°ney 981 $4899.00  
Microsoft Bookshelf g8 • Microsoft Explorer I 
Plus Apph,'able Taxes Microsoft Works 4.5 MotoRacer I 
Monitor not included Compaq Quickrestore Limiled Supply) Plus Applicable Taxes 
Compaq Presario 5137 
Hot February Deal! 
Computer Specs: 
,350MHz Intel PII Processor 
512 KB L2 Pipeline Burst Cache 
64 MB 100MHz S yncDRAM 
8,0 GB Hard Drive 
2X 2nd Gen. DVD-ROM Drive 
10 Mbps Ethernet Port 
56K Modem with ITU V.90 Updates 
4 MB Video Memory 
2X AGP Graphics 
Aurea1360° Positional Sound 
• Compaq Intemet Keyboard 
• 100% Y2K hardware compatible 
Including: 
15" Daytek Men itor 
INVOLVEMENT 
&outs of all ages are the pride of our 
community. Their awareness and 
involvement to makea better community is
what scouting is all about. 
V 
635-7178 
Proud sponsor and supporter 
of the 8th Division 
Terrace Beavers and Cubs. 
5100 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 
NEW WORLDS 
.~;.~ . . :~)  • 
Scouting opens new worlds of learning and 
exploration. Our hope for the future is in the 
hands of our youth today 
~ f :~= 2" i l ~;I • 
~40 LakeJse Ave., Terrace 
v~0vw.bc.scouts.ca 
FEBRUARY 21 - 27, 1999 
Wednesday', February 24 (6:30 - 7:45) 
CHURCH SERVICE & INFORMAL CAMPFIRE at Knox United Church. 
:..,: ,.~:~:~, ,R~se,~.earyour  uniform,Lug Mug. . . . .  
Saturday, FebrUa~:27 (1:00- 2:00) ' . .  . . . . . . . .  ,' ..... ~ . . . . . . . .  , ...... 
HIKE FOR HUNGER - Please wear your uniform. Bring the whole family. 
City Hall to Terrace Food Bank 
Saturday, February 27 (5:00- 6:30) 
FREE SWIM at the pool• Wear a piece of your uniform. Youth 7 and under 
MUST have a parent in the pool with them. 
Hike for Hunger '99 
QUESTION AND ANSWER SHEET 
Q: What is Hike For Hunger? 
A: The Hike For Hunger is an event jointly 
organized by the Girl Guides of Canada 
and Scouts Canada to raise food and 
awareness for Food Banks all across B.C. 
During the "Hike" itself youth members, 
adult leaders, family, friends, sponsors and 
other dignitaries will walk or march 1-2 km. 
carrying food in backpacks. The food col- 
lected will be loaded onto waiting Food 
Bank trucks at the end of the Hike. 
Q: How can the public participate? 
A: During the week of. February 21-28, 
1999, the public will have the opportunily 
to drop off non-perishable food at adver- 
tised food drop-off points in their commu- 
nity, such as Overwaitea and Save-On 
stores. The public can also support youth 
members collecting food to carry on the day 
of the Hike. 
Q: When does the Hike For Hunger take 
place? 
A: The Hike takes place on February 27, 
1999. 
Q: How many towns and cities are partici- 
paring in the Hike? 
A: Over 50 communities all across'B.C, are 
participating in the Hike For Hunger. 
Q: Where will the Hikes take place? 
A: For information on the particular loca- 
tions, contact your local Girl Guides or 
Scouts. 
Q: What is Ihe history of Hike far Hunger? 
A: The Hike For Hunger was first organized 
in 1990 by Scouts and Guides in Calgary, 
Alberta. The first Hike For Hunger in B.C. 
was held in Burnaby in 1995. Last year was 
the fourth province-wide and the event was 
extremely successful. 
ENVIRONMENT 
Outdoor adventure teaches the Scouts the 
value of teamwork and how to 
enjoy the outdoors• 
N wJG 
Autornoti~,e Fuel 
Conversions & Service 
Terrace 635-6617 
APPRECIATION 
Guiding teaches practical skills and cultivates 
respect for all living things both 
large and small. 
i i~  Skeena 5a=mills 
A Division of 
UJest ff'aserm,~ Ltd 










girl guiding ~ ~ ' = ~ = "  
encourages a sense of fun and adventure 
TER CE 
[el-" I :lb'dk.'l Ill i : I  
4916 Eh.ty. 16 West ~mzrace, B.C. 
250-635--7187 
www.  te r raceautoma i i. corn 
ACHIEVEMENT 
Learning from older role 
models and seJ 
good example 
younger girls 
part of what Gi 
Guiding is aft 
"about. We 
salute the Girl 






4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
6 3 5 - 6 6 0 0  
TEAM SPIRIT 
Girl Guiding lets girls experience the fun of 
healthy competition and encourages a sense 
of accomplishment and good sportsmanship. 
TER CE 
i rOYOTA I 
4912 Hwy 16 W, ~Im:raos B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www, tsrraceautomal I. cam 
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BusII,+Ess REVIEW 
New highways 
yard now open 
EMPLOYEES AT Nechako 
Northcoast Coustruction 
Services celebrated the offi- 
cial opeuiug of their new 
modcn~ highways 
nmiutenance yard on Feb. 
15. 
The $1 ntillion compound 
is so coutentporary, tidy and 
grease-free, it's hard to be- 
lieve it has been operational 
for the past month. 
Construction on the steel- 
fi'amed building, which can 
house four graders bumper 
to bumper, began last Sep- 
tember aud was completed 
i, ntid-Jauuary. 
Uulike the old road 
maintenauce yard ou Park 
Ave., everything is central- 
ized ill the new buildiug. 
Road crews, bridge crews 
aud shop mechanics are all 
housed in the same building, 
vastly improving the lines 
communication between de- 
partments. 
Nechako's technical as- 
sislaut Sandy Loptson ex- 
plained that the old yard had 
sheds aud trailers behind 
every office. 
"Now it's all in one," she 
said. "It ' l l  help us do our 
jobs better iu the future." 
The new building is about 
12,000 square feet, attd the 
yard occupies" about four 
acres of Bell Pole land, 
which is plenty of space to 
keep all the heavy equip- 
Inellt. 
"It 's really just a nice 
place to work," Loptson 
said. " I t 's  really bright for a 
shop." 
The new yard is just one 
of a handful of advanced 
highways buildings being 
built by the provincial 
government to replace 
aging, obsolete yards. 
The old yard on Park Ave. 
was 40 years old and ex- 
tremely inefficient, said 
Nechako Northcoast presi- 
dent John Ryan. 
"When it was originally 
built it was in the bush," 
Ryan said. "Now it has 
housing all around." 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST workers marked the 
opening of their new highways yard at the west edge 
of town last week with a ribbon cutting ceremony per- 
formed by Skeena MLA Helmut .Giesbrecht, 
Since the old yard is ad- 
jacent to a residential area, 
and designated by. the Offi- 
cial Community Plan for 
multifamily towuhouses, 
relocating the yard, to the 
outskirts of town has been 
on the ministry's agenda for 
seine time. 
NNC Holdings Ltd. will 
lease the building for 12 
years to the B.C. Buildings 
Corporation (the provincial 
governulent's real estate 
ann), which in turn will sub- 
let it to Nechako 
Northcoast, or whichever 
company gets the region's 
road maintenance contract 
in the future. 
The new yard is uaw cor- 
rectly zoned for the future. 
City officials are now 
eyeing the old Park Ave. 
yard as a potential new 
home for the main fire hall 
and possibly also the am- 
bulance station. 
Out & About 
West  Fraser  made money  
ONE OF THE most difficult years ever for the forest in- 
dustry ended with West Fraser Timber ekeing out a small 
profit of $5.6 million on total sales of $1,869 million. 
The company had lost money for the first time ever in 
the second quarter of 1998, but turned that around with a 
$6.3 million profit in the fourth quarter to avoid ending the 
year in red itS. 
President Henry Ketcham III called it a "challenging 
year." 
Lumber remaiued profitable, while the company's pulp 
and paper operations had more mixed results. 
"Prices for nmst forest products weakened, while 
stumpage charge s and other regulatory costs associated 
with harvesting in British Columbia remained considerably 
higher than elsewhere in Canada," he said. 
"We are maintaining our focus on strict cost control and 
pursuing market opportunities that will improve our 
nlargins." 
Renos lead construction 
ABOUT $117,000 in building pennits were issued by the 
City of Terrace in January. 
A series of commercial reuovations accounted for most 
of the work kicking off the co,structiou season. 
January is usually a slow month for building permits, but 
last month did come in higher than the same luonth ill 
1998 attd 1997, when penuit values were less than 
$50,000. 
Building inspector Paul Gipps said he's surprised at the 
number of inquiries he's receiving and is opthnistic on- 
struetion iu 19.99 could be significantly better than 1998. 
Kemess mine gets shield 
THE KEMESS South.gold-copper mine stayed open attd 
its 320 employees kept working last week despite a 
decpenhlg financial crisis for Royal Oak Mines lnc. 
The compauy got bankruptcy protection from its 
creditors in an Ontario court last week while it attempts to 
restructure its $320 million debL 
Royal Oak also got a temporary cash infusion from one 
of its creditors, Trilon Financial. 
But while the company has a short-tenn reprieve it will 
be up against a new deadline in March to come up with a 
restructuring plan. 
Saggiug mineral prices have put the ieveraged company 
increasingly under the gun, leading it to halt interest pay- 
ments on its debts in Decelnber amid a series of credit 
raling downgrades. 
Tourist radio is 
coming in May 
TERRACE's Tourist hl- 
focentre will beam informa- 
tion straight into the car 
radios of visiting tourists. 
The information centre 
will get its own miniature 
radio station soon that will 
continuously broadcast 
tourist-related iufonmtion. 
Terrace Tourism Council 
coordinator Maria 
McGowan says the station 
consists of a low-power 
transmitter with a.range that 
basically doesn' t go beyond 
the infoceutre's parking lot 
and :: requires: :no :special 
iicence. 
It's being offered to the 
local tourism group free of 
charge by Campbell River- 
based firm Infonuation Sta- 
tion, which will make 
money at it by selling ad- 
vertising to local businesses. 
The station will be partic- 
ularly valuable to visitors 
who arrive during hours 
when the into centre is 
closed, McGowan said. 
"Visitors would drive up 
to the building, see the sign, 
tune in and listen," she ex- 
plained, adding the trans-. 
mitter is about he size of a 
VCR and sits inside the 
building. 
"We can change the mes- 
sage free of charge a certain 
.. inumber..of thnes per year," 
:she,added. :" :::*::' - ' 
: McGowan said the plan is 
to have the transmitter oper- 
ating by May 1st, the start 
of tourist season. 
Info centms in Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert are doing the 
same thing, she added. 
Frank Donahue" .!. ;.i' +~4::~ i ~ :  
+: ,] 
Z~RITIJAL makes aving for retirement less taxing. 
Paula Pelnszunskl' 
j 635-2387 632-4447 
Skeena Mall Mounta inv iew Sq. 
' I~rrace . Ki t imat  
Fred Llndsay 
Li~t~ed wah Mutual Life of CanaddMutual Inve~ In~ ° ~( J  Tits HuttmJ Ctmm~lP 
two companies of The Mutual Group ~m.'l~eMut mdG rou p cam 
Many of the mine employees live in Smithers, 240 kilo- 
metres to the southwest. 
Did You Know? ] 
Any child eligible [or Kindergarten or Grade One is II 
eligiblefor II '1 ~ www.canadlantire.corn 
FRENCH IMMERSIONII I V I + www.ca ntire.terrace@oag.nat 
and IYsFREE ' I Sw AFEWAY 
Register at Kill K Shon Primary. 
For more information call I ILJ~J/www.safeway.com 
635-3115 I 
5 
.The City of Terrace is seeking volunteers of oil ages to 
serve on its Seniors Advisory Commission. 
The Commission acts as an advocate for the interests of 
seniors in the community and provides recommendations 
to Mayor and Council. It also guides initiatives and pro- 
jeers designed to ~mprove the quolily of life [or seniors in 
Terrace. 
The Commission meets ten times per year. It is a one year 
term and can be renawed. For more information, please 
contact Ken Veldman otthe City of Terrace 638-4725 or 
fax to 638-4777 by Fdday, February 26, 1999. 
www.terraceautomal l ,com 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
I The Terrace Standard 
etendard@kermode.net 
Your website/emaf l  address 
could  be here! 
Contactus  at 638.7283 
WELCOME R ITCHIE  
Terrace Honda Sales welcomes Ritchie 
Mallett to their sales team. Ritchie 
brings 10 years automotive sales 
experience and invites all his friends 
and customers to call or drop in. 
4838 Hwy 16 W, Terrace • 638-8171 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
MARCH Ig9g PALACE MARCH 1999 
1 Terrace I2 c+o 
Minor ip=ap~c~ccia~¢ 
Hockey I N0,~we= I BufklPlSkema Association LReg io  n 
7~, ,  [8 Terrace 
S~ond=y [ Minor 
smodp=e~ i Baseball 
A~m~ j .  Association 
T~a~ Ca~mPa~F~ 3 ++0a 15,o+o. I6+,..=11 
~ " ! - - '~  I ..... ";7;Z '7"+ I I 






I f3r•+eP+s'[ '14 Te, m It9 ~J I'IQTe,~S~Z e/,msti~ I t I I.~e~zl~ I ~ "- Brothers I I  
IOtsumkalm Muks- r "  - ~ 11. ~ 
ku~-om~ern~amL ..re~.ce Min.o.r. / ~'aT~i~C~na I 're~skat~Club 
~:+°tt"aa~°muo1. T~'me~ J 
4 1,5 I16c,+ ,,0e  +evo,,nt Terrace I- I L -  
=r0tec~VeolBks#4260rder I~,l Minor Hockey/I . N.mi~.e+l r -Benev01ent ~ 




ParentAuxili~ L Association 
124 
Par~01e~c I t+"~,,.,+,:+Ctb As~ia~0n N0~west I -' . . . .  
Bulkley/Skeena I Po~C.ala:i~ 
Region J Le~#13 
28 r-,vCanadian 1U/ ~eback 
r | PatapMgic L S~C~b 
I Ass0ciation No,west I - - ~  
I B.r~tey/Skeena I Drums~ 
L ~" L - " - - '  
Twaoe ' ~ I~ Ho~ 126  o I27 l 
['I'1 Th0mhil~ Junior Sec~dar/ached PaentA~ilian/ Co~Jncil 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REM0YAL AISLE CONCESSION 
Terrace ,, 4410 Le ion, . . . . . .  635.2411 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
She can't testify against me - she's my wifel 
Tussle woke up with a start. Her boyfriend 
was lurking over her bed. 
'Jamle?t Why are you home so late? It's 
four a.m... Hey, don't turn on the light, you 
dumb oxl" 
With a big grin, Officer Jamle Johnson 
tossed $5,000 in 20 dollar bills on the bed. 
Tussle looked horrified. 
'Jamle, what Is this?" 
Then It hit her~ 
'Jamie, they've bought youl" she screamed 
hysterically. "That motorcycle gang that .was 
under surveillance. You're on the takel" 
aY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON ~ 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
They met, They kissed. They made up. 
The next day, Tessle's lawyer called the 
police. 
"Sorry, gentlemen, my client Is withdrawing 
har testimony. That testimony wasn't volun- 
taw. She wes coached by the police 
Jamie was nonchalant. Investigators." 
'Tussle, you're so naive, You still believe In Shortly after, 
good guys and bad guys. I gave them a little 
police Information and they gave me a little 
money. Everybody on the planet makes some 
money on the side. Why not me?" 
Tussle Jumped out of bed and got dressed 
furiously. 
"Hey, where are you going, Tussle? We're 
still getting married, aren't we?l You can't 
leave reel We've been together 15 years." 
Tears were streaming down Tessle's face. 
"I've stuck by you through thick and thin. 
But, this is too much. Count me outl I'm no 
criminal." 
She ran out of the apartment and took a 
taxi straight o police headquarters. 
=Give ma the police chief, I'm Officer 
Johnson's girlfriend. I have some information." 
"l'essie spilled the beans. 
Jamle was charged with providing confiden- 
tial police intelligence In exchange for money. 
Tessle testified at the preliminary Inquiry, The 
evidence was sufficient. Jamle was sent to  
trial. A date was set, 
Jamle frantlcallJ/called Tussle. 
=1 love you ba~, I can't live without youl Will 
you come to Joe's~Caf6 tonight?" 
Jamle and Tussle got 
married. 
Jamle was ecstatic. 
"I'm savedl A wife can't be forced to tes. 
tify against her husband." 
However, at the trial, the prosecutor used 
Tessle's testimony from the preliminary 
inquiry and won the case. Jamle appealed. 
Jamle politely addressed the judge. "Your 
Honour, Tussle is not a competent witness for 
the Crown because she's my wife. Forcing her 
to testify against me will place a serious strain 
on our marriage. For the same reason, I don't 
think her testimony at the preliminary Inquiry 
should be admissible. Besides, she's since 
retr,~cted har story." 
The prosecutor frowned, "Your Honour, 
Officer Johnson shouldn't get off simply by 
marrying Tesslel During the preliminary 
Inquiry Tessle provided reliable testimony that 
• ha had accepted a $5000 bribe. Since we 
can't get evidence from other sources, 
Tessle's testimony should be admired. Don't 
let this corrupt cop off the hook so easllyV 
Should the Crown be allowed to usa 
Tessle's testimony? Youl Be the Judge. Then 
look below for the decision: 
"Help ing People Cape with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
Grant Undsey Holly Grueger Marshall Matlas 
Criminal Defence Law Genera/Law Fam//y Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
~0 
" ,Because Testle it Officer Johnzon,s pouse, the unnot be fomed to testify q~n~t I~m," the Judge .dad. "H*...-mz o.. 
JUU, W- m oases on actual court cases, T~ay e oeclsl0n is eased on the facts of th~ ease and the law of 
the province of Canada, If you have a similar problem please consult LMdssy & Grueger. CMire esrnatoln Is a 
Montreal lawyer end nationally s ndicated columnist, Copyright t997 Halke Enterprises. B14.3 " 
, ) 
Tax cuts, health 
don't ,mpress Mp bucksScott 
CLAIMS THAT the aver- 
age Cauadian will get a 
break on taxes in this year's 
federal budget dou't add up, 
says Skeena MP Mike Scott. 
Fiuauce minister Paul 
Martin's budget last week 
used.a hefty surplus to put 
money back into health care 
transfers, pay down the ua- 
tional debt aud ease back on 
lucerne tax revenue. 
But Scott said the reality 
is that most people will pay 
more because of dramatical- 
ly  risiug Canada Pension 
Plan pretniums and a 
pheuomenou . known as 
bracket creep. 
That's when salaries that 
rise to keep: up with infla- 
tiou end up pulting a worker 
into a higher tax bracket be- 
cause the federal govern- 
ment several years ago 
stopped indexing income 
tax brackets. ~ 
I t  results iu people whose 
salaries are basically just 
keeping up' with the cost of 
living losing more aud more 
to taxes over time. 
"While there's beeu a 
slight reduction on income 
tax, you're paying more in 
CPP coutributions, so the 
uel effect is you're paying a 
little bit more," Scott said. 
"Canadians actually pay 
slightly more iu taxes iu 
1999 [hail ill 1998," he said. 
Scott said the infusion of 
$11.5 billion back inlo 
provincial health care cof- 
fers by 2004 is encouraging 
but still small potatoes com- 
pared to what was taken out. 
"He's takeu 20 bill out of 
health earn over the last 5 
years," Scott said. "This 
minister has balanced the 
Tile three percent surtax 
ou individuals making more 
than $50,000 -- first intro- 
duced by thc Brian Mul- 
roncy Progressive Censer. 
vative governlncnt, is 
elinliuated as of July 1, 
But a five percent surtax 
starting for those eantiug 
$65,000 or more will con. 
federal budget ou the backs tiuue, t~  ¢ 
of the health care system." Last year federal fiuancc 
Meanwhile, Scottsald, the miifis}er Paul Martin iu- 
Liberals have not taken 
serious efforts to reduce 
spendiug iu other areas. 
He noted granls, subsidies 
and loam to corporations 
and  businesses have. not 
been cut or reduced. 
Nor, he says, has the vast 
bureaucracy in Ottawa, 
"There are still 1,100 
people working for the De- 
partment of Fishcries and 
Oceatts in Ottawa, where 
there are no fish." 
[] Personal side 
LAST YEAR it was low in- 
come earners getting tax 
relief but this year, it's the 
turn of nliddle income 
earuers. 
Generally speaking, two- 
earuers briuging in a corn- 
blued $50,000 as part of a 
family of four can expect 
saviugs "of $556 this tax 
year, according to fiuauce 
ntinistry documents. 
That rises to $620 based 
creased the basic personal 
exemption by $500 for those 
making less than $20,000 a 
year. 
That's being exteuded to 
all lucerne earners this year 
and, as of July 1, gets in- 
creased by  an additional 
$175. 
ht effect, uo income tax 
will be paid for the first 
$6,794 of earttiugs this year, 
going up to $7,131 iu future 
years. 
[] Health care 
ALL PROVINCIAL 
govcrmneuts will g.et more 
money ['or health care, 
reflecting rowing criticism 
that federal cuts iu this area 
of past years were simply 
too much. 
For B.C., that means 
money for more hospital 
beds and surgical proce- 
dures, the lack of whiclt has 
been a target of tltose:o1)- 
posed to the NDP govern- 
ulent. 
As it is, the province has 
"He just is .not being level ou two income earners 
arid square with ,Cana- briugiug in $60,000 for  a 
dians(" : i :  i ' : ' /  family of lbur. : : already said it'll spend $50 
F i rms 
busted  
r~o NTIAE~BUILT 
TWO TERRACE janitorial 
finns have been busted for 
faking their records'to help 
employees defraud the 
employment insurance sys- 
• tern. 
• One of the companies was 
fined $8,000 for issuing a 
false record of employment. 
~-.-Hama n~gesou ree.s-.Devel. 
., opment Canada investigator ......... 
- Vince Hcslenfdd said it was' 
detennined a man per- 
formed the work, but the 
record of  employment and 
-payroll ~as"all done in the 
mine of his wife - -  who 
-was more likely to be in a 
position to collecl employ- 
ntent - insurance benefits 
dowu the road. The woman 
was also fined and ordered 
to pay back beuefits. 
A 'second case iuvolved 
another Terrace janitorial 
firm that had doctored 
payroll aud employment 
records to grossly inflate the 
amount of work actually 
done by an employee who 
later claimed for El. 
Hesleufeld said the corn- 
patty was fitted $3,000 and 
the employee's claim for 
beuefits was rejected cud a 
fine was issued. 
The violations were 
amoug uearly 90 cases of 
fraud that were cracked by 
investigators from October 
to December 1998. 
Officers uncovered a total 
of $488,578 in El benefits 
overpaymeuts, although the 
majority of the 418 
claimants involved wereu't 
involved in deliberate fraud. 
"Only 88 of them were 
really in a fraud situation," 
. Hesleufeld said. "The rest 
of then) are overpaymeuts, 
errors, n)istakes or situations 
• where we just give the per- 
son the benefit of the i 
doubt." 
All the people involved 
have to repay the overpay- 
lneUtS. 
But those judged to have 
acted fraudulently also get 
fined extra amounts, effee- 
itively doubling or tripliug 
how much money they have 
to repay. 
A total of $699,611 in 
fine~ and overpayments will 
have to be repaid. 
.The overall  level of 
employment insurance fraud 
:is around three per cent of 
total benefits paid, Heslen- 
reid said. 
Failure to declare arniugs 
frotu employmeut couthtues 
to be the most common type 
of  EI abuse, he added. 
Investigators check out 
• suspicious.looking claim 
fonnsi~ but/they also get 




milliou to hire aqother 1,000 
nurses attd, last week, an- 
nounced $10 million for an 
iznmediate reduction of 
surgery waiting lists. 
~ Gas Md.. 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL 
MEETING 
The Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders of Pacific 
Northern Gas Ltd. will be 
held in the Cypress Room 
of the Hyatt Regency 
Vancouver Hotel, 655 
Burrerd Street, in the City of 
Vancouver, British Columbia, 
on Thursday, April 22, 1999 
at 10:00 am. 
David G. Unruh 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C.; February S, 1999 
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& LIGHT  AUTO PARTS 
PRICES IN EFFECT FEBRUARY I TO MARCH 6,. 1999 
3-way Flex Handle 
Unique flex handle with 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" drives 
lILT 06813 
I Professional Quality :::::.I 
Pistol Grip Grease G~:  I 
Includes an 18 whip h0se with hydraulic co,pier. 1
:ULT79033 ' i :~i: 
: !i:iiiii!i!ii!ii i ii!! i!il 
l : : :  :•. ::: :::: ULT 83070 :'::: :::•::::: •:::: :::l 
1 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. - 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kitimat, B,C. - 632-2224 
1999 SUNFIRE SEDAN 
WITH ITS SPORTY LOOKS, THE 
4-DOOR SUNFIRE IS BY FAR THE 
MOST EXCITING IN ITS CATEGORY 
LOOK HOW StlINFIRE COMPARES. 
Sunf l re  Sedan Corolla VE 
Engine 2.2L L4 1,8L L4 
Horsepower 115hp @ 5000 rpm 120hp @ 5600rpm 
Torque 136 Ib-ft @ 3600rpm 1221b.ft @ 4400 rpm 
Next Generation dual front air bags Includkd Standard 
4.Wheel anti-lock braking system , Included Not available 
Theft-deterrent system • Included Option 
Battery run-down protection system Included Option 
Engine block heater Included Option 
Rear Spoiler Included Option 
Lease Rate 1.9% 8.80/0 '
 188' 19 °o:16498' S'ARTLEASEOPTIONS 1 Downpayment Monthly Pa./ment WITH PRoGRA  a so $z,=s 
[] J ::::o I . . . . . . . . . . .  1 $1,500 $202 SMARTLEASE FOR 36 MONTHS LEASE RATE UP TO PURCHASE PRICE INCLUDES FREIGHT AND PDI 
DOWNPAYMENT $1.999 36 MONTHS 





$1,000 Graduate Rebate Available 
ONLY AT YOUR BC PONTIAC BUICK GMC DEALER. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941. 9  
We'd like you to know more: For vehicle selection or the location of lhe nearest dealer cell 1.800.GM.DRIVE or visit our websile at ~t~.,gh~;.a~ad/LcgJa. *Based on n 36 month lease for 1999 Sunfire Sedan RTZ 
equlppedesdescrlbed, A ownpeFmentortradeol$t,999and$300securftydepoat Ismqulred To alobigaton ssai67.Annualkifometer m 2O.O00km,$O 2perexceeskilometer, Otherlee,=eoplionscvegal:;de. 
t Freight included. License. Insurance air conditioning excise ox and taxes not included. Dealer may sell or lease for ass 0 fe s app y o 999 new or demonstralor models of vehicles e~lulpped as deso;Ibed end 
applfes to qualified retell oustomers In B.C, only. Dealer order or trade may be necebsaP/. Llmged time offers which may no be combined wi h o her offers Gredue e program sublet tO rules. See your dealer'(s) 
for aondll one end details. SAB advertised on Jan. 2l at. (Toyo a web s to) 999. Term 24 - 48 man ha. Dealer may lense for eel ~l:~O~t, gillt,=l=~,.C,,.~ll is a trademark of General Motors COrpocagon. 
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Health head still optimistic 
orthopedics will come here 
THE CHAIR of the local health council is still optimistic 
Terrace will one day be home to an orthopedic surgeon. 
Speaking last week, Larisa Tarwick of the Terrace attd 
Area Health Council said having the Slrecialist here will 
strengthen regional health care services. 
Controversy broke out last month after the health minis- 
try suggested the position, now based in Kitimat, might be 
better if moved to Terrace where it could be grouped with 
complimentary specialties. 
As it is, the orthopedic position in Kitimat has beeu 
vacaut since last fall while health officials there look for 
first temporary help and then a permauent replacement, 
Civil and health Officials in Kitimat conducted vigorous 
protests and the ministry abandoned its suggestion, 
Tarwick said the uproar was unfortuuate. 
"It 's a perfect example of trying to help and everybody 
overreacts. People are still territorial," she said. 
Tarwick had backed proposats from local physicians and 
specialists that even if the Kitimat orthopedic position 
moved to Terrace, they would ensure a sufficient number 
of other surgical services in Kitimat to keep other specialty 
services in place. 
i'I think it's a matter of not understanding the com- 
plexity of all that.,' said Tarwick of the reaction from 
Kitimat officials to what was being offered by Terrace 
specialists, 
She said the situation might have been prevented had 
there been a regional health care authority in place instead, 
of a loose affiliation of  local health councils. 
"There are a lot of challenges in the system. We should 
be a region. Every single person Who lives here would be 
better off if we were a region/' Tarwick added. 
What's disappointing is people hearing what they want 
to hear aud crying wolf, she s~tid. 
Hospital not on the list 
for provincial oney 
MILLS MEMORIAL Has- sometimes 40 a day. overwhehned. 
pital isn't overburdened Due to a shortage of long- 
enough to claim some of the tenu beds, some of the has- 
$10 million announced last pital's long term-care 
week to free up beds aud patients are using beds that 
reduce surgicalwaiting lists, would otherwise bc dcsig- 
In fact, noue of the north- hated for acute care patients. 
west hospitals are getting The $I0 million is only 
auy of the money, going to the lower main- 
Although Michael: land, Okanagan, Kamloops 
Lcisinger, CEO of the Ter- area, northeru iutcrior and 
race and Area Health Couu- central Vancouver Island 
cil, said Mills is coming un- areas where regional health 
der pressure from heavy care councits have been set 
volumes of sick people, up. A regional council here 
patients arcu't being housed was quashed by the pro- 
in linen closets as is the case vincc three years ago. 
in other hospitals. Health ministry official' 
Leisinger said the hospital JeffGaulin said referral has- 
functions best with an in- pitals, larger institutions ac- 
patient level of 25 people ring as regional facilities, 
per day, but lately numbers need the money the most 
have increased to 30 aud shine they are the most 
Surgery limited 
THE PROVINCIAL government may not think Mills 
Memorial Hospital needs money to reduce surgical waiting' 
lists, but the hospital has restricted how many operations 
• go on each day requiring the patient o be admitted. 
Since January the number of patients being admitted 
overall has soared far beyond the 25-bed budget allocation 
on the hospital's main medical ward floorl 
In some cases, the daily number is in the high 30s, ap- 
proaching 40, of people with various illnesses. 
And thatreduccs the overallstaffingT-aild service levels  
that would be devoted to other areas such as surgery ad 2~ 
missions, says Michael Leisinger of the Terrace and Area 
Health Council which runs the hospital. 
"After a certain amount of patients oil the floor, we 
don't have the staff. And the ones we do have are getting 
bunlcd out," he said. 
"The very flu that is putting patients in the hospital is 
putting out members of our staff." 
A first step to stop elective surgery in January resulted in 
a large number of deferrals, leading to protests by patients 
and by surgeons, indicate monthly status reports filed by 
hospital officials. 
A compromise was then reached linfiting each surgeon to 
one admission each per day. 
"It isn't rationing," said Lcisinger of the restrictiolL 
"We're trying to make optimum use of the resources we 
have." 
"The emergency wards in 
Prince George, Kelowna, 
Victoria aud Vancouver are 
especially bottlenecked," he 
said. 
Gaulin said money will go 
to adding long term beds for 
patients now in acute care 
beds. 
That should, ill turn, free 
up acute care beds for 
people in emergency room 
beds, he added. 
Although Mills isn't get- 
ting any money, the 
$500,000 going to hospitals 
in Prince George will free 
up beds for Terrace locals 
waiting to be transferred 
there, he said. 
Oaulin added that the $10 
million is simply a short 
tcrlu remedy to help ease up 
the back log occurriug ill the 
past couple of weeks ill 
areas across B.C. 
Gaulin said hc expects 
Michael Leisinger 
more money to be allocated 
to health regions, like Ter- 
racc, now that Ottawa is of- 
fcring provinces more 
molrey for health care in the 
federal budget. 
Leisinger, however, is 
doubtful Mills will see any 
more provincial money for a 
while. 
" I t  takes a while for the 
money to work through the 
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Building a Reputation for Quality 
Te l / fax  635-6244 When you invest in an RRSP with Northern Savings 
Credit Union, your money doesn't leave town. It 
stays right here in the North to help your friends and 
neighbours purchase their homes, finance their 
businesses and support their families. Northern 
Savings is also a local employer and purchaser of 
local goods and services. 
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Video system newest way 
to help out justice system 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
IMAGINE yourself seated 
in a courtroom about to 
watch an accused appear be- 
lore a judge. 
His lawyer is present, the 
prosecntor walks in attd 
there's a lot of expensive- 
Iookiug video equipmeat 
sitting iu the cortter. 
Where's the accused? 
At the uod from the judge, 
the court clerk picks up a 
remote coatrol and hc ap- 
pears on a large screen, live 
from the Prince George Cor- 
rectional Centre. 
The judge speaks aud the 
accused responds. 
No, you aren't watching a 
surreal version of the Jet- 
sons .  
You've just witnessed 
video eonferettciug and it's 
the justice system's latest at- 
tentpt al saving court costs 
iu remote conunuuities. 
Court officials, lawyers 
arid police officers were 
treated to a preview at the 
courthouse here Feb. 19. 
Iustead of trausporting 
defeudants back and forth 
from the correctioual cetttre 
• at cost, lawyers can request 
a higb-tech appearance for 
the cost of a $1-a-miuute 
long distattce charge. 
They:can also use the sys- 
tem for bail applications, to 
have expert witnesses testify 
LOCAL COURT services manager  Irene Blackstone and Terrace RCMP In- 
spector Doug Wheler  were  among those present at a video conferencing 
demonstrat ion here Feb. 19. Using modern  technology is one way to boost ef- 
f iciency and reduce costs within the justice system. 
More equipment will be 
iustalled in Fort St. John 
later this year. 
Aad though the equipment for regular courtroom ses- 
isn't fool proof ~ there sions iu reutoter corn- 
were a few glitches in the 
unveiling - -  it will allow 
eases to be held less ex- 
pensively and more quickly, 
Williams said. 
But will the system mean 
fewer judges visitiug B.C.'s 
smaller communities? 
muuities. 
The system won't be 
available for long trials attd 
lawyers will be limited to 
one case at a time - -  utttil a 
proven demand for more 
equipment is needed. 
Local lawyer Karl 
Williams said the judicia- Douglas aid he'scoucented 
ry have no inteution of sub- about the ueed for lawyer- 
stituting video eonferencing, client privacy in usiug the 
system. 
Lawyers also asked about 
how to book the equipment 
and who pays the eventual 
phoue bill. 
The ultra-modem televi- 
sion looks as though it's 
here to stay ~ as loug a ao- 
body loses that remote con- 
trol. 
without having to bring 
them here and for l a w - S e  i grad pl i x e d  
yer / judge.confereucesoaa n or e an n 
wide ~ariety of  issues. 
The System in Terrace is CENTENNIAL Christian School will uot For uow, the society will likely look at 
worth moi'e thau $20,000. add Grades 11 and 12 next year. adding one grade at a time. There are 
Like a high-speed split- Members of the Terrace Calvin Christian enough rooms and facilities for Grade 11 
screen visual u|odenl, it up- School Society, which governs the school, students but renovations would be needed 
crates on  six dial-up data voted 72 per cent in favour of the move at a to add Grade 12. 
lhms that can connect to  Feb. 15 meeting. Bat a 75 per ceut 'yes' Voogd said the issue of adding the two 
compatible locations across vote was needed. • extra grades has been around since 1994. 
Canada. "It was pretty elose," said school princi- The motion was turned down five years 
"We haven't fathomed pal Frank Voogd who is in favour of adding ago because the school had just built a cost- 
bow far the system can take the two new grades, ly addition attd society members didn't 
us," said B.C. Supreme "It 's always been a goal of mine to offer want the school to iucur more debt. 
Court Chief Justice Bryan education from a Christian perspective right The school still owns a piece of laud on 
Williams from a Vau~ouver . through from kindergarten tograde 12," he Eby St. near Parkside Elementary School 
courtroom during the said. and plans to build a high school there in the 
demoustratiou. Voogd said the city's current poor eco- future. 
He extolled the virtues of nomic climate held back more society ,' It 's our long range goal," said society 
Video conferencizm and said members from voting in favour, chair John Bandstra. 
Terr~,'," ;~ ,,-~ -~ '~- -  '~;,-~'~ ~" ~ ~ddiug the two g~ades'is expensive. "He  said dnrollment"would' have" to" in: 
fit the provin6e - -  after Voogd said. crease befor~ bui+clinga high school. 
Vancouver, Prince George He explained tuition fees and other costs Centetufial Christiau has 220 students en- 
and Pentieton to receive the would go up because of .the variety courses rolled from kindergarten to Grade 10. It's 
equipment, and needs of older students, beeii growing steadily for the past decade. 
UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
UNBC is host ing local tarot:mat:ion sessions to 
give itaformadota nd answer questions from 
prospective students and their parents. 
Tuesday, March 2nd from 7-9pm 
Terrace NWCC campus 
Wednesday, March 3rd from 9-11am . 
. Terrace NWCC campus 
" Tlae Universi~, has a range o f  programs "
available in the regio n an d at the core cnnapus 
in Prince George. In format ion will bc 
available about degree  programs, services, 
houshag, and financial aid. 
www.unbc.ca 
For  more  in fo rmat ion ,  contact  the 
Nor thwest  Reg ion 'd  Of f ice  at 624-2862 
Everyth ing  
(Excluding collectables & selected furniture) 
Sale On From February 22 to February 27 
J February 28 For 
Sale includes 
all Gemma's .. l'd 
iocat, ons. 
The Terrace Little Theatre Presents... 
IN ASSOCIAT ION WITH THEATRE BC 
Battm lies 
ape Feee  
By Leonard Gershe 
. Direcled hv  GPr l  Rn~m.¢¢on 
. . .  March  11 , i2 ,13 ;18 ,19 ,20 ,25 ;26 ,27  
8:00 p.m., McCollPlayhouse, 3625 Kalum Street 
Tickets $14, available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
Produced byspecial arrangement with Samuel French Inc. 
The Choices Program Special Events Committee 
would like to extend a big thank you to all the businesses and vol- 
unteers who helped make our second annual Carnival Night a 
huge success. Thank you for supporting file Choices Program. 
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The Beck Eddy Pub 
Electronic Futures 
Happy Hooker Charters (Murray Bromley) 
Jeans North 
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Marvels & Mysteries 
Northcoast Anglers Ud. 
Northem Savings Credit Union 
Pel Land 
Salvation Army 
Sight & Sound 
"fillicum Twin Theaters . . . . . . . .  
Totem Beverages & Distributors Ud,: 
Snow Country Crafts (Stewart B,C,) 
Van's News 
Zydeco Jo's 
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non  weapons  
Take control ol your future, with an 
non  n u c I e a r 
Ethical Funds RRSP. Ethical Funds have no 
non tobacco  
loads, and invest only in companies that 
respect huma n rights and the environment, 
Ethical North American Equity Fund. :: 
No load, RRSP eligible,* . . . . . .  
62.6% 40.9% Oethical:llW ® 
I ye 0 28.3  18;i% - -  : Do the right thing 
5 year  I0 year  ~Ter race&Dis t r i c t  
Visit  your credit.union or ~Cred i t  Union  
Investment advisor today or • .  . . . .  46~O Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
simply cal l~t,87?.ethical  :' : : Phone: 63S.?282 
Credential Asset Management Incl, ilte distributor of" Editcai Fimds, I~ a ,,ubsidiary of Credit Union Central of 
Canada• The simplified prospectus contains impOrtant Inlorma!!on which we encourage you to read cardully 
before investing. Obtain a copy fro~ yoUi" credit union or investment advisor. Unit values and returns will 
fluctuate, MUtUal fund Investments are not insured nor Ruaranteed, The historical annual Cnml)oufided total 
returns include changes in Onit values arid reinvestment Ofdistributlom for ihe period ended December 3 i 1998 
but assume no optional Charges payable bythe Unitholder which would have, reduced returns; Pasi performance 
does not 8uar'antee future simila'r eturnS, *RRSPs are restrlC[ed to a !orei~n content limit of 20%, ;, 
I I I  I 
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Loca ls  cr i t ic ize t rade  deal  ..... 
for impact on sovereignty 
A GLOBAL trade agree- Please give generously. 
Mmost  90%of  our  
• r 
~revenue comes f rom 
car ing  ind iv idua ls  i 
meut that many people fear 
could be the end of Cana- 
diau autonomy ou every- 
thing from environmental 
protection to social pro- 
grams isn't entirely dead, 
according to the chair of  a 
legislative committee prob- 
ntg the issue. 
"Discussions are going on 
whether people think it's 
dead or not," said MLA 
Joan Smallwood at hearings 
here Feb. 17 into the Multi- 
lateral Agreement on htvest- 
meat (MAI). 
Although Liberal MLAs 
are boycotting the hearings 
as a waste of time a,d 
money, Sntallwood said the 
key elements of the MAI 
could simply resurface in 
the next round of world 
trade talks. 
"Jobs are at risk. Social 
programs are at risk. Our 
ability to protect the eu- 
viromneut is at risk," she 
said. "Citizens ueed to in- 
tluence how these global. 
rtlles are nlade." 
The Liberals pulled out o f  
the committee last October 
when NDP members pushed 
through a motion condemn- 
ing MAI - -  solnething the 
opposition says pre-judged 
the rest of the hearings. At 
the same thne global talks 
ou the issue broke down and 
the organization leading dis- 
cussions declared the MAI 
effectively dead. 
Liberal MLA Barry Pen- 
uer says it's a waste of 
money to spend more than 
$200,000 on the hearings 
when the trade agreement is
dead aud the govermneut's 
opiuion on it is already de- 
cided. 
"Some people don't think 
Elvis is dead but it doesn't 
mean we spend a quarter of 
Imt l tu te  l ],tOO 
RG--Yd~n ~ ¢amUy ~a~ 
l.&'t.84]l.0111 . M a~tr lal~k .-::. 
PEOPLE SHOULD come ahead of money in international trade agreements, 
Anglican Church Rev, Dean Houghton told a B.C. government hearing on the Mul- 
tilateral Agreement on Investment here last week. 
a million dollars ou a 
governlnent committee 
planning for his comeback 
tour," he said. 
Penner said the roving 
hearings are more of an 
NDP effort to rebuild its 
core support with labour and 
environmental groups, 
About 15 people were 
listening in ou the hearings 
at any given time here. 
The 16 speakers who 
came from as far as Kitimat 
and Smithers included en- 
viromneutalists, union attd 
college reps and Terrace 
Womeu's Resource Centre 
reps. 
Ken Dagg, of the Cam- 
dian Auto Workers in 
Kitimat, said the MAI 
would elevate investor 
rights above all others and 
"sell out democracy as we 
k ,  ow it." 
"We don't see any bene- 
fits for labour, unions or the 
workhtg people of British 
Columbia," he said. 
• St, Matthew's Anglican 
Church Rev. Dean 
Houghton said more empha- 
sis should be placed on 
people than nmney. 
"We need to place com- 
munity ahead of the corpo- 
rate bottom line," Houghton 
said. "While capital may be 
fluid, community is not." 
Liz Ball, representing the 
women's centre and CUPE 
Local 1012, told the hearing 
trade agreements like MAI 
could strike down Canadian 
programs from Medicare to 
employment insurance. 
Ball and others said com- 
panies are already getting 
their way ---: citing Canada's 
payment of $13 million in 
compensation to Esso for 
bamfing the company's 
MMT fuel additive here 
after deciding it was 
dangerous. 
She said MAI-style agree- 
meats could also force open 
i ,~ 11 Pacific Emergency 
FIRST AID BAGS 
iump bags# vests, and more 
_ f rom - 
Nor thern  Hea l thcare  
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
S~ve 10~ ~$ Ibis od, Cou~ expi~ June 30/99 
th ing .  
the floodgates of things like 
water exports. 
Environmentalists said 
such agreemeuls could take 
apart the environmental nd 
stream protections now in 
place in B.C.'s Forest Prac- 
tices Code. 
College student Colleen 
Craig said she holds down 
three minimum wage jobs 
and that MAI-style agree- 
meats could effectively 
eliminate minimum wages 
by allowing companies to 
sue for lost profits in juris- 
dictions that have them. 
"Under MAI, the govern- 
ment would be the represen- 
tatives of big business, not 
me," she said. 
Diandra Oliver, a 16-year- 
old high school student 
working at the women's 
centre, said the agreement 
would deny young Cana- 
dians their dream of a 
unionized job and guaran- ,~ 
teed social programs. 
lie colours. 
lneluoes o montlas local numer ic  service, unl imited messages,  voieemail  
and personal  greeting: $119.95 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TE RRACE KITI MAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
- _ 
~ % ~ ~ ~ ~ . " : -  . . . _  .,_, _ -.: _ - 
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Nitty 
gritty' 
CONCLUSIONS of the 
govemmeut committee 
lookiug into the MA.I in -  
clude: 
[] Investment is defined so 
broadly that everything is 
covered mdess explicity in- 
cluded, That means health 
care, social services, en- 
viromuental protection, eul- 
lure and other sectors are on 
the table. 
[] Perforlnance require- 
ments on things like ca- ~ 
viromnental standards could 
be watered own. 
[] Local purchase policies : 
and job creation efforts 
could be struck down. 
[] Dispute-settlement proce- 
dures contemplated could 
have allowed compani~ to :( 
tbrce binding arbitration,, ~ " 
overriding local laws, 
k 
'?i. "":/:: iII 
Wanted: . . . . .  ~ '~ r~'~ 
THERE AREN'T  enough i i  
people from the uorth being ~ -:;iii 
nominated for the Order  of  
B.C., say two MLAs. 
Prince George cabhtet 
ministers Paul Ramsey and 
Lois Boone want morel 
,omh~ations for the pro. ~, . , .  
vince's highest service~ 
award. 
"There are many north-~ , %,=., 
eruers who have achieved 
excelleuce in thcir mvu 
areas of expertise," said 
Boone. "We want to make 
sure the contributions of 
these individuals are ack- 
nowledged." 
Of the 134 Order of B.C, 
recipients ince 1990, o~dy 
six are from the north. 
Two, Edna and Bob 
Cooper, are from Terrace ..... 
and were honoured in 1995 
Former Prince Rupert 
mayor Peter Lester was 
gwen the award in 1994. 
, Two awards went to. 
Caribou residents while one " 
R M-ISS ION: 
You've a l ready  p icked  the 
#I se l l ing  SUV in BC. Now, 
pick the perfect  payment .  
: :/i.. 
LORER SPORT LEASE OPTIONS 
[Based on 2.9Wo interest rate over 36 months) 
k " 
~,x4, Autol Air Conditioning, 4-Wheel ABS. 4.0L 0HV V6 Engine. 
Convenience Package: 
Cargo Cover, Speed Control Tilt Leather Steering W lee, Floor Mats. 
Premium Sport Package: 
Medium Platinum Wheellip Mouldings and Front/Rear Bumpers, Fog Lamps, Side Step 
Bars, 16" Polished Aluminum Wheels. All Terrain Tires, Rear Tow Hook• 
S266,mo down payment 
#1 SELL ING SPORT I JT IL ITY  VEHICLE  IN  BC.*  
LOW LEASE & PURCHASE RATES OM ALL  EXPLORERS.  L IM ITED T IME OFFERS.  
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On being orange 
O 
ne day, about tweuty years ago, an 
elderly gentlenml came up to the 
till where I toiled as a cashier in 
Reimer Pharmacy in Steiubach, 
Manitoba. 
He paid for his purchase then looked at me 
augrily. "Why you paint your hair like that?" 
he demanded. He was, I think, exercising his 
prerogative - - nay, his duty - -  as au elder of  
the commmlity to point out the error of young 
people's ways, in this case, he thought, dyeing 
Olle's hair. 
I am what is colfiniouly referred to as a red- 
head, although it's certainly not my whole head 
that's red, just my hair,• and in any ease, it's not 
red so much as, say, orange. For example, if you 
have your basic eight-colour box of craycos, 
you could use yellow for blondes, and brown or 
black for brunettes, but the crayon best suited 
for my hair would be orange. 
Anyway, there I was behind the counter iu 
Reimer Pharmacy with my mouth agape. I was 
shocked at the mau's vehemence, his righteous 
indiguation, wheu I was the one who was false- 
ly accused. He was sure he was right, he had no 
doubt, which means he thought the colour of my 
hair so odd it was obviously not natural. ] felt 
defeuseless because, as you know, it is very dif- 
ficult to prove you have not doue something as 
your evidence is that there is 11o evideace. 
He walked away, shakiug his head. I stuttered 
a deuial at his receding back: "No, I didu't, 
no..." then added, nmch more loudly, okay I 
yelled (and I still wouder at nfy choice of words 
today), "You can ask my dadl" 
I mean, although nly dad was a man of ninny 
varied interests and wide-ranging expertise, 
hairdressing was not one of them. What was I 
thinkiug? Did I imagine my accuser would turn 
around and come back to the counter and phone 
my dad right theu and there? I suppose I thought 
I'd hear the mau say, "Oh, you've lalown her 
since birth and she's always looked this way? 
I 'm SO sor ry . "  
Wouldn't life be simpler i f  we could 
tell what people's characters were like 
fl lst by looking at them ? 
Of course, thinking about this exchauge over 
the years, I have come up with nlueh better 
retorts. Snappmr, umch more cutting and clever, 
beautiful rhetoric to show him how wrong he 
was. I could have said, "Well, never un- 
derestimate the power of Mother Nature." 
That's a good one. Or [low about, "Well, ] 
guess you haven't got much faith iu God if you 
think He cau't come up with such an amusing 
hue all by Himselt:" 
Having had twenty ears to pouder what I did 
say, I have concluded that I must have been ap- 
pealing to familial authority. Attd I was using 
my middle-aged father as a link between that 
old Memmnite and myself, a member of the 
younger generation, with me not even under- 
standing low Gennau, duly temporarily at home 
to finance semesters of sociology in the city. 
More recently, iu the line-up at Copperside, a 
mature woman of my acquaiutauce onunented 
on my little boy's colouring. "He's going to 
have some temper with that red hair," she said. 
Hod boy. 
Now, haviug had this same comment directed 
at me. for decades, I had a practiced attd iu- 
telligent attswer ready. But I was throwu off 
guard by the stiug of having that uegative 
stereotype flung pell-mell at my innocent 
toddler. Nouetheless, I kept tny cool and said, 
"Wouldn't life be simpler if we could tell what 
people's characters were like just by looking at 
them?" 
Either she didn't catch what I said, or perhaps 
I was not as cahu as I recall arid.had said it 
though gritted teeth. 
"Well, you have a temper~ don't you.'?" she 
asked. 
By this time it was my turn and I distracted by 
the clerk. "No, I do not," I said to her over my 
shoulder. Then my sweet tittle angel started 
pulling dowu cartons of candy attd yattkittg on 
my kltee so I had to lend to hinh the clerk, and 
the woman, who was saying, '"Yes, you do." 
"No, I do ,off" I said, I admit with a bit m ore 
emphasis than was strictly necessary. 
Oh, maybe we did charge out of the store, 
maybe we did raise some dust exiting thepark- 
ing lot, I don't remember. Let me tell you, it 
isu't easy being orange. 
Masks going to Vancouver 
THE SHED is a place where 
masterpieces are created. 
It's where world 
renowned carver Dempsey 
Bob just finished carving 
two masks that are going on 
display iu the Vancouver In- 
ternational Airport's 
domestic tenninal. 
Two other B.C. native art- 
ists, Robert Davidsou attd 
Richard Hunt, were also 
commissioned for the air- 
port's sky, laud and sea ex- 
hibit. 
Bob, a Tahltau-Tliogit 
from Telegraph Creek, was 
asked to create artwork for 
the laud theme. 
He made two euonnous 
masks, ou which he com- 
bined two images, the hu- 
mau being and the bear. 
"What's happening to the 
bear is happening to the en- 
viromneut," Bob said, ex- 
plaiuing wily he chose that" 
specific hiud aitimal. "The 
bear is a part of my crest, 
too." 
He carved a hUlnan being 
because of the special rela- 
tionship humans have with 
the enviroument. 
The masks, which were 
created fronl the same red 
cedar tree, are powerful 
pieces of work. 
The bold, round features 
of the bear attd human are' 
exact. ,a.ald the sparse use of 
colour Bob uses on the eyes, 
mouth and flared nostrils is 
striking. 
What's really remarkable 
about he masks is their size. 
Bob has never made 
masks this big before - -  the 
!argest mask is seven feet 
.... long and the smaller or!9: is 
five feet long. 
" I  don't know if anyone 
has done masks this big be- 
fore," he said. "It 's been a 
chaUenge for us." 
Bob has had help from his 
nephews, well-known north- 
west coast carvers Ken 
McNeil and Stan Bevan, 
and Titus Auckland. 
McNeil said working on 
the masks has beeu difficult 
because large pieces of 
wood contaiu different 
stresses. 
"The wood call crack," 
McNeil said. "It's very 
tricky. You have to care- 
ful." 
Bob said he chooses to do 
things he's never done be- 
fore to keep iris artwork 
evolviug. 
"You've got to keep 
leanfing," he said. "In art 
when you stop learning, 
you're finished." 
He said he's done so many 
things that if it's not a chal. 
Icnge he doesn't waut to do 
it. 
Bob tries to respond to the 
heavy demand for his work, 
but he said all the travelling 
involved is difficult. 
Last year he promoted his 
artwork in Europe, Japan 
and all over the United 
States. 
Last May at the re- 
opening of Canada House in 
London, Englaud, which 
displays a collection of 18th 
Century and contemporary 
hmit and native masks, he 
met the Queen. 
Bob said he's happiest 
when he's home in north- 
western B.C. because he's 
inspired by the people aud 
the laud. 
"Nobody bothers us 
here," he said. "You need MASTER CARVER: Northwest coast artist Oempsey Bob declined to say how 
tilue to be creative." " ~ his two masks, which W!!! bgdispaYed n the Vancouver airport, are worth. 
Bob said he carves to keep , , . 
his people's art alive. He As ~'ell as carving wood, and produces drawings, silk- "Art is my life," lie said. 
has been teaching others Bob designs aud engraves screeu prints and button "It's what Ido."  
since 1972. jewelry" in silver and gold blankets. 
Public speaking 
event a success 
By KEN ADAIR 
THE SHAMROCK 4H Club and the boots and Saddles 4I-1 
Club recently held club and district.level public speaking 
coutcs ts ,  
Placiug first at the Junior Club Level for the Shamrock 
4H Club was Joshua Durand with his speech on "My Ac- 
cident." Breadan Bode placed second. 
For the Boots and Saddles 4I-I Club, Ellie Bone was first 
with her speech entitled "Me at 52." Heather Lorenzo 
placed second. Three of these Juniors competed at the 
Skeena District level, with Joshua Durand placing first, El- 
lie Bone second, and Heather Lorenzo third. 
At the Senior Level, the public speaking theme this year 
was "Safety." For the dub level public, speaking, Dung 
Adair placed first with his speech about "Lawu Mower 
Safety," and Phillip Durand placed second. 
Kirsten Muller was the top public speaker for the Boots 
and Saddles Club, with her speech, "Horse Safety," 
Dayna Siddall was second. 
These four senior speakers competed at the Skeena Dis- 
trict level with Doug Adair placing first, Dayua Siddal sec- 
ond and Phillip Daraud third. Doug and Dayna will be pro- 
ceeding on to the 4-H Regional Public Speaking Contest o 
be held in Kilimat Feb. 27. 
Nine volunteer judges helped to make these events a 
great success. Donatious from local businesses provided 
prizes for all club participants. 
Comedy team coming 
ARROGANT WORMS 
• Friday, March 5 
• 8p .m.  
• R .E .M.  Lee Theatre. 
• Tickets are available 
at Erwin's in the 
Skeena  Mall. 
THE WORMS are com- 
ingl 
Not the long, slim, 
slimy wriggling kind of 
worms, but the funny, 
musical, Arrogant 
Womts.  
The three inan comedy 
troupe, which calls itself 
the Arrogaut Worms, 
will be perforating here 
March 5. 
P|aying guitars, siug- 
tug silly songs, ad- 
libbing aud eveu line 
danciug, the Worms are 
guaranteed toentertain. 
Their sougs range 
from acoustic rock to 
gospel. Although their 
humour can be absurd, 
their language is always 
• ~:i~., i~:::;~.i!: . . . . .  s ' : . ,  : 
WORMS': Mike McCormick, Trover Strong and 
Chris Patterson are wriggling into town. 
and clean and ap- 
propriate lbr auy venue. 
The Worms arc regu- 
larly heard on CBC 
radio programs like 
Basic Black and 
Nightlines. 
Their performauces 
have a reputation for 
their high energy, bril- 
liant lyrics, playful wit 
aad wonderful 
h~l r luou ies ,  
They have four albums 
to their name: The Ar. 
recant Worms, Russell's 
Shorts, C 'est Cheese, 
and Live Bait 
TAI<E THAT: Marge Drahorad practices defense 
moves with R,A.D. Instructor Sheila McDonald, 
Senior citizens learn 
to protect themselves 
YOU'RE NEVER too old to learn how to 
defend yourself. 
Take it from the 14 senior citizcos, all 
womeu over the age of 65, who took the 
R.A.D. (Rape Aggression Self-Defense) 
course this month at the Happy Gang 
Centre. 
These women learned to kick aud punch 
where it counts. They also learned how to 
escape from choke holds, wrist grabs aud 
how to get away when pinned to the 
ground. 
"It's good to know that if auyoue grabs 
you, you know a few tricks to get free," 
said sixty-five.year.old Marge' Drahorad, 
who was the youngest woman in the group. 
Drahorad said she wanted to learn self. 
She said often attackers prey ou elderly 
pcol)le because senior citizens won't fight 
back. 
"Just the fact that we've taken the coarse 
means we're goiag to walk with our heads 
up and not act like victims," she said, 
Drahorad said she's noticed a change iu 
her friends since they've taken the course. 
"Others have got more self-esteem and 
more confidence," she said. 
Sheila McDonald, R.A.D. instructor, said 
wolnen elicit are empowered lifter learldng 
how to defend themselves. 
Senior citizen Tilia Brouwer said she 
feels safcr now thai she kitows how 1o pro- 
tect herself. 
If auyoue Is interested in taking the 
defense moves to boost her self-csteeuh R.A.D. course, which is free, contact he 
" l 'm not worried about being attacked," Terrace Wontett's Resource Centre for 
she said. "But  I want to know what to do iu registration dates, : 
case something happens." The Cotlrsc is for women only, 
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CITY SCENE 
! 
BAR SCE N E 
&,GATOR'S PUB presents The 
Weeds, a female band from Montreal 
playing top 40s tunes. 
MUSIC 
&THE TERRACE L ITTLE 
THEATRE has signed country singer 
Duane Steel to perform Sunday, 
THEATRE 
&,THE TERRACE CONCERT 
Society presents The Arrogant 
Worms, a comedy troupe from King- 
: :March 14 at the R.E.M. Lee theatre, ston, Ontario. The Worms' show is a 
A R T  c0neert begins at 8 p.m. Opening act tight, professional, satirical romp " "~, 
i i )nc!udes: !oca I entertainer Susan Bishop. through life's little inanities. Through Coming  soon  to  the  
1 G A L L 15 R Y  TiCkets are available at Uniglobe song and ad-libbing, the Worms will Thorrdaill Pub Courtesy Travel. Reserved seating is in have audience members chuckling. The efeect, so pick up your tickets early! Worms will perform March 5 at 8 p.m. J a m m i n g  I n  AThe Terrace Art Gallery presents: at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets are 
THEM=US,  photographic journeys ACALEDONIA BANDS IN CON'  available at Erwin's in the Skeena Mall. The Cabin m 
across our cultural boundaries. The CERT with Donny Clark at the R.E.M. "Saturday ,Jam Sessions" 
exhibition reveals the visual stories that Lee Theatre Friday, Feb. 26 from ATHE TERRACE L ITTLE  ,. :: 
grew out of the travels of 21 photog- 7:30-8:30 p.m. Admission is free. THEATRE presents Butterflies are r - ?, 
raphers sent across Canada in the sum- Caledonia Music's Concert Band and  Free, a romantic omedy by playwright Tough Times REMEMBER/ 
mer of 1997. Their aim was to capture stage band will perform a short program Leonard Gershe. The play, directed by Thursdays Our courtesy van 
images of Canadians from different featuring Jazz trumpetist Donny Clark.. Geri Rasmussen, is a groovy, tender 
backgrounds living and working togeth- The Uplands Elementary Stage Band story about a blind man who moves out 2 for IverageFeatuml v/illpick up and 
er, The exhibit includes works by . will also be featured in a short set. of his mother's home to find indepen- &2f0rlSteaBandwich drop off your parly 
award-winning photojournalists dence. Comedy follows as Don grows 
Andrew Stawicki and Patti Gower, pho- Kara0ke! at6eorges Pub, 
tographer Tony Hauser and Yuri Dojc Make the 'Scene!  Call  638-7283 or fax  up and makes friends. Running dates 
are: March 11-13, 18,20 and 25-27, ~------ ........ 
as well as photo-based artist David Neel to 638-8432 to add your  event to the Performance starts at 8 p,m. Tickets are 
and Chick Rice. Photos will be on dis, Standard's  fTee eniertainment listings, available at Uniglobe Travel. 
play until Feb. 28. : The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for  the 
fo l lowing week's paper. 
Wednesday, February 24 
The Parenting after Separation 
Workshop to be held in Terrace. 
TERRACE AND area community 
response network public input 
meeting from 7-9 p.m. at the Health 
Unit Auditorium. Input needed to 
understand who vulnerable persons 
over 19 are inthe region, what 
community supports exist and how 
W e can strengthen supports. 
Friday, February 26 
KATIMAVIK PARTICIPANTS pres- 
ent their movie :Litt/e. Ttlmmy:ev.ery- 
' one's a victim'at.the_Ter[~ce,L.it[le. 
Theatre at 7:30 p.mlTtiefiJm was • 
written, produced and edited by 
Katimavik youth in Terrace with la- 
cal community members as actors. 
FIRST NATIONS council of women 
of Terrace presents Gitanyow Hu- 
man Services Model "Traditional 
Values and Child Welfare" present- 
ed by Pat Douse, office of 
Gitanyow Chiefs at the Community 
College, room 2001, Lunch; is at 
noon and the presentation is form 
12:30-1:30 p.m. To register call 
638-1800. 
DRESS RED DAY: Help celebrate 
Heart month by dressing red and 
buying a $5 dress red pin. February 
is Hearth month and we want you 
to join in the fight against the num- 
ber one killer...heart disease and 
stroke. 
Saturday, February 27 
HIKE FOR HUNGER: join Scouts 
and GUides from 1-2 p.m. as they 
raise food and awareness for food 
banks across B.C. There will be 
free swim at the pool from 5-6:30 
p.m. Wear a piece of your uniform. 
Youth 7 and under must have a 
parent in the pool with them. 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Club and 
the Terrace Kinsmen Club present 
CASINO NIGHT at 8 p.m, at their 
clubhouse. Black Jack and Crown 
and Anchor, $50,000 in Kin cash 
with every ticket purchased. Door 
prizes, auction and finger food. 
Tickets are $20 each and available 
at Cedarland Tire, Scotlabank and 
Valhalla Pure Outfitters. Proceeds 
go to towards the Back Nine and 
the KInsmen Club, 
TERRACE MUSICIANS Assocla. 
t/on present a Coffeehouse with 
Grant Huffman and "the Ac- 
celerators." at 8 p.m. at Elks Hall. 
CIVIL AIR SEARCH and Rescue 
Association announces a meeting 
for all members and new recruits at 
the Skeena Health Unit at 7 p,m. 
For more info call Mark Collins 635. 
3618 
B.O.K. Counselling Consulting 
workshop to Improve communlca, 
tton in your relationship. Call 615- 
0211 for Info. There are three one. 
TERRACE BEE Association meets 
the last Sunday every month until 
June at the Terrace Public Library 
at 2 p.m. For more info call Martin 
De Hoog 635-3289. 
Monday, March 1 
BOOKSALE at the Terrace Public 
Library will take place from March 1 
to March 8 during library hours. For 
more info call 638-8177. 
Tuesday, March 2 
BRANCH 13 ROYAL Canadian 
Legion Ladies Auxiliary potluck 
supp.er~.and.~oe~ ting March 2 at the 
Royal Canadian "Legion. Supper 
starts:M 6]~.  and meeting starts 
at 7:30 p.m. Everyone encouraged 
to attend. Call 635-7065 for more 
info. 
Thursday, March 4 
A NEW and exc!ting Theatre Group 
is starting in Terrace at 7 p.m. at 
Choices office (4916 Lazelle). For 
more Info call Filomena at 635- 
7863. 
4 
Friday, March 5 
MT. REMO BACKCOUNTRY 
Society is holding its AGM at 7 p.m. 
at the Kin Hut, 4119 Sparks St. 
Everyone welcome. Everyone en- 
couraged to bring finger food. For 
more info call Steve at 638-1840 or 
Mick at 635-3689. 
Sunday, March 7 
WORLD .DAY OF PRAYER: 
Theme is God's Tender Touch at 
7"30 p.m. at the Christ Lutheran 
Church a! 3229 Sparks. 
Wednesday, March 10 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST music fes- 
tival at 8 p.m. at 3639 Krumm 
Road. All new members are wel- 
come. Contact Kelly at 635-1579 
for more information. 
Wednesday, March 17 
PRE KINDERGARTEN Booster - 
(reinforcing immunization for 
Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus and 
Polio for all pre-kindergarten chil- 
dren and all kindergarten children 
not yet immunized. Takes place at 
the North West Health Unit March 
17 from 9:25,11:30 a.m. and 1:14-4 
p.m., March 18 same times and 
March 25 same times. Call 638- 
2200 to make an appointment. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health mtit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every mouth from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place.• Call 
635-9669. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS ~ The Mist- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
SL Call Anne at 638-2272 for snore 
info. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
dali Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every first and third Tuesday at 7:30 
p.m. at the Coast Ira1 of the West at 
room 328 to leans about public speak- 
ing in a positive and encouraging en- 
vironment. New members and guests 
are welcome. For more info call Olga 
Power at 635-3833. 
DAIKO Jl SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazeu meditatiou every Tuesday 
eveuing at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phoue 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every mouth from 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
l)ing Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more iuformation call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elcmeutary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE meetings 
held every second Wed of the month. 
COMMUNITY BIBLE STUDY 
FOR WOMEN n~eeting every Wed- 
nesday starting Sept. 16 from 9:30 a.m. 
to 11:15 a.m. at 3602 Sparks St. Free 
nursery for infants attd toddlers. Call 
635-9610 for more info. 
TERRACE DUPLICATE BRIDGE 
CLUB meets Wednesday evenings at 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 6:45 "at the Legion. Interested partner- 
invite boys and girls ages 8-16 to come ' shipswelcome. For more information 
'slug along on 'Tuesdays" ,from.~6:30 -*~ coi~tacv635-~3788. ~ . . . .  • - . . . , . .  
8:00 p.tti'.~h't ' the',~Sl¢~enat~td::RbOmlt~:!y:'.t,Z~ '"~.:,  . ~;J ... . . . . . .  ": '  , .  ':,;)'" L"":~' 
.... ~'.,qb~:i ,nt.,~:.::~n: ' .~ ~,j i, It :r~.(3all:-$e~,tAnders&s 638,11~3 br:B0n,; :,3L'~IN'S:CI~UB meets the:third.Wed .... 
nie Juniper at 635-9649 for info, .nesday of every month at 7:30 p,m, in 
the Family Place, Call 635-9669, 
WRITERS SUPPORT GROUP: The 
writers Guild will be meeting the last The Terrace Standard offers the 
Tuesday of every mouth in the Library community calendar as a public ser. 
at 7:30 p.m. Very informal get together vice to its readers and community or- 
to share infomatiou and give positive ganizations. 
eneouragenlent, m This cohtmn is intended for non- 
WEDNESDAYS profit organizations and those events 
for which there k~ no admbsion 
PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
takes place Wednesdays froin 1-2 p.m. fore each event, " 
at the health services ociety (formerly We ask that items be submitted by 5 
Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 Kalum p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
St.) Public health nurse on hand to ins- in which it is to appear. 
wet questions. 
The Heart of the Matter 
Physics defines stress as a force or a system of Forces 
-producing deformation or strain. All forms o[ stress-whether 
internal like emotional stress or external like the stress from 
toxins, chemical pollutants, x-rays, pharmaceuticals, alcohol, 
smoke, drugs, or physical adversity-create agenls of destruction 
in the body known as oxidants or free radicals. Research 
confirms ane of the keys to resisting stress and preventing 
damage to your body systems (like your cardiavascular system) 
lies in neutralizing free radicals and preventing oxidation. That's 
~vhere anti-oxldants like vitamin C, Vitamin E, selenium, garlic, 
grapefruit pectin, milk seed thistle, and grape seed extract (to 
name a [ew) come in. These pawerfel free radical scavengers 
quickly go to work to support he body's defense System. 
While most of the research on the prevention of coronary 
heart disease has focused on vitamin E, human studies have 
shown that beta-carotene may have various protective and 
therapeutic effects regarding card/o-vascular disease. Two large- 
scale ongoing Harvard-based studies, one involving 40,000 
male physicians, the other involving 87,000 female nurses have 
found that vitamin E supplementation reduces the rate o~ heart 
disease in both men and Women by 40 percent; that hlgh intakes 
of beta-carotene reduce the rate of stroke in women by 40 
percent, and that beta-carotene supplementation reduces ~eart 
attack, stroke and death rates by half in men with heart disease. 
So remember...prevention is the:key. Exercise in some form, 
eat whohsome foods, use herbs to cleanse your body and supple 
vital nutrients (especially the anti-oxidanls), and have a positive 
attitude. After all...life is magnificent.;,when you've gel your 
health. 
Y ouandYour Hormones 
A £1le c~andna ~&ssa~e for Men ~ Wo~n 
~r='.uc,~ =-,~y, an Inttrnattond ~t ton  tKucatOr O' spe~n J~ fins 
,ruv=UK smtnoa's for mdt~ pmcttt~ners fftrou$~Ue Canada nd Mt tls. ffa~ 
your f~t~na *n.~mC an¢ ~ an ~nfonnd ~ s~n =flout ~t~..~& . 
*~t odur amt _~ for ~earma u~fi ~,  ~enoou=e. 
' ' OittoOoro~, tor~aon. ffft~aine~,-tY ~o~tate Canoer," 
hour sessions starUng at 7:30 p,m, [~1 
No charge. Other sessions held FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and ~! 
March 6 and March 13. : child drop-in from 10:30.noon atlthe ~i!~: :Contactg(athfeen orBr~an 
. . . .  ' activity roont, For  more info call 8- • | ~ ~  /~ Information@ 635-112o 
Sunday ,  February .  2S ~ " i86~'  : r  ~ . ~ : " ; . . . . .  
. . . .  ~ ~ 
i 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
~tb# Name: 
Justin Connor S'kaalrud 
Date & 'ilme of Birth: 
Januaq, 24, 1999 at 7:10 a.ml 
Weight: 7Ibs9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Scott & 6ayle Skaalrud 
Baby's Name: 
Luke Edward Stephenson 
Date & Time 0f Birth: 
January 29, 1999 at 1o:35 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Male 





Date & Time 0f Birth: 
Februmy 10, 1999 m 8:12' 
Weight: 8 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: veraJ, Morgan 
i i i  
Baby's Name: ' 
Zartah ~'nnifer Palge Munree 
Date ,t Thne of Birth:. 
February Ui I~')Q at 2:08 p.m. 
WriSt: 9 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Zachary Munroe & Karen 
Cla~on 
Baby's Name: 
Jennifer Margaret Rempel 
, Date &Time of Birth: 
February 12~ 1999 at 10:55 p.m. 
Welghe 8 Ibs 2 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jason & Elaine Rempd 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Date a 11me of Birth: 
Febmay H, 1999 at 7:10 p.m. 
WelgM' 7 Ibs 7.5 oz. Sex: Female 







.J Just see our service desk for more information I 
[ Overwa,teal 
Men rescued from Skeena.in 1960 
By BILL MCRAE 
I HAVE thought for years that Pete Rempel and Earl 
McClellan should have had some recognitio, for the 
risks they took saving men who were caught for 
hours on a raft in the middle of the icy Skeena River. 
Their own safety was not on their minds at all. 
This event happened across from Brauns Island, a 
mi le  or so above Frank's Dairy Farm, where 
Skoglnnd Logging Co was carrying on a logging op- 
eratiou. A high-lead spar tree was set up on the river 
bar. Logs were swung across the river, approximately 
7000 feet, then loaded on trucks and taken to Skeena 
Fores t  Products awmill. 
4 :30  p;m. at quitting time, it was really high and still 
running;" said John Bellamy, one of the men canght 
:on  the raft. "The machine that I was working with "Skoglunds, also arrived there looking for cable. 
was a little later than the rest, so they left us for a see- " When we told him of our plan, he said he'd send 
ond trip. :. cat to assist us. 
Skoglands had built a couple large rafts to transport 
men and machinery aq[~ss the river to the logging 
show. Crews would cross on'rafts in the morning and 
==~ : at'the end of the day, they would hook the donkey 
rigging to the raft and pull it back across the river. 
That day, the river was running a lot of ice and was 
building up an ice jam below Frank's Dairy Farm. 
Several times, the river backed up, creating a lake of 
lice chunks, and then released, causing the level to 
dro p and the ice to run again. 
"The river started to jam up around 3 p.m. and by 
flashlight and headed to the river to see if'l could 
help. Ivan Frank and Earl McClellan were there and 
said they could see light up river and had heard hol- 
lering and faint voices. 
When I shined my flashlight, we could see a raft 
with several men on it hollering and waving at us 
from about 350 feet out in a sea of ice. 
It was plain to see that these men were in a 
desperate situation, lee could move out anytime and 
the men would be lost down river, or the river could 
back up and the raft would be on the move with the 
likelihood of it tipping over. 
What could we do to help them? If there was some 
way to get a loggers pass line out to them, that would 
• be a starter. Earl said that sealers on the east coast go 
over the ice floes when hunting seals. Using hip wad- 
ders and with men on each side of a boat, they run 
over the floes. 
"If  sealers do it, then I can do it," Earl said. 
Earl went to get his boat and I went to get a spool of 
pass line. Ivan called people for more help. 
By this time stores were closed, so I picked up Jim 
'MeKeown, owner of the building supply store, so I 
-could pick up a roll of pass line, ladders, gloves, 
flashlights, life jackets and a number of other things. 
~Dave Maroney, mechanical superintendent of 
: ~ The last turn of logs that were towed across, broke 
up the ice enough for the raft to be pulled through 
quite easily, But by the time it got back to us, it had 
jammed up again. We got 50-100 feet fromshore 
when the raft stuck solid. Pete Hannah, who was 
: hoOker at the time, gave the signal to pull ~ the strap 
broke that was fastened to the raft and left ns adrift.'" 
: Jim Hanna was donkey operator for Skoglund at the 
timei When he tightened up on the line to the raft, he 
had t o give it a hard pull. The cable broke causing the 
raft to float free. 
There ~vas no chance for the men to get off as~ the 
raft started to move downstream. By this time, it was 
getting dark. The temperature was 12 above zero 
(minus 11 C) with a strong wind on the river. It 
: asnt posszble to hve out there for too long. 
• Bellamy said he was wet from working all day in 
the bush, so it didn't take long to get cold with the 
wind blowing down the river. 
"It sure was a helpless feeling after the strap 
broke/" he said. "All we could hope for was that we 
would drift to shore if the raft didn't sink under the 
ice. I did not know if we could be seen from shore or 
not, There was a lot of hollering going on." 
Gny Pratt said the raft went back and forth several 
times with the surging of the river jammed with ice. 
"The  raft titled and we thought it would tip over," 
he said. "It was a hair raising experience. 
He said is was dark and cold, and the men didn't 
know where they were. 
At the time, Phil Bass, superintendent of Skoglund 
l.,ogging lived across the streeL from ns. When I ar- 
rived home for dinner, Helene mentioned thatPhil 
had a problem with a raft'being 10oSe in .the.river.: I 
kn..ew this could be s.er!ous, so I grabbed my big 
When we got to the river, Earl was there with his 
'boat at ice level, ready to go. Pete had a flashlight 
and a bundle of gloves. •Over the floating ice they 
went and in a very short ime had reached the raft. 
By this time there were about 30 fellows on the 
river bank. We could hear the sound of a cat in the 
distance. All of a sudden the river started to back up, 
raising the level and moving the ice. The movement 
of the ice was in our favour, Everyone pulled on the 
pass line and luckily we were able to pull the raft to a 
point close to shore with just a small channel of fast 
water between the raft and safety. 
With extension ladders and a small boat, in a few 
minutes, all the men were safely on the river bank. 
There was a lot of hooting and hand shaking as the 
men made it to safety. It was about 9 p.m at this time 
and the men were a bunch of cold fellows! 
When it was over, we gathered up the gear and 
went home. There was a small write upon the paper, 
mentioning that Pete Rempe! and Earl McClellan 
took a small boat out with a line to try to get to the 
stranded men , not mentioning the great risk they 
took, nor was there all the media attention that goes 
on today. 
Bellamy said: "One thing for certain, I feel today 
that we have those two gentlemen to thank for saving 
our lives. To come over that wide span of treacherous 
river ice, hanging onto and pushing a small boat with 
a 5/16" line tied to it so it could be fastened onto the 
raft and pulled to shore by the many volunteers that 
were standing by, was remarkable. I want to say 
thank-you. They should have been rewarded some- 
. how or other" ' . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  
We:should also:give thanks to our unseen helper 
so many things fell into place at the right time. 
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Did you know, B.C.'S Children's Hospital is the 
province's major teaching, research i~nd health 
promotion facility for child health care? 
Children's Hospital 
l TD INVESTMENT 
SPECIALISTS RANKED 
#1 FOR ADVICE FOUR 
YEARS IN A ROW 
! An independent, nationwide 
study of leading financial institu- 
tions has confirmed once again 
that the best mutual fund advice 
is at );our TD Branch. ~ 
When you're 
investing, 
you want the 
best advice 
you can get. Fortunately, you 
don't have to travel far to get it. 
Call or visit us at: 
Open Saturday; February 27, 1999 4633 Lakelse Avenue, 
10:00 am- 3:00 pm For  RRSPs Terrace 635-7231 
GREEN LINE ~ MUTUAL FUNDS TO 
Making You A Successful Investor 
The Green Une Family of No.Load Mulu~ Funds h offered by TO As~/v~nogemen!ln¢. (TDAM), a who~ly.owned subsid;ary of ID Bank. Impo,'tat~ infm- 
m~.?,oM.~.~m mu~ol.~._~_h¢o~i.r~ ,'n,~h.eir s~mpii!,d ,~. ,pe~,, ~ich we.enoau..m~ yoo to read oarddly M~'~ invetli~. Pleo. ob~in a
~' l :  . . . . .  ~ u~. m~, , .~  re~m~ ~ll nu~am, r~u~,, m~ ,nve.gn~_ .are r~ tutored by ~e Canada Depo,,, Insurance Corpo~fi~a o¢ ~e eegio, 
ae~ an.u,ron~, aepo, m ,a.u ~,. eo~. ,am ore.not guarantee., by IO .~k.@ Trade-mark o} TD ~k,  1"DAM i, a licensed uw. Bosecl on an independen!, 
t~onwme ~ ~ o, mourn 9 ~no~c~ msfiMic~s co~Juctecl by morkehng So4ut~. 
SIGNS OF HEARING LOSS: 
• I hear, but I don't understand the words 
• I can understand in quiet places, but I can't 
understand speech in background noisel 
• My family and friends complain about my hearing 
• I hear a car in the driveway, but not the telephone 
or the birds in the morning. 
• I can understand some people, but I have difficulty 
understanding other people. 
TERRACE HEARING CLINIC 
The Hear ing  Pro fess iona ls  
Terrace Plaza 4731 Lazelle Avenue 
' '.~ . . . .  / . . .635-H,  EAF I  i "  . '1 -800-811,1533 ' ~' ~' 
~' " "  1 " ~ " R~61ar  visits'to S Ilifllers and Hazelton : ' :: :" " 
Registered under the Hearing'Aid Act "(BC) . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  
NOTICE 
If you did not receive your copy of the 
C andian Tire Spring & 
i' Summer  Cata logue  
, i n  the February 24 issue of the Terrace 
• Standard a copy can be obtained at 
"="  oR  STANDARD Canadian Tire 








Orange Tab Jeans 
!i!!/' 
'i ~(ii' Underwear 
Entire Selection 
20L ,e . 
Rubber Boots 
Soft Toe, 15"black 
L Reg. 24,98 
":!/,i::r'/..i~ :':::.. " . . . . . .  . . 
Kodiak Short-Sleeve Mens Wool-fined 
T-Shirts 'Pioneer' Cruiser Jacket 
• , Assorted Colours 
,, s69 ,  
.... " ' - ' " - - - ' "0"  2 /1998 ~: Get amazing deals on every 1998 and 1999 Ski-D0o ® snowmobile S7999 
, . : .  in stock. Choose up to $1000 in Genuine Ski-Doe parts, clothing Reg. 12.98 2XL Regg~,9~'.,.. 
. . . . .  or accessories,,•Or, No Money Down, No Payments and No Interest 
until October 1,1999,..Or up to an $800 cash rebate? Plus, we'll 
extend your warranty coverage to March 31st, 2000, 
Hurryl Offer ends March 1.19997' 
BOMBARDIER 
- -  ald.daa RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS 
I ERRACE.EQUIPMENT SALES 
4441 Lakelse Ave. Terrace Ph: 635-6384 
I 
©lggg. B0mble~ Inc. N ~'tgfil mlcv~ ,Ttl01ep, ar~ d BcmblN~ k.~. ir,6~ iIl~es 0lee ivlMl~ IIIg/~ lu ~,1/99 ii p l ~  ~l l~ l  oe Ivl lt l~ rmi, 
unul~l Ig~ Ind 19ig ~,o-Ooo mmm0b¢li, i z~ i I  SNI lind I~  Mll Z. i I  lIgle lind flKig Tun~l IM T~ ~ 1~ ~ T~ ~ ~ i~  
~,~ mldc~r,~ Ik~ ~ pmk~ d~ ~ 
I I 
,nel Shirts ! i : 
.............. 
le t  Ileleall II .i> 
$24 r.g8, . . . .  ee 
~ i ¸  I 
I I I  I 
i l  
Work Socks 
3 Pak 




Re#. 4,98 ~ 
Polar Pa w 
Socks 
M,,g,g4.  .... 3 /12  00 
Udies eeg 4,Sg,,,.3/1149 
Kodiak Quilt Flannel Sna shirts 
M.2XL Reg 35,98 ................. 29  ~ 
M.2XL Ta/IReg37,98 .......... s30 
2XL.4XL Tall eeg 42,98 ....... $359g 
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ook arouud, people. Our forests are 
depleted. The commercial fishery on 
our cast coast is ill shreds while its 
west coast counterpart totters 
precariously. Thousands upon thou- 
sands of Caaadian jobs have fiowa south thanks 
to free trade agreements hat were foisted upon us 
by Grits and Tories. Corporations across the land, 
fat and bloated on giaut profits made easier to ac- 
quire thauks to tax breaks, are firing hundreds of 
thousands of workers and calling it "downsiz- 
lug' '. 
The federal Liberals, the same crew that 
promised to examine the free trade agreement 
with the Americans, then signed ou to a larger 
trade agrcemeut that will ultimately encompass 
all the Americas, the "same bunch that promised to 
eliminate the GST and didn't, the same gang that 
promised to make good their debt to female civil 
servants then didn't, the same gang of deficit 
fighters that withheld E.I. from the needy,.the 
same crew that cut transfer payments to the pro- 
viuces, tearing huge holes in the Social Safety Net 
aud pushing us one step closer to multitiered 
nledicine, are uow giving some of that money 
back and crowing over it. 
If all this weren't euough to cause premature 
greying, outbreaks of highly contagious economic 
iufluenza have occurred in Asia and South Amer- 
ica and are spreading here. In short, there is 
plenty of serious work to do for all opposition MP 
ill the House of Conunous. Fortunately we cau all 
sleep better at uight kuowing that Mike Scott is 
tbcused aud on task. Why only a couple of weeks 
ago he was suggesting that Canadians hould be- 
gin mining it| parks we share with the Americans 
.... to"t-ea ch"tfi~iffh" 16fg6"ff 6 f "6VdFffghi h'g" 6ii~'g~hib'fi' : 
q stocks. Yeah, that oughta,bring'ean,toheel; - al, 
right. 
MP Mike is hip to tax reform too. Lately he's 
zeroed iu envirounlental groups, calling them eeo- 
terrorists and asking the Honorable Harbanee 
Siogh Dahliwal, the Minister of National 
Reveuue, to revoke their charitable status. Gutsy 
Mikey, stalwart refonner thathe is, has/epcatedly 
attacked representatives of the earth in question 
period where he is immime from law suits. The 
local chapter of the Sierra Club was meeting, so I 
decided to check them out for myself. 
The Coast Mountain Group of the Sierra Club 
was pretty claudestine. Sure, their meeting was 
open to the public but I noted it was only ad- 
vertised two weeks ill advance. Gathered in the 
Carpenter's Hall were terrorists disguised as doc- 
tors, social workers, homemakers ,  school 
teachers, college professors, jounlalists, farmers, 
retirees, and other folks all maintaining a facade 
of fricndliuess and civility. As I ate pie and ice 
creanl, I noted they were not restaurant fare but 
homemade products provided through that sub- 
versive communal activity called Pot Luck, the 
multieuitural equivalent of that subversive First 
Nations' activity called Pot Latch. 
The obsessive, fervor I associate with terrorism 
was uot evident. There was no talk of tree spikhlg 
or dynamiting or blockading logging roads. What 
a clever ruse to disguise the terrorist inelinatious 
of the group! These people were well trained. 
After dessert he lneeting begau. I waited for the 
terrorist agenda to uiffold. First, a biologist sug- 
gested he wanted to identify the trees in and 
.around Terrace that were unusual or had some 
cultural significance. A~ld if that wasn't sub-  
versive enough, the guy proposed that the c lub 
map the trees then print and distribute the maps to 
Terrace residents and tourists so the trees could 
become a focal point for sulnmer walks: a clear 
attempt o undermine the logging industry. Very 
clever, indeedl 
Next a zealot suggested the club spoasor an out- 
ing to the Frizeil Hot Spriugs, the goal of the trip 
being to clean up the broken beer bottles and trash 
there. Was this fellow taking pot shots at the good 
old northern B.C. custom of using the wilds as a 
trash can? He'd better be careful, I thought, this 
practice is widespread and dearly held, after all. 
Next up was a proposed Howe Creek walk and 
the suggestion that a tour led by a club member 
who has speut a lot of timi~ studyiug the Creek 
and organizing students to clean fit up, be 
orgauized. This was all obvious tie in to that other 
terrorist cell, the Terrace Greenbelt Society, a 
militaat group that seeks to preserve the tiny 
greenstrip along the small trout bearing creek that 
meauders through town past tenuis courts, trailer 
courts and pole yards. Fhlally there was talk of all 
kinds of subversive activity: kayaking , canoeing, 
picutcking, angliug. 
Since then, Elizabeth May, the executive, direc- 
tor of the Sierra Club of Cailada, has pointed out 
that none of the groups maligned by Scott have 
ever engaged m illegal activity or d01ic anything ~ 
to warraut he term, !'eco-terrotis!".She w nt on', 
to say that the charter 6fiheSterra Club expressly 
forbids any !llegal actlwt~esi..eVen non-violent 
civil disobedlencei. MoreoVer, fl/e dub  doesn't 
even have charitable g~tusi:~:~ ;~,, i ,  . !~i : : .  
GOOD SHOT: Sara Rauter watches her teammates Kim Cowburn (second), There- Aina Carlson rink from Terrace Sundayl 
rock glide down the ice at the Terrace sa Melanson (third)and morn, Mary Rauter Feb. 14. The first rink knocked out was 
Ladies Valentine BonsPiel. Rauter and her (lead) won the "A"-Event against the tough Prince Rupert's Karen Myers rink. 
Mother-daughter rink win top 
spot in Valentine Bonspiel 
FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH was full of sur- Rauter positioned a well-placed guard to block by Priuce Rupert's Myers rink. 
prises for the wimlers of Ten'ace's Fourth All- opponent Aina Carlson from scooting out any "We didn't start out well," MacDougall said. 
nual Women's Valentiue Bonspiel. shots and the challenge was on. They are atthe.top of their Wedaesday night 
The all'rookie team was lead by second, year All Carlson needed to do was skid the guard league and showed why by comiug back later in 
skip, Sara Rauter. and bounce her rock toward the middle, the tournament towin the "C"  Evcut. 
"We expected to do well, but not this well," The shot came iu ~ood a,ld stro-,, t, ~h,~ ,;,,ht Many. other curlers, said the weekend was all 
she said. ' ........ ' . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' . '  ' .... ,"' . . . . . . . . . .  ~ about fun, and that tables"full'bfpi'izes were just i' =~ . . . . . . . . . . .  . :..-: ~..~.,,: ~,,, of th~guard. It.hit Rauter.s.rook androlled the -. ,-, , -, ~ .. . . . . . .  ~ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . . . . . . . . . . .  
Router and her teammates made tli~ir~a~,:i3fi~f~: : ,wr6it~/W/i~, out'of'.i~!ay.to giv¢ Rauter.six ~points .... an "¢ktta boltus. Mar6 than one team commented • 
the Weir aud Gardner inks to nlake it to the on the scoreboard. %i(1/6w' Well-'i:uhqh'is year;'s ioumament was and 
"A"  Event finals. 
They said they owe their win to the great call- 
ing, precise shots, timing and a lot of luck. 
Rivals from the Aina Carlson rink said it all 
came down to one last shot. 
"It was a close game until the end of the Sixth 
eud," said one player. "Then we faced a lot of 
yellow." 
The nerve-wracking game elided with six yel- 
low Rauter rocks in play. It looked, b'y one  
spectator's account, like a giant yellow banaua. 
The Carlsou rink, already behind 5-2 in the 
fifth, shook hands and called the game. 
Carlsou was proud of her play and said the 
team had no expectations going into the 
bonspiel. 
Lead Vivian Raposo admitted she hadn't even 
curled regularly all seasou. 
" I 've  got a broom now," she said. 
The Kim MacDougall rink wou the "A"  
Evcut in years past was expected to do well 
again. But they got beat early in bonspiel play 
Bonsplel Results 
"A" Event 
Winner Sam Rauler ink, Terrace 
Second Aina Carlson rink, Terrace 
"B"  Event 
Winner Barb Sweetnam rink, Prince Rupert 
Second ' Heather Joseph rink, Terrace 
Kim MacDougall rink, Terrace 
Denise Sawtell rink, Terrace 
Kathie Simpson rink, Terrace 




"D"  Event 
Winner 
Second 
how much effort must have gone into decora- 
tion s and prizes. 
In all, 31 teams from Terrace, Prince Rupertl 
Kitimat and Hazeltou attended the bonspiel. 
Organizers scheduled karaoke and a dance 
that ran until the wee hours of Saturday lnonl- 
ing. 
There was a pancake breakfast aud the 
Hobeushieid rink of Hazelton put ou skits for 
the crowds ou Saturday night. 
Jarilyn West from Hazeiton won a $700 blue 
diamond and sapphire ring. 
Mogul blaster. 
heading our way 
ByRON NIESNER ral competitive nature aud 
MARCH madness begins the westeru mouutains has 
March 5-6 all the slopes of resulted ill one of the nlost 
Shames Mountain. exciting forms of motor 
Skiers and suowboarders sports, suownlobile 
will be able to lake a break hillclinibing. 
from carving Shames' The sport looks a lot dif- 
slopes to watch snow- fcrent now than wheu the 
mobilers climb moguls first events were held GIVING IT ALL HE COTS: Trevor Gibson of Terrace climbs in his Stock 600 
they've o,lly experienced on decades ago. Most eveuts. Class sled during Shames 1998 mogul blaster event. 
the downhill route, were held iu the back coun- 
, . y 
And local sledders are try areas that were acces- giveu way to slalom style ' " ,mad=fled each separated b Snowmobile Association 
ready. Some of these guys siblc only by snowmobile, events mostly because there engine size (co's) and after-/ with the support of Shames 
are just that m "Plumb Lo-'.  They consisted of a group of ;aren't lnountains ' high market modifications. The Mountain Ski Corporatiou 
caP' to try t his event, riders'seeing who could go euough anymore for sleds stackers must be factory are proud to sponsor this 
A course will be setup on ' the  highest on a particular that can exceed 200 horse- models straight from the evenL This is a BCSF- 
one of the ski runs and mountaiu face. These events power ill a 450-pouu d show room floor. Improved Racing sanctioned event and 
racers are goiug try and beat soou reached there limits for chassis. Iu a straight -are allowed a few modifica- we expect o see racers from 
the clock or get the high spectators and the ski hill hillclimb it was the guy who tions but must maintain the all over the northwest ready 
mark on the hill. Cue racer type event wasiutroduced to could speud the big buck stock appearance. Open to rock to the top. 
at a time will jockey a sled get marc exposure for the aud build the fastest sled Modified sleds are similar in ~k "k ~- k 4¢ 
through the moguls with one sport. These events are quite who usually took top Spot. appearance to the "Cookie The Skeena Valley Snow- 
goal in ulind, to blast over popular today with the He didn't even have to ride : Sheets" found on the grass mobile Association invites 
the top. several races now being well, just duet tape him onto drag circuit but now have everyone out to the Mogul 
Hillclinlbing is a western held at ski facilities through- the sled and he would pin it : extended tummls, lowered Blaster Hillelimb Dance 
sport. The urge to climb a out B.C., Alberta and in the straight over the top. The  suspensions, 2-inch paddled after the climb. 
mountain, just because it is .U.S. The most challehging slalom course separates the tracks and stinger pipes, The dance starts March 6 
there, has been withus since events a re  J'ackson Hole, men from the boys as now ; Get ready to en joy  the at  9:00 p.m, at the Thornhill 
the begtmting of t ime. De-Wyoming  aUd the B.C. all that power has to be har- thrill of watching snow- Hall. Music by the Ac- 
vel0Plnent of the snow, Suowlnobile , Federation ' nessed by the skill of the ,' 'mobiles h~ action at Shames celerators and a .midnight 
mobile added another factor ,(BCSF3 series of H i lM imbs  rider Mountaha Ski Resort S-" ' -  ' ' :  ' . . . . . . . .  • . ' . . . . .  , a lu r -  lunc l l  Wi l l  De  proviaea, L ,~ I i  
• iht':this s~rch  for uew being:held ~th/ough0ut the There are three main  day and Sundav, March 5 & 635 5930 for more inf0 ,,,,,- 
heights Technological ad , .  nrovitlce: : ! classes of sled; stock, ira. 6. 1999 The S'keena Va ' " = " ..... " 
Vatt~siuixidwlthonrnatu~ ~Strai~h't-:up Climbs have  proved stock ~and open .... " i • ' . . . . . .  I l ey  t tou ,  . . . .  
/ 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Dieplay, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 D.m. for all di9Dlav and classified ad~, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TER RACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning In ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (S~ard & Advert=r) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks (Standard &Advertise0519.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, inclddes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your  display Bd in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertleer. 
CTION D 
Over 30 Classifications! 
10, Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space For Rent 
45 Vacation Spots 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Miss 
71 Electronics 
72 Furniture & Appliances 
80 Wanted Miss 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state o no.smoking preference. 
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20 - $12.00 
12.7, 
13.35 I~  ~,n 
For longer lad. )lemBe use a Boparate sheet 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
10. REAL ESTATE IB =m 
1100 SQ. ft. 3 bedroom 2 bath 
home with recent renovation 
has a carport, large fenced yard 
on a quiet street $147,900 638- 
0369 eveninqs. 
1300 SQ. ft. newly renovated 5 
bdrm, 2 bath home on large pri- 
vate lot, Has a double garage 
with ice rink, fruit trees, fully fin- 
ished basement. To view call 
635-0728, 
160 ACRES, large 6 bedroom 
house, outbuildings, generator 
power, fenced garden & yard, 
beautiful view, Appraised 
$269,000, asking $225,000 
obo, Phone 846-9132. 
2 LEVEL home on the bench. 4 
bdr, 2 bath, N/G, F.P. for view- 
Jn~ call 638-1395. 
4 BDRM split level close to 
downtown and schools, large 
lot, fruit trees, garden area. 
635-5980 days, 635-35g6 even- 
SIX YEAR old bright, beautiful 
four bedroom, three bathroom, 
split level home, on two acres. 
Features include huge Euro- 
pean kitchen, with nook. Built in 
pantry, hardwood floors, double 
jacuzzi tub, double garage and 
more, Call 638-1687. Was 
$182,900, reduced to $174,900. 
SKEENA KALUM 
HOUSING SOCIETY 
is accepting Applications for 
Housing. We have 
subsidized and market 
FAMILY townhomes at Terra 
Nova Place - 4616 to 4618 
Haugland. Current 
vacancies: 2 Br. and 
3 Br. units 
Call 635-1996 for an 
application. 
OLDER HOME in horseshoe. 
Close to shopping and schools. 
Selling below appraised value. 
Affordable home. Asking 
$93,500 obo. Call 638-1648 for 
more Into. 
SKI OUT your door to Four 
Seasons, park land. 3300 sq.ft. 
executive home, minutes from 
schools, full ensuite, large bed- 
room, new throughout, fenced, 
deck and double garage, paved 
driveway. Call: 1-250-845-2181. 
WANTED: 20-300 acres with 
home and outbuildings on 
agreement for sale only. Cash 
Down payment. Will pay fair 
price. Must have privacy and 
seclusion. 604-519-4527. 
1 MOBILE home space avail- 
in.os, able in Pine Park. 635-9418. 
5 BEDROOM house on .9 acr- 12X48 TRAILER with a 12x48 
es in city Iimils. approx. 1250 addition, 3 bdrms on a large 
sq.ft, over a full .finished base- corner pad in ThornhiU. 2 
• ment. 1 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, sheds. Must be seen. Asking 
w/fridge, stove & built in dish- $29,900. Call 635-1740. 
washer. $150 000. Call Jan at 
635~1132 or 250-962-6221. REDUCED 1974 COUNTRY Lane 12x60 
• • . . . .  trailer located outside of Tepley. iBUY :13"I~LOW"COS'h BdiJd~s " 
,own ffdiffe:'3~b'~Im~i-ns2 b~th~";: $ !59,900.00 " 'N~eds't0 -be moved.,'.Asklt~g 
,1648 sq.ft, level entry lane ac- $~44 ~oulllo|n t,~slo Drive ~' '$12,000 obol (250)695-3209. ' 
cess NC CIV many extras. Will 1981 14X70 trailer. With a 
finish basement at cost. Vernon A well malnlained homo Iomled on lhe unique floor plan 'and an addi- 
$189,900. 250-542-4920. be~J~, dm In the ¢ollege, on e fully tion giving a total of 1300 sq.ft. 
Notary Public 








4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
ESTATE SALE. 2bdr mobile 
home in town park. Good condi- 
tion. $8500. Call 635-4378. 
REPOSSESSION FOR sale, 
1992 Shelter, 2 bdrm, addition, 
F/S, good condition. Great loca- 
tion, super buy. Call Gordon to 
arran.qe viewlml. 638-1182. 
4 bdrm units on Southside. NG 
heat & hot water included. Up- 
per duplex: $850/mo. Ref & dep 
reauired. Ph. 798-9554. 
1 1/2 bdrm house in horseshoe 
area, brand new, n/g fireplace, 
car port, Available March 1/99. 
$600/month. 638-1880. 
1 BDROOM suite. Suitable for a 
non-smoking, working, single 
person. Utilities & cable includ- 
ed. Available March 1. Rent: 
$450. DD $200. Phone 638- 
2044. 
1, 2,3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
2 BDR apt. 4820 Lazelle. F/S,. 
W/D, blinds, patio. Close to 
town. Security entrance. 638- 
0046. 
2 BDR apt. Downtown location. 
Avail immd. 635-2360. 
2 8DR basement suite. F/S. 
W/D hookup. N/3. Southside. 
$525 m + O.D. Avail Mar 1.  
635-5960. 
2 BDR house on 30 acres. Riv- 
er frontage. Cedarvale area.. 
Wood heat, propane back up. 
F/S, generator, snow blower In- 
cluded. Well water, Private lake. 
New barn and pasture. Whole 
property fenced for livestock. :
Looking for self sufficient, re- 
sponsible couple. $300 month. 
635-1753, 
2 BDR house. Oueensway. F/S. 
$550 plus D.D. Ref reqd. 635- 
5290. 
2 BDR main ,floor apt centrally .;l 
located fourplex, Close to. 
schools & shopping. Utl. incl. 
$675 m plus D.D, Ref reqd. 
2 BDR. MOBILE in town. N/G 
heat, F/S, large storage room, 
covered deck. Newly renovated 
Mach 1st, ref. req $650, 635- 
4181. 
• 2 BDRM apt in Terrace. Walk- 
Ing distance to town, free hot 




• 2 Bedroom 
* Free Hot Water 
• Just Renovated 
• Security Enhance 
e Walking Distance To 
Downtown 
* Laundry Facilities 
e Professional On-Site 
Manager 
Call Collect [250) 
632-4308 
or Cell 639-4069 
s.... (references required) =,. 
2 BDR town house. F.S suitable 
for professional couple. Ref, 
read. No pets. 635-3796, 
2 BDR unit in town house. F/S. 
W/D hookup. No pets please, 
635-5213. 
2 BDRM basement suite on La- 
zelle Ave., close to downtown. 
$625/month includes utilities 
and use of laundry. 635-0438 
days. 635-7025 eveninqs. 
2 BDRM duplex c/w f/s, drapes, 
quiet location, no pets, Avail- 
able Mamh 1/99. $625/month. 
635-2556. Leave message. 
2 BDRM rental suite available 
immediately. F/S. Gas heat, 
635-2932, 
m m  
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartment, 
in town. 
$600.00 per month, 
includes heat & hot 
water. References 
required. Adult oriented. 
Phone 635-3475 
Downtown Retail Space 1050 sq.ft. $660 per 
month plus utilities. Avail .  Immed. 
DON'T MISS this homel Mod- 
em 1 1/2 year old & immacu- 
late. Over 2600 sq. ft. of fin- 
ished living space. 6 bedrs, 3 
full baths, vaulted ceilings, 
earthy tones. Open bright lay- 
out, large deck, Oversized heat- 
ed garage. Quiet bench loca- 
tion. Loads of rv spas, $189,500 
635-7652. 
LED AN office at the house 
with seperate entrance. 5 year 
old bungalow house, 1889 sq.it. 
3 bedrooms & office or 4th bed- 
morn. No wasted space, 22'x24' 
attached garage on large par- 
tially fenced lot. 2 blocks from 
Uplands School, $164,900 obo. 
Call 635-4841 or leave mes- 
saqe. 
LOOKING FOR property to 
build your own home? 80 acres 
located in Quick, Cleared, pas- 
lure fenced, some cross-fenc- 
Ing, 500 sq.ft, leg cabin end out- 
buildings. Spectacular views 
and creek. $145,000. Call: 1- 
250-845-7838. 
NICELY DECORATED, 3 bdr, 2 
bath home on 2 acres In GoB- 
sen Sub. Large shop, extra cov. 
ered storage, barn, fruit trees, 3 
pastures fields all fenced. 
$175,000. 638-1078. 
TEXAS PROPERTIES! ,As. 
i sums $100,00 monthly pay- 
ments on 20 acres In West 
Texas. Balance of $8,995. Call 
toll free 1-800-875-6568, 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
lan~aped, fenced comer Iol (70x100). 
Tha 1300 sq. |00t house fe~res: 
5 bedrooms, 2 !/2 blhrooms, fermi 
living room, nice kilt.hen, seporole bun- 
J d~ (upstairs), family oree in finished 
~sement, iJed~ front end bed(, work- 
shop in bmemenl 
EASY COUNTI1Y LIVING 
Enjoy the coun~ in thb spacious 
modem 3 level home reaturi~ ,atuml 
gas ~eat, 5 bedrooms, large ating nroa in 
open kitchen, 2 baleonim, douhle garage, 
36x50 It. shop nod rental from e mobile 
pad, ell on [0 sedoded ocres, minutes 
from town. MLS 
living area. Located in one of 
the best areas of Pine Park. 
Askin~l $51,500 obo. 635.7576. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed, 635-5842, 
On site management. 635-3594 . . . . . .  
MUST SELL 1991 14'x56' 2 bdr 
trailer with 12'x14' finished addi- 
'tlon. 8'x10' garden shed & sun- 
deck. Priced to sell $45,000 
obo. Ph evenings 638-8684. 
PADS AVAILABLE at Boulder- 
wood MHP, limited time offer. 
$1,000 discount on a new home 
purchase, or on the moving ex- 
pense of your existing home. 
Call Gordon 638-1182. 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BASEMENT suite for single 
working person, Also 1 Condo 
apt., no pets, 635-5893. 
1 BDR duplex with F/S in town. 
Also smaller 2 bdr house. F/S. 
Downtown location. No pets. 
635-5464. 
1 BDR suite, with a view on 
Queensway. Newly renovated & 
painted. Clean. $425. 635-7844 
or 635-2837. 
. . . . . .  "~ '~"  ~'~.  MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
ACRESLAKE DRwE.ON K LUM i SUNDECK [ ~ 1252 SQ,FT. (116.3 M t) 
G= H~I~,, ?letos~;.metoVa41.oble only / 
lO.I3A¢~ $7~,000 ij ~rCH~N N O O K :  ¢ w BEDR'M #2 ' "_ J 
 o2 .o% "s''Oo""'^"tl' , .xlo. =" 
13 xg0 ~ . :~:~'---,i 
Sheila Love , 
635-3004 A A 
• ~ ~ m L~Ua~E GA~(GE\ R~//J/J~ of Terrace ~'~.~'~ / ,.,,,d\1~2~' 
House Plans Available Through 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM 
Good Central Location 
Fireplace & Balcony 
NO SMOKING & NO PETS 
Was $645/month plus 
damage deposit, but now 
REDUCED TO $585/MONTH! 
For appointment to view 
please call 615-9116 
I Month  FREE Rent: 2 bdrm apartments, south- 
side. Avail. immed. Ref. please. 
• ~600 Per Month: 3 bdrm Queensway. Avail. 
Immed. Ref. Please. 
~750 per rno~th: 3 bdrm home in Thornhill, b / i  
dishwasher, basement on 1 /3  acre. Avail. immed. 
~ Call Steve Cook 1" TERRACE REALTY FOR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
638-0371 (638-7144 A~r ~urs) 
Don't leave town wilfl0ut us...managing your Real Estate Investmentdll 
, i ¸  ,*** 
o•e CULATE THREE BEDROOM on I/2 acre in Copperside 
Estates. Sunken tub in the ensuite, 
small den, built-in jennuire and oven. 
Storage Shed. 
ATTENTION: Mobile Home Owa.p,l] 
Own this three bedroom home with voul-~cl 
ceiling and a new kitchen. PLUS one bedroom 
@ terrace.builders@meg.net 1 /11 J  
1-800-470 DO IT TIIgI~J~I~ 









,! i~I l"l I':] I~I I~ 17d I~,I H |91 1.7,[I ~] l~J f~'i [~ l~ ~l- 
Northwest Tile @ Marble 
Z ~ SALES AHD INSTALLATIONS 
~.'~R.  ,,YearsExpedence 
141C_ I Ceran#c Tile, Marble and Glass Blocks 
\11  ~ Phone: 635-9280 
- ~ " GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
~" QnTe see us at our NEW Iocation/ 
'~ 4038 Motz  Rd. Uni t  #10 
:El I~1 IL?I I~! [,~1 I~:i I~] ' 1!~1 Ii.~l "1~1 R,I 1~3 I~| I~ ~ I~ 
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70•FORSALE 
(M ISC . . . .  ) 
,,,,o-,,,,. 
CHRYSLER 
'97 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, 5 speed, hardtop 
$23,995 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$17,595 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0 & more 
$16,995 
'94 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, 5 speed, hardtop 
$16,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 cyl, Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows, Air 
$10,995 
'93 Dodge Dakota Club 
Cab 4x4 
V-8, Auto, NC, Canopy 
$16,995 
'93 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
817,588 
'90 Jeep YJ 
6 Cyl, Hardtop 
$9,995 
i ; i  120 . /~ i i  
. RECREATION/ il 
.:,. VEH,CLEs  . :.:, 
• . '  . . . .  ' " . . i ;  . . . .  - : . :  , 
:ORD 
'96 Ford Windstar 
V6, Auto, Dual Air, 
Captains Seats 
$19,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, bather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
$16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
$12,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$11,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
20%0f f  
GM : '170.FARM : ;~ 
! MACHINERyI, '98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
$29,995 
'95 GMC 2500 4x4 
VS, Auto, Air, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassetta 
$18,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V;8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
$!7,995 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
VS, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise & More 
$16,995 
• : $2,800- 'i, 
. IMPORTS 
'97 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Low Km 
$15,995 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'97 Toyota 4Ru~ner 
cy,. Auto. 
$33,995 
'96 Subaru Legacy 
Outback 
~AII Wheel Drive, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
And More 
$25,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 "~ 
'95 Honda Accord 
6 Cyl, Auto 
$18,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
$7,995 
'93'Toyota Camry 
V6,Auto, AIr, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
$17,995 
. . . , ,  . 
40. COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FOR RENT 
TERSE 
4916 Itwy, 16 West 6~5-7187 
1-800-313-7187 Din, S95S 
www.terraoeautomall.com 
2 BDRM trailer with attached 
joey shack on private lot in 
Thornhi]l, F/S, W/D, references 
+ security deposit required. No 
pets, parties or loud music. 
$600/month, 635-9101. 
2 BDRM. bsmL suite, Heat, ca- 
ble, washer, dryer included. 
Close to schools/town. 
$525/mo. Damage deposit & 
references required. Also fa-. 
~male lab 9 mos. to give away, 
638-1019, 
2 FULLY furnished cabins 
available. Includes hydro, cable 
and gas. $550 per month + 
D.D. 635-2362. 
3 + 1 bdr house. F/S, W/D. 
Close to town and schools. 
$850 plus D.D. Ref reqd. 635- 
3533. 
3 BDR 1 bath main floor, down- 
town location. Avail immed. 
$700 m, Ref reqd. 635-3494 
evenings only. 
3 BDR duplex. F/S. #2-4912 
Medeek. $800 + D.D. NIP. 635- 
2479. 
3 BDR suite for rent in Thorn- 
hill. Close to schools. $575 plus 
D.D. 638-7290. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ere $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635.4315. 
3 BDR, 2 bath, den, double 
wide trailer. F/S, W/D. N/G 
heat. Large treed lot. Copper 
Estates. $800. D.D. + ref. reqd. 
635-1547. 
3 BDR. top floor of home, w/d. 
Fenced yard, across from 
school. No pets. No smoking. 
Ref. reqd. $650/month. 638- 
1584. • 
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath home on 
acreage close to town, pets 
welcome, $600/month & dam- 
age deposit. 635-7447. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 








1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts : 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Cal l :  635-44?8  




Now ~- -  
for1 &2.  
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites '
•/~p~e peking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
• Secu~y er~r~ce 
• On site management 
"No pets 
• References required 
To view coil 
638-1748 
3 BORM 1 1/2 bath family 
room, 2 fireplace, large Iol 
downtown, Available April 1, 
$900/month. References re- 
quired 635-5754. 
3 BEDROOM home on 5 acres 
located in Thornhlll. Gas fire. 
place & skylites in loft. 5 ap- 
pliances, Good storage. Ga- 
rage. $750/mo. Available Imme- 
diately.. References required. 
Leave message at 624.4894. 
3 BEDROOM suite newly reno- 
vated in the Horseshoe, Avail. 
able April 1/99, $725/month in- 
cluding utilities, Phone 638- 
2047. 
4 BDR house in horseshoe. 
Close to schools. Fenced yard. 
Avail. April 1. Ref reqd. $850 m. 
635-2123 Laura. 
4 BDR upper suite in home. 
Close to schools. Utilities Incl. 
' $800 month. D.D. req'd. Leave 
mess at 638-7290. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
5 YR. old 4 bdr, 3 bath, 2000 
sq. ft. house on bench near 
Uplands School. Large fenced 
yard, 3 appl, rec room. available 
March 1st, $1,000/month, 635- 
1390. 
AVAIL FEB 1.3 bdr house - 
Southside. 2 bath, f/p, deck, 
covered paved parking, Shared 
laundry room. $900 m includes 
util. N/P, N/S. Working couple 
preferred. Ref re0d. 638-8837. 
AVAIL IMMD. Newly renovated 
2 bdr home. Centrally located. 
$750 m. plus D.D. N/S, n/p. 4 
appl. incl. 635-4133. 
AVAIL NOW, 3 bedroom up- 
stairs suite. New home, F/S, 
quiet street, close to schools. 
$800/month includes utilities. 
635-5414 days/635-3400 eve. 
AVAILABLE MARCH 1, 3 bdr 
apt. downtown, F/S, W/D, dish- 
washer N/P, Sac. Dep& ref. 
reqd. $725/month 635-5954. 
BEDROOMS FOR rent, fur- 
nished or unfurnished, on 
Braun's Island, near bus stop. 
All cable channels, pets wel- 
come. Own fridge, share cook- 
ing/bath/w.d. Private entrance. 
No parties. Phone Betty (or 
leave messa.qe 0 615-0272. 
CLEAN 3 bdr 11506q.ft. 2 1/2 
baths. GIG. F/S. W/D. Very pri- 
vate. Avail now. $775 m. 635- 
2280 or collect at (250)563- 
7666. 
CUTE; COZY 1 bdrm bsmt su- 
ite downtown. Like new. 
F/S/W/D. $500/m. Non 
smokers. Call 635-3004 and Iv 
message. 
DR HOUSE with basement. 
F/S. Close to Clarence Mlchlel 
School. N/G heat. N/S N/P. 
635-7911: 
FOR RENT 1 &2 bdr suites. 
Centrally located in various 
locations around Terrace. For 
more information call 635-6611. 
FOR RENT. Basement suite. 
Available Immediately. For  
more information please call  
638-8763. If no answer please' 
leave a messa.qe. 
FOR SALE or rent with option 
to purchase two 2 bedroom mo- 
bile homes. Phone 635-2319. 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bdr su- 
ite. (Tri-plex). on acreof land 
Thornhill. Near bus route. Quiet 
person preferred. $325 plus util- 
: ities. 635-2582. 
FURNISHED LOFTED studios 
downtown Vancouver, steps 
away from Eatons. Extended 
stays and monthly, Sleeps 2-4. 
Includes Iv, microwave, w/d, se- 
cured u/g parking, Contact An- 
nette @ 1-888-933-6334. 
• www.vip-homes.com., Email: 
roehli¢l@whistler.net. 
five locations ~ 
five great e 
. weeKend 
getaways* 
,Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $59 
Burnab~ . . . . . . . . . . .  $~9 
Keiowna :. . . , . i . ,  .... $ '59  
Kamioops ... . . . .  • .... $59  
Vancouver Airport... $79  
celt oll free for reservations 
s-8oo-663-o298 
'Includes o~ night accommodation, si gle 
or double occupancy and 
continental breakfast tnr two. 
Subject to taxes and availability 
Valid Fri., Sat.. Sun. Oct. 30/98 to Mar. 28/99 
ve. 
• NIMNI  
,,,~ t oY.e F/de 
.,,,,, L.o 
I i  Phone: 635.7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Higl~way 16 West 6reig Ave. Central Location 
warehouse space 880 sq.fl. 1,700 sq. ft. retail/office space 
2709 Kalm Street 6reig AvenuPOntral Location 
5,200 sq.ft commerdal building 9~sq.ft.relail/offkespace 
C,/w store[zeal, wmhom & compound : : 
Call us about other locations ' 
KAMLOOPS DOWNTOWN 2 
bed condo, top floor of ten floor 
concrete strats, new carpeting, 
remodelled kitchen & bathroom, 
amazing view. $126,000. Call 
250-851-0168 evenings & wee- 
kends. 
LARGE 2 bdrm basement suite. 
Private entrance. Heat, washer 
& dryer included, Great loca- 
tion. Available March 1. $550 
month. Damage deposit and 
references required. 635.5431 
or 635`4430. 
NEW 2 bdr. apt. suite. 2 floors, 
very clean & quiet. Covered 
parking, F/S, W/D, N/P. Avail- 
able Immediately 635-4571. 
NEW 2 br townhouse. Fridge, 
stove, dishwasher. Washer & 
dryer hookup. Crawl space stor- 
age. Gas heat. Avail. March 1. 
Phone 638-0661. 
ONE 3 bdr house. Near down- 
town. $775 m. Also 2 bdr apt. 
$575 m. N/P. Rsf. reqd, 635- 
6824. 
ONE BDR suite on bench, Near 
bus and college. N/S. N/P. $375 
month. Call eve's 635-5506. 
ONE BDRM spartment in 
Thornhill. $325/mo plus utilities. 
635.7025 evenings, 638-0438 
days. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdr apt. Avail 
Mar 1. Ref reqd. Southside. No 
pets. 635-1126 or 635-6991. 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. Security en- 
trance. Laundry facility, Ref 
read. 635-5653. 
OUIET, CLEAN, one spacious 
bdr suite with meals available. 
Available immediately. 635- 
6141. 
ROOM FOR rent. Available 
immediately to a mature 
working person or student, non 
smoker, no pets, utilities inc. 
Kitchen plus all the comfort of 
home for $375/month. Leave 
message 638-7841. 
ROOM TO rent in town. 
$325/mo Incl. Utilities and use of 
laundry. 635-7025 evenings, 
638-0438 days. 
ROOMMATE WANTED for 
March 1. All the comforts of 
home. On bus route. Horse- 
shoe. 635-1492. 
SPACIOUS 3 bdrm suite, avail 
Mar. 1. 3 app., laundry hook- 
ups, Large fenced yard, close to 
schools and downtown. $675. 
638-0797. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
TWO.BR trailer on private prop- 
arty on Braun's Island, near bus 
stop. Older trailer, recently re- 
furbished, W/D, sundeck, car- 
peted joey schack, pets wel- 
come. Large play area, new gas 
furnsce. Utilities extra. $500.00. 
Phone Betty (or leave mas- 
sa~e) 615-0272. 
WE ARE accepting applications 
for s clean well-malntalned 2- 
bedroom house located in 
Thornhill. Ideal for 2 people or 
couple with ona child. Stove, 
fridge, washer, dryer. $600 per 
month plus security deposit. 
N/G heat. Sorry no pets. For 
appointment o view call 635- 
7467 after 5pro. 
40,; COMMERCIAL 
• . ~ . .  
SPACE FOR RENT 
• . ~ ~ ~, ' . ,  , : , :  ; . . . .  • . • . . 
FOR RENT or lease. Office - re- 
tall space, Up to 9,000 sq.ft 
4546 Park Ave. Up to 800 sq.ft, 
4603 Park Ave. 1250 sq.ft, 
4557 Lazelle Ave. ground floor, 
Up to 7,500 sq.ft. 3228 Kalum 
St. Most office space parti- 
tioned, ready for occupancy, 
computer controlled HVAC, lots 
• of parking, covered parking, first 
class office accomodatton. Td- 
go EnterPrises Ltd. 1-250-635- 
6713. 
SHARED SPACE avail In Heal- 
ing Centre. Suitable for health 
practitioner. Downtown location. 
$350 month. For more info call 
635-1221. 
i 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE ] 
I 3219 Eby St, 2,~ ~ft R~ of Oltb, Ground I~  Ph:635-7191 
RED WILLOW Guest Ranch. 
Family oriented, horsebackrid. 
ing, hiking, youth camp, fishing 
nearby, hunting, retreats. Amer. 
ican plan, B & B, group rates. 
South Carlboo, Hwy 97/24. 1- 
800-696-0576. 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Pat 
Blackbird Lodge, Leavenworths 
Best View Hotel Sps. Compli. 
mentsry breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446.0240. 
7MM STW Custom built. 700 
BBL c/w 3,5xlOx50 Varlex 3 Lu- 
pold, Harris blpod, reloading 
dies, and 200 brass, some re- 
loaded. Phone 635-0164. 
FOR SALE - Fixtures, shelving, 
bunks, 4-way stands, 2-way 
stands, round stands. All excel- 
lent condition. Moving must sell. 
Call Workwear World 847-4344. 
FOR SALE 2 lighted display 
cabinets $250 each., 5 oak 
square (34x34x6") dlsplayers 
on casters with 16 of 16x16 
square glass shelving to fit 
$400 each., 3pc solid oak & 
glass display cabinets (2) and 
cash register cabinets 2 match. 
$1000, Perfect for your busi- 
ness. Phone 632.2508 to view. 
GOT THE winter blues? S.A.D. 
Therapy Lights call 1-800-655- 
5002. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
INCREDIBLE VALUE! Send 
$5.00 for Jewellery Catalogue & 
membership to guaranteed sav- 
ings (Up to 60%) Mail to: Jarla 
Box 78102 - North Side, Port 
Co0uitlam, BC, V3B 7H5. 
MAKING CLOCKS?? Full line 
of clock making supplies and 
envirotex. Call: 604-796-9359. 
Fax: 604-796-0233. See us on 
our website: www.itbc,com/kay- 
skorner. 
USED N/G furnace. Anthes by 
Inter-City. Model #HGC125 w/s 
fan 100,000 B.T.V. output. 
;200. 635-7989. 
Pool Tables I Video Games 
Pinbal l ,  etc. 
Sales and Service. 




q'he Keys To Safe Driving ~ 
Gift Certificates 
Looking for that hard 





• . qrerraee, Kitimat, 
Pr ince Rupert 








I Phone 6 -5333 I 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs, 
(250) 573-2054. 
NATIONAL WOOD Marketing 
Co. Marketers of all wood pro- 
ducts needs seasoned fir tim- 
bare of all sizes immd. Call 624- 
8158 and fax 627-8626. 
PIANO WANTED, The District 
of Houston is looking to pur- 
chase s used piano for the 
Houston Community Hall. If you  
have a piano you wish to sell 
please contact the following: 
District of Houston, Darrell 




I love to sell cars. 
I've been at Terrace Honda for 
10 months now. 
New Honda's or pre-owned 
vehicles, I'll make the deal 
you can't refuse. Just ask for 
Steve Parfitt 
4838 Hwy 16 W, Terrace • 638-8171 
1993 FORD F150 4x4, auto, 
air/tilt/cruise, pw/pl, boxliner, 
maps, headache rack. 3/4 T 
rear springs. 178,000 km. 
$11,500 obo. 1-250-597-2451 
or 250-845-5203, 
1995 CHEV Silverado 4x4 ex- 
tended cab, fully loaded, astro 
start. Large canopy with box lin- 
er. Running boards, towing pkg. 
Good tires $23,850 OBO 638- 
1701 or 635-1504(w). 
1995 GMC Sonoma, V6, 4wd, 
85,000km. $12,500 obo. 1-250- 
694-3572. 
1997 JIMMY 4x4, auto, excel- 
lent condition, fully loaded, low 
kms, full warranty, take over 
pymts. Ph (250)692-4398. 
93 CHEV Blazer 4x4, 4-door, 
loaded, 4,3L engine. $11,995. 
847-1822. 
MIKE ROSMAN R.V. "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, mo- 
torhomes. Buy/consign, fenced 
compound, separate used sales 
staff, Interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-811-8733. 
558-8635. 




March 6 & 7 
Call us for info. 
All Yamaha 
Snowmobile Clothing 
1997 Yamaha ' " 
Wolverine 3504x4 Uke New! ~ 
1998 Enticer 410CC 
Reverse, 2up seat 
1993 Exciter II 
ST Long Track 
Come in and see the all new 
1999 Yamaha 
Grizzly 600cc ATV 
1996 Arctic Cat 
Bear Cat, Long track 
Used Double Wide 
Snowmobile Trailer 
KEN'S 
Houston, B.C., VOJ 1Z0. Phone: 
o o ]MAR, NE! 3429. Deadline: March 10, 1999. 
SCRAP METAL Call: Global 
Industrial Recycling. 1-250-845. 
0222 (Houston). 
WANTED NINTENDO 64 
games. 12 yr old has saved to 
buy the system and now wants . . . . . .  
qames to playl 635-4779, 
WANTED,. RUGER mini 14 or 
mini 30 and Ram.auto or pump 
in 243. 635-9123. 
1988 CHRYSLER LE Baron, 
auto, A/C, PNV, P/L, cassette, 
120,000 kms, blue, $3,000 
OBO, 635-2054. 
1998 POLARIS 440 XCR, low 
mileage, like new. 1998 Yama- 
ha 700 Mountain Max, 900 kin, 
excellent condition, 1995 Arctic 
Cat 800 2RT, low mileage, 
1995 Polaris 500, very low mile- 
age, like new. For more infor- 
mation & prices please call 250- 
847-5293. 
88 TOYOTA Camry LE 4x4, 5 
speed, 4 cyl, full load, no ac, 
summer winter tires, CD player. 
$8700. Tel 635`9121. 
BEAUTIFUL 1986 Cadillac De 
Villa. Front wheel drive. Fully 
loaded. Nice condition. 20 miles 
to gallon, Good tires. Extra front 
set Bnzzaks for winter driving, 
$2750. 635-5973. 
FOR SALE 95 Pontiac Sunfire 
4 dr. E.C, Low km. Ex on gas, 
:$12,000, 635-1819. 
CHARLEY RUSSELL UMITEO 
edition stationery Il- 
lustrated envelopes/paper f om 
Poem Shorty's Bar. Send $7.50 
+ $1,75 (s&h) (extras $6.25 ea) 
to Western Stationery, 6945 l~BOGMC3/4tonP.U.350V8, 
Brewer Rd., Vernon, B,C,' V1B Excellent operating condition. A 
3H2. . ;- ~reat ddve. $2500. 635-4779, 
.,./.SNOWMOBILES: 
1995 ARCTIC CAT 580 eft, roll- 
er clutch, new nine post prim- 
ary, new 1 3/4 mountain bar 
stinger & Toyota 4x4 pickup & 
ramp $7,500 for all ODD 635- 
6967. 
FOR SALE 1994 440 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile. Low miles, brand 
new clutch. $3000 obo. 638- 
0660. 
1996 ZODIAC Marklll Fufura 
15'5" with 1996 Johnson 70 hp 
outboard, steering console with 
instrumentation, fastrak auto- 
trim, quikstart, inter-change- 
able/propeller and Jet for deep 
ocean and shallow river naviga- 
tion. EZ loader trailer. All in mint 
condition and ready to go. 
$9,750 250-635-0194. 
BOATrOPS AND frames, boat- 
top repairs. Recovering of boat 
seats. Satellite Vinyl & Fabrics, 
4220 Johns Road, Terrace. 
635-4348 or 815-9924. 10% off 
before April 1/99. 
LOOKING FOR a new Jet boat? 
This 20 ft. Marathon will carry a 
bigger load farther, faster on 
less fuel with twin engine reli- 
ability. Powered by Twin 175 
Mercury Sportjets. Brand new 
w/new engine warranty. Phone 
847-4064. 
LOOKING FOR a new Jet 
boat? This 20 ft. Marathon will 
carry a bigger load farther, 
faster on less fuel with twin en- 
gine reliability. Powered by 
Twin 175 Mercury Sportjets. 
Brand new w/new engine war- 
ranty. This unit is priced to sell. 
Call for free videol Phone 847- 
4064. 
DISMANTUNG FOR parts: 
most makes and models of 
heavy construction and logging 
equipment. Cariboo Tractor 
Parts. Phone (250)992-5354, 
fax (250)992-5355. 
SEVEN FOOT snowblower for 
farm tractor. $t 500. 635-3380. 
CKC REG. Beagle puppies. Vet 
checked, first vacinations. 
Ready for homes the first week 
of March $500. 1-250-694- 
3479. 
GENTLE GIANTS, cute and 
cuddlyl English Mastiff pups. 
CKC reg. Shots, dewormed, 
ready to go. Phone 1-250-546- 
3798. 
REGIS'I'ERED AUSTRALIAN 
Shepherd puppies for sale. En- 
thusiastic companions, obedi- 
ence, show or working. 1-250- 
846-9149. 
SAMOYED PUPS, purebred, 
good companion and guard 
dogs. $450 each. Phone 659- • 
7510. 
SIBERIAN HUSKIES pups. 
Planned litter expected May, 
1999. These pups are only 
available to approved owners. 
For any information and an in- 
formation package call: 1-250- 
645-3409 (Houston, B.C.) 
BULLS FOR sale - yearling and 
2-year old Red Angus and year- 
ling Charolais Bulls. Giddings 
Bros., Telkwa. Phone 846- 
5628. 
CAGEN CONTRACTING LTD. 
HAY AND GRAIN SALES• 
Glen 638-0254. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
InTo and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
FOR SALE- Limousin bulls, 2- 
year old and yearling. Perfor- 
mance tested, Kerr's Limousin. 
Phone (250)846-5392. 
HEREFORD YEARLING Bulls 
for sale, quiet, good feet, on 2- 
yr old bull. Also, hay for sale. 
The Gattiker Farm. Phone 846- 
5494. 
See the new Marathon Jet Boats featuring the 175hp Mercury 
Sport Jet. Smooth, quiet and powerful with proven Memury 
dependability and economy. These versatile units with their 
good looks and jet drive are equally at home both as a family 
ski boat or on the river. Single or twin engines, 17' to 22', these 
boats will get any job done with class and style. Call for a free 
video. See us at the Smlthers Trade show, April 16 and 17. 
Phone 847-4064: 
~ Fax 847-9026" 
190. LIVESTOCK 
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FIVE YEAR old Palomino 
QH/Thoroughbred gelding for 
experienced child or adult rider. 
Trained English. Started jump- 
ing & Western. $2500 obo. 635- 
0194, 
HORSE & tack auction, Sunday 
March 21. 11:30 am, McLean 
Road QuesneL Book your 
horses & tack early, Phone BC 
Auctions (250)992-9325, 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & Bibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
-. 7527 Ft. Fraser. 
'LONE FIR ranch herefords. 
Good selection of thick and 
beefY reg, 2 yr. old bulls, Also 
com, and reg. Bred hereford 
heifers in Fall 99 Tel. #250- 
690-7527 Fort Fraser, 290. BUSINESS: 
OPPORTUNITIES NORTH THOMPSON Fall Fair 
& Rodeo Exotic Livestock Auc- 
tion. April 24, 1999 @ 11 am. 
Barriers, B.C. at the fair 
grounds. Consign eany. 
(250)672-5944 or (250)672- 
5672. 
STUD SERVICES required. 
Pure bred ~ male Lhasa Apso 
.needed approx- mid March for 
breeding. For more information 
call Kim at 635-2519. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa, Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863; 
TRAILERS: SELLING Ameri- 
4931-B KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K7 
PHONE: (250) 635-5500 ' FAX: (250] 635-5524 
can Goertzen Charmac 4-Star, 
Complete lines of horse & 
stock, flatdecks, car, bobcat, 
utility. B.B. Ranch & Sales. 846- 
5707. 
URBAN ACRES Feed Store. 
250. CARD OF 
THANKS 
Now have Dr. Reeds Minerals. 
All your grain supplies plus Cat 
& Dog food. 3382 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. 1/4 mile pass 
Thornhill Pub. Open 10:00 - 
5:00. 635-3055. 
YEARLING SIMMENTAL Bulls 
for sale. Performance tested. 
Selling off the farm, also con- 
signing to Vanderhoof Bull 
sales and Williams Lake Bull 
sale. XBAR Simmentals 
(250)567-4127 or 567-5307. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
D.W.M. 48, 6'- 2651b., secure, 
employed, homeowner, into 
gardening, woodworking, cook- 
ing & dining out, seeks relation- 
ship with kindhearted lady 35- 
45. Please reply to: File 45-R 
c/o Box 899, Houston, B.C. V0J 
1ZO. 
FIND LOVE and happinessl If 
• you're a single adult looking for 
i a long term relationship/mar- 
.~ ~lage;.~call:.ffhe~wah aqd?;[..he ' 
~)~g~Se:..Matehmake¢~.ktd.41'~2~O- i 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE. PSYCHICS. Rated #1 in 
North America. Why wait in the 
dark. Enlighten your future. 
Give us a call. 18+. 1-900-451- 
9174. $3.99 per min. ext. 5554. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1-888-913- 
8122 cc, billing. 1-900-870- 
2740 ph. billing. 
I Psalm 13q:15 
I When my bones were being 
I formed, carefully put together 
I !n my mother's wo.mb - you 
I kenw that I was there. You 
I saw me before I was born. 
I Terrace Pro-Ufe Box 852, 
' I Terrace~ BC VSG 4R1 
MALE ORGAN enhancement, 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe, 
Resolve impotence. Free 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan, 
312-409-5557, Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www,ddoelkaplan.com. 
SOCIAL CREDIT Party mem- 
bership info. Skeena (250) 632- 
4136, Head office (250) 763- 
1570, Authorized and paid by 




LIVE & PERSONAL 
BATED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE I ell I 
LOVi ~ GIIT|D 
v" ACCUIUtTE I~eMIlr ' ~  PS¥Cl l lCS 
CAIIlla 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
-s, 
Ken and Hilda 
Larson 
are pleased to announce 
the engagement of their 
son 




Nancy Hull and 
Lloyd Hull 
Wedding to take place in Terrace, B.C. 
on May 22, 1999. 
We love you Congratulations, both 
THE FAMILY and relatives of 
the late William John Lee would 
like to express their 
appreciation to everyone for all 
the love and support they have 
shown with the passing of our 
beloved husband, father, 
brother. We would like to thank 
everyone for the beautiful flower 
arrangements, cards, food, and 
also donations to the Canadian 
Cancer Society. A special thank 
you to the doctors at Mills 
Memorial. We will always be 
grateful for the kindness and 
care you have given John. To 
the nurses at Mills Memorial, 
your care and concerns were 
most appreciated. We thank 
you all from the bottom of our 
hearts, Your love and support 
was oven~helmin.q. 
f Thank You -" 
To all the Kinneltes & Kinsmen for 
another wonderful year of hard 
• work and caring for the lovely 
Va entine Dinner and Dance. I 
am so sorry I had to miss it, first 
time in a number of years, I had 
the flue bug and didn't want to 
give it to anyone lse. Also con- 
grats to the new Queeh & King of 
Hearts:.-BesFw~sfies" to you oil, 
t,no~,~hd the futu;e. =,,!. " 
Sincerely 
Ruby E. McCrelght 
& Hubloy Uoyd 
In Memory of Trach Thi Nauven 
Our families want o thank lhis small 
city with Ihe hig heart for all the suppoff 
we received uring our Mothers last 
days. 
We specially want o thank Father 
John, Father Leo and Brother Jim for e I 
their help. 
All these from the Sacred Heart 
Parish and Seventh Day Adventist 
Church who stood with us and made 
our burden lighter 
A big thank you to all the Home Care 
workers who helped ease the task of 
home care for many ears. 
Dr. Vanherk and the Terrace Hospice 
Society who didn't let record snow falls 
inlerfere, 
Ivlany thanks to our friends for their 
continuing support, 
Mother passed away peacefully at 
home February 11 1999 with er family 
and friends close by, She wee 88. 
We appreciate y0ur, ki0dness in o~ 
hour of n@d, May~ G0d bless as y~ 
continue to~sbow,,thS: 0ve of Jesus tb 
those in need, 
Thank you 
The Nguyen, Vu. and Reimche Families 
Sherry Lynn Erb Reibln) 
April 9/59 to Feb 21/98 
Now that I'm gone 
just foget #you can, that I ever 
frowned 
And remember only my smile. 
Forget unkind words I have 
spoken; 
Remember some good I have 
Gone Hollywood Video, "Canada's leading 
video retail franchise has an excellent busi- 
ness opportunity available in Terrace. 
• Complete Turnkey Business 
• Full On-site Training 
• On-go!ng Support 




' t.~ S~.,,,= 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's today! 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2rid 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing i~ the Caribou. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds, Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information. 638-7830. 
KATHY'S PET Carell 638- 
7824. Pet sitting in your home, 
while you are awayl All animals 
acceptedl Reptiles, rodent's ok. 
STAINED GLASS REPAIR, 
lamps, windows, doors. Call 
Matt, 638-0413. 
TUTORING AVAILABLEI I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 in 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
struggling child. Call Kelly at 
635-9032 evenin.qs. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request, Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
WWW.CANADAMORT- 
GAGES.COM. YOUR discount 
mortgage source. Secure appli- 
cation or toll free 1-888-245- 
"5231~;~ Nd ch~tgb ifo?'tradifi6hal 





Jan 15, 1999 
Harvey Walter Webber 
(husband) 
April 22, 1916- 
Nov 17,1998 
We the Webber family would like to thank every one who 
sent flowers, brought food to the house, sent donations to the 
development of the new Tharnhill Community Church, all the 
phone calls, visits from the pastors and the special care Dr. Lee 
and the nursing staff gave to mum, while she was in hospital. 
A Special thank you to Donna Marfinson and Fay Reay who 
went to Vancouver to spend time with Marie, after the car acci- 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
APARTMENT, 12 units, newly 
decorated, appliances, each 
unit metered. Well maintained. 
Great live in operation, friendly 
city, Port Alberni, Vancouver Is- 
land, B.C. Asking $399,500. 1- 
250-656-9180. 
APPLIANCE REPAIR. Well es- 
tablished business serving Vic- 
toria and surrounding areas for 
over 35 yrs. Has most corporate 
management accounts in Vic- 
toria. Call 1-250-370-9322, 
BOWLING EQUIPMENT, new 
and refurbished lanes, pinset- 
ters, complete packages. Peter- 
bauer Bowling Supplies, Ed- 
monton, AN. (780)454-1110. 
EXCELLENT FINANCIAL op- 
portunityl Guaranteed financing, 
car lease, computer. For more 
information call (250)847-4507. 
EXCLUSIVE NO COMPETI- 
TION. Incredible profit, steady 
income, no selling, tax advan- 
tages. Deal with only estab- 
lished accounts. This is the hot- 
test opportunity for 1999. Se- 
cured investment of $16,800 
opens your chain of instant 
profit eentres. For information 
packable call: 1-800-336-4296. 
FIFTEEN HUNDRED sq.ft. 
laundromat. Includes video 
store and delivery service. New 
4bdrm dwelling with 2 bthrm. 
Good location. Owner will 
finance up to 25% down, 635- 
5007. 
FOUR WORKING logging 
trucks with trailers and scales 
buy one or call 1-1999, 2-1997, 
1-1991gravel ~auling equip- 
ment also for sale. (780)723- 
5468, 
HAIR SALON for sale due to ill- 
~ ness, .18 years ill business 
! great location, very g~qd .T~tprn 
.... on-investment.-Steady,.: reliable 
staff, 3-years on equitable 
lease. Serious inquiries only. 
Phone (250)847-2542. 
OKANAGAN MUSIC Store, 
specializing in string instru- 
ments, Good clientelle, excel- 
lent turnover. Lots of room for 
expansion. Owners retiring. Call 
542-2617 after 6:00pm, 542- 
3008 days, 
PANAGOPOULOS - Western 
Canada's favourite pizza mak- 
er, has an excellent business 
opportunity now available in 
Smithers. Serious enquiries 
only. Reply to: P.O. Box 4387, 
Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. 
PERFECT PART-time home 
businessl 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$2OIdmonth. Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800- 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
PROFITABLE TAXI business in 
Watson Lake, Yukon, Husband 
& wife operation. Good starter 
business $55,000. Leave mrs- 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 .¢7R 
March 3, 6, 12 & 27 8 am - 4 pm 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT .~'7.'~ 
March 4, 7 & 28 8 am - 4 pm 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
Mar 15 - 26, (2 Weeks) 
Apr 12 - 23 8 am - 4 pm 
May "i7. 28 
WHMIS $50 
Mar. 5 8 am - 12 pm 
April 8 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS $100 
Mar 8 8 am - 4 pm 
Apr 29 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Mar 12 & 13 8 am - 4 pm 
Apre& lO 
FALLING & BUCKING 
Mar, 11 &12 
FIRE SUPPRESSION 
Apr 24 & 25 




COMMERCIAL PILOT TRAINEE POSITION 
Skeena Native Development Society has an immediate vacancy for 
1 Commercial Pilot trainee position threugh one of ils cammunity 
business partners. This position will be Iocoted aut of Terrace, and 
the incumbent will be expected to be available from this location. 
The applicant MUST HAVE the following qualifications: 
• Grade 12 (preference given to applicants with higher grades 
especially in English, Math & Physics) 
• Valid BC Drivers License 
• Minimum Age of 18 years 
• The Skeena Native Development Society is a corporation which 
services First Nalions and Inuit People and provides opportunities 
for employment and training. 
It will be expected that the app cant {rst successfu y pass the 
Ministry of Transpart Class 1 physical examination. 
Formal training will take approximately 1 year to completion, fol- 
lowing which the trainee will be expected to take the pilot's flight 
examination. The Irainea will assist in c "ground-up" relationship 
with the company, including office routine and maintenance rou- 
tine when required. Upon successful completion of flight training 
and position availability, the successful incumbent will perform rou- 
line line pilot duties, along with other company duties. 
The applicant must display a professional altitude and appear- 
ance, with strong people and organizational skills. 
Only those applicants who meet hese qualifications will be con- 
tacted for o subsequent screening interview. Telephone inquiries 
may be made by calling the SNDS office at 1-800-721-1333 or 
635-1500, and ask for John. If you are seriously interested in pur- 
suing this excellent career opportunity, please apply in writing by 
MdF~h" 12/99, ddthilirig your v/0rk experience and attach a copy 
of yob'~:'~dc~'ti~i~il~irahkripi, c/o: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' " : 
Ms. P. Adams 
Administrative Assistant - Private Sector 
Skeena Native Development Sociely 
PO Box 418, Terrace, BC, VSG 4B1 
(or FAX to 635-1414) 
:, ~:.:~ :::.~., ;~.:. ,~::~:~..r %~ ;~.¢ ::: '. ~e'.~.;~r ~K:~.'~.!~I.!~ ;~..  ~"~'~:. :~'~.~?.~:~:~. : :'~::!~:~:~:i:.i!',..:~:~!~'~i: :.:: ?: i:~!~iiiii:ii 
~ii!!~,! !iiii!i!i~i!!i! 
' !iilii 
done, dent. Thank you to Dave Harrison and Jessica Okimi and sa.cle. 867-536-7937. 1~ The . Forget lhat l ever had heartache ] mmy Burns who sang at the funerals. Mum was predeceased PUBLISH YOUR way to wealth J~Ieahng Rose and Remember I've hadloads of [ husband Harvey 2 mon~s prior, Mum and Dad ore both selling info by mail. 750 How-to 
fun, f ]ether now, but they will be loved and missed forever, books on 1 CD ram you can re- 
. I i l"he|o~dhlUhal~dlngbolm. Forget hat l've stumbled and ' print and sell, Call 24hr FREE I :; n~ Eee~ng ~ d peln Io calm. [ n~.m,M,,=., blundered Wayne & Marloene & family info. 1-877.889-2220 dept 301, ,, 
, Aromalherapy Andsometimes fellby the fought some Ralph & Sheirly & Family THE ,NTERNET is hot, Cam- |=~ UP Te  
I ,Ful l~Jy ~, , ,ed . foo~ hard battles Grandchildren & Great Grandchildren ing...one stop shopptng on the P O N E E R  H O L S  R 
S s r i net You can make mone and I • Homemade,~erapy Skl,& And won, ere the close of the rother & siste 'n-laws • Y 
[ so~Proauo~ ~ l  . . . . . .  : . . . . .  J - - - L - . .  save money For more informa- l "Ammotl~m~,e~r~. ~ [ day, m,.,. r . . . . . . . . . .  o .~,  • s ince  1973 
I .alhCen~R¢ote= r - r~[  Then forget to grieve for my " , tion call 1-877-591-6663. 
I • ro~o,e~.~, / I  going, FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
• day, 
But in summer just gather some b-'T~i] ii[q il ~J~] i[,1','1 ii[,) i~] ~.~ I1~ ~'lr;'l [,] i [~ '~ ;('4 ,l,llm ;~11= 
[ 250-635-2192 J flowers ~.,i,~,,hvt,,tx,r,=~,.ou,,,t,,]:~=.~=~J 
~ ' And rememberthe place where l ~-~.~ v ,~ ~ : ~ , , l ~  r~11r,~r,~j~, ~ 
lay, =LeleDrating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' ~ - - -  
And come in the shade of the 
25 yearsl evening 3901 Dabble St., Terrace, B.C. 
When the sun paints the sky in Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 Harry Hesselbach t~e ~est. 
Certified Bavarian Craftsman Stand for a few moments beside 
And remembemreoniy my best. IJ~:. Truck & 24 ft Trailer at Your Service . . . . . . .  
~,,- ~.z,-. zearzuuu SEAPORT L IMOUSINE LTDI  XOXr ~-~'r.i, ~ • Across town or the country Die--aerie ~for . . . . .  De, Bob, B.J. & Audrey j l~, .*~ • Will assist or load foryou ~.  o u .),uu. ~,,..,, 
~ .  ReasonableRates Applications, DOS/Windows 
• ' ........ I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE ! 
~(~'-'~Ph:635-2126~ell',638-6969 I Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to I 
B ~ l ]  ~"  "~ '~ ITerrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- j 
Masonry Healer Constructlor l up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
STARTYOUR OwN ' ~ DMN . . . . . .  [ courier service. , I 
; '  '. Custom Built Masonry Heaters ~ U~II~ IN~.,I 
Effldent/Sa,eeven heal I H O M E  B A S E D  DANA SIMPSON P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Environmemallypositive BU D " "~ "~ 
One of a kind design Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Radiates heat for 12.24 hours after flrlr 
Phone (250)847-8747 S INESS TO A¥ PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING Terrace Depoh 635-7676 ' 
. ' fax (250) 847-0085 FOR UNDER $ i00 PHONE:  {250} 635-7856 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 





845-2212 • 2235 Nadtna Ave,, Houston B.C 
CALL (250) 635-1955 
~red,~usy, stuck at home. 
Let me bring the pampering to you! 
• Manicures * Pedicures 
• Sculptured Nails 
Appointments not always necessary 
638-2092 
FAX: (250) 638-1880 
_~Nicely Done Electrolysis 
Safe, Permanent Hair Removal 
Thermolysls, Blend & Galvanic 
Complimentary Consultation 
Sterile, Disposable Filaments 
250-615-0200 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESsMENT ~ 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatherapy •Deep-Tissue Massage 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St, Malhew's Centr.., 4506 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 24, 1999 
290: BUSINESS : 
OPPORTUNIT IES  ,, 
: .  , ,. : : :  . '  
i 3001HELP;: "
WANTED 
HAIR SALON for sale due to ill- 
ness. 18 years in business, 
great location, very good return 
on investment. Steady, reliable 
staff. 3-years on equitable 
lease. Serious Inquiries only. 
Reply to Box 466, c/o Interior 
News, PO Box 2560, Smithers, 
BC V0J 2N0. 
INDEPENDANT TUPPER- 
WARE manager with Tupper- 
ware Pacific. Karen Mattheis. 
635-7810. Interested in parties, 
sales, service & recruitinq. 
LIKE TO travel? Need money? 
Home based business. Not 
MLM. Earn $2K to $5K per 
week. Call 1-800-345-9688 ext. 
5522. 
MAKE SERIOUS moneyt Your 
own business with unlimited in- 
come. Free 24hr message. 1- 
888-575-4674. 
VERNON, BC business oppor- 
tunities $129,000 coin laundry 
and dry cleaners, $350,000 tree 
and crane service, all equip- 
ment included. Call Stan King 
Re/max 1-800-667.2040. 
WELL ESTABLISHED chicken 
franchise (KFC) on Vancouver 
island. Sales in excess of 1/2 
million dollars. Asking only 
$299,000. Owners very motivat- 
ed. Partnership considered. 
(604)612-2464. 
WESTCOAST WASTEWATER, 
distributorships for sale, earn 
$70,000 p.a. average with an 
exclusive area for proven and 
approved Norweco Treatment 
Plants. Call for details 1-688- 
782-2111 
ANGLICAN CAMP Caledonia 
(on Tyhee Lake near Smithers) 
is recruiting for this summer 
camping season. We need paid 
staff from July 1-Aug. 7, 1999, 
and volunteers for individual 
camps. We are accepting appli- 
cations for: assistant director, 
waterfront director, sports direc- 
tor, kitchen director, female and 
male counselors, craft directors, 
nurses, chaplains, kitchen staff 
and maintenance directors. 
Resumes can be sent to: Box 
911, Burns Lake, BCVOJ 1E0. 
BABYSITTER WANTED for 




We are looking For a 
CAR AUDIO 
INSTALLER 
Must be able to work 
unsupervised, be famil- 
iar with a variety of car 
audio products and 
must be able to build 
speaker boxes. 
Bring your resumes to: 
(~  ELECTRONIC 
FUTURES 
4710 Keith Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
STEPPS Daycare in Hazelton, B.C. is currently I| 
recruiting Early Childhood and/or Infant Toddler I| 
Educators. Our licensed daycare serves children I |  
under 3 and focuses on supporting young patents II 
attending school. We welcome applicants who arel| 
fully qualified or are currently enrolled in an ECE orl| 
ITE program. Send cover letter and resume to: I~ 
I |  
STEPPS Daycare  I |  
Attn:  M ina  Sk je lbred I |  
Box  300 Ill 
Hazel ton,  B.C, VOJ 1YO JJ 
Fax  (250) 842-2206 o Phone (250) 842-2200 J l  
  WILP WILX_O'0SKWHL NISG__A'A 
POSIT ION POSTING:  • 
UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE BURSAR 
The W~lp Wil~o'oskwhl Nlsga'a (WWN) is an abodglnal post secondary institute in
NewAi,/ansh, BC. 
The successful candidate will possess a protessi0n~l ccountlng designatlbn' with 
successful experience In post secondary flnandal managemenL The Burasr, as Chief.r 
Flnandal 0fficer, will be responsible to the Board of Directors and Ihe Chief 
ExeculJve Officer for providing overall financiaJ direction i duding budgeting, financial 
repo~ng, funding ra~t proposalo and facilities. 
Kno~edge ofNisga'a l nguage and culture isan asseL. 
START:. A~odl 6,1999 
Please provide Curriculum Vdae, supporting documentation a d at least wo recent 
references to: Dearie LE. Nyce 
Cheif Executive Officer 
CLO;ING DATE FOR APPUOATION: Mamh 19,1999. 
Wajax Induslries Umlted, a leading supplier of heavy 
equipment to forestry/mining/construdion industries and 
municipalities, has an excellent opportunily for a; 
for a six month term position 
Reporting to our Terrace Sales Manager, you will be 
involved in office administration, answering and directing 
phone calls, filing, processing workorders, accounts pay- 
able and receivable, a variety of related office duties, as 
well as basic warehousing tasks. 
Applicants should have related experience, preferably in 
heavy equipment or related industries, strong customer 
service skills, and the affinily for working as part of a team. 
Please apply in writing to: Don Fraser, Sales Manager. 
Wajax Industries Ltd. 
3830 Sharpies Road 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5P8 
• Northwest Addictlon Services 
Job Posting 
ADDICTIONS COUNSELLOR 
Northwest Addiction Services, Terrace, is looking for a full-time 
Adult Addictions Counsellor to deliver services in an outpatient 
alcohol and drug program setting. The successful app icant w I 
provide education, counselling and referral services to adults who 
have concerns about ~elr own or someone elm's use of alcohol 
and drugs. The successful applicant will also participate in the 
delivery of community substance misuse prevention and aware- 
ness programs. 
Qualifications 
• graduate degree in social sciences and or related field 
preferred; 
• completion of a recognized substance misuse counselling lraln- 
ingpragram or equlvalent education or experience an asset; 
• ~now]edge of alcohol and drug misuse issues; 
• a working knowledge of substance misuse prevention; 
• understanding of First nations culture an asset; 
• experience with individual, group and family counselling; 
.. excellent written and oral communication skills; 
• ability to work semi-independently; 
• strong grounding in ethical issues including confidentlality; 
• abilily to work collaboratively with other agencies and commu- 
nily members; 
• ability to work as part of a team; 
Wages and benefits in accordance with TDCSS and BCGEU 
Collective Agreement. 
Closing Date; Monday, MaKh 1, 1999. 
Please submit resumes to: Program Manager 
Northwest Addiction Services 
#311 3228 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2N1 





in Terrace, is looking for a Hostess and Servers for our 
upcoming spring season If you are commifed to makin 
our guests I~appy and have experience in restaurant anc~ 
banquets apply in person to Mary Marshall with resume at 
4553 Greig Ave., Terrace. 
ACCESS TO a computer? Put it 
to work. $850-3500 part-time, 
full-time. Free details. Log on, 
www.hbn.com. Access code 
6060 required. 
APARTMENT MANAGER for 
Houston. Bondable couple. 
Previous experience or a desire 
to learn essentials. Fax letter to 
(604)214-2917. 
ASSEMBLE SIMPLE products 
OFF HIGHWAY trucks required 
for 4 - 5 weeks Williston Lake 
area. Phone 564-6697, fax 562- 
6912. Messa~les 561-2668. 
OSBORNE HOME is seeking 
casual mental health workers. 
Mental Health worker's certifi- 
cate, class 4 licence, survival 
first aid, required. Please call 
635-7027 for further into. 
PART TIME hygienist required 
at home. Earn up to $700 week- for July 1/99. 2 - 3 days per 
h, ~,, nr n~rt time Send a self week room board available. 
I ;d;es~ed's;amped envelope to Mallresume byMay 31 !o Dr. 
. . . .  I Box 384 Kelowna B C Coma ,/on BOSS, BOX U]U Burns LaKe, 
• I 11 V1Y~IN8 ' ' " " B.C VOJ1E0. 
The Queen Charlotte Islands/Haida Gwa Community Health I ~ 
Council requires the se~ices of a CMA/CGA in the cal:~city of J BUSY UNION snap in williams ,~,,.;,~ ~ ~ . . . . . . .  r ,~, ,~,  ;, 
tern r . . . . . . .  "~'~""~" =' ' '=~'~''x " ' "~'=" "' Po a.ry FmancmJ Aclv=sor. Th=s ~s a contract posthon for three to I Lake looking for f/t Journeyman 100 Mile House We are Iookinn 
six months, to begin a s soo n a s possible , working out of the Masset I Fabricator. Must have !icket and for a seff-mo'ivated -osltive a ~- 
Bus,ness Office. I work with limited supervision, titude. Abov; all cu~omer dr~ 
Prime responsibilities will include analyzing and amalgamating Fax resumes (250)398-6452 at- 
accounts ['or belh the Community and Acute Care sides o~ the 
Health Council, preparation of the necessary audit working papers, 
and the making of recommendations tothe[Business Manager as 
necessary. 
The successful candidate shou d be Very strong in technically ana- 
lyzing accounts, with a good command of the Eng ish language' 
and t~e ability to work independent y Fami arity with 
Hospital/Ministry reporting systems in Brilish Columbia, as well as 
some working knowledge of Windows NT, the Accpac Program, 
the armed Payroll System, MIS and ntegrated In~rmation Systems 
would.be a great asset. Must have good communication skills and 
willing to train current employees in these systems. 
Please forward your resume with expected salary by March 1, 
1999 to: 
Manager of Business Services 
QCI/Haida Gwail CHC 
Box 619 





JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will coordinate volun- 
teers and activities for minor youth during evenings and weekends 
at various locations within and around Terrace. They will supervise 
the Director of the Pro-Teen Program and monitor the work of vol- 
unteers. They will also assist to plan, develop and deliver social, 
recreational and crime prevention activities and events. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Minimum grade 12 or equivalent. Post-secondary 
education in the human resource/social services 
field preferred. 
• Current Basic First Aid certification, including CPR. 
• Minimum 2 years experience working with youth in 
community-based programs. 
• Valid BC driver's license and reliable transportation. 
.Excellent interpersonal skills, 
• Candidates must undergo criminal records check. 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: 14 hours per week, one year renewable 
contract. 
SALARY: $1 Z00/hour 
CLOSING DATE: March 5, 1999 at 4:30 pm 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Joset Graham 638-1347 
or Paul Pearce 635-1416 after 5:00 pm. Ful] job descriptions and 
requirements are available at the Opportunities for Youth Terrace 
Youth Resource Centre, #6-4717 Lakelse Avenue (by Video 
Update). 
FORWAI~,,D RESUME S TO; Nights A ive 
#6-4717 akelse Avenue,. ................ 
. . . .  ~ Terrace, B.C. 
V8G tR5 " 
Only short-listed candidates will be contacted. 
NIGHTS ALIVE 
DIRECTOR OF PRE-TEEN PROGRAM 
JOB DESCRIPTION: The successful candidate will coordinate activi- 
ties and volunteers for pre-teen youth during evenings and week- 
ends at various locations within and around Terrace. They will 
plan, develop and deliver social, recreational and crime prevention 
activities and events, and monitor the work of volunteers. 
QUAUFICA11ONS: 
• Minimum grade 12 or equivalent. Post-secondary 
education in the human resource/social services 
field preferred. 
• Current Basic First Aid certification, including CPR. 
• Minimum 2 years experience working with pre-teen 
youth in community-besed programs. 
• Valid BC driver's license and re|table transportation. 
• Excellent interpersonal skills. 
• Candidates must undergo criminal records check. 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT" 8 hours per week, one year renewable 
contract. 
SALARY: $12.0a/hour 
CLOSING DATE: March 5, 1999 at 4:30 pm 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Joset Graham 638-1347 
or Paul Pearce 635-1416 after 5:00 pm. Full ob descriptions and 
requirements are available at the Opportunities for Youth Terrace 
Youth Resource Centre, #6-4717 Lakelse Avenue (by Video 
U~ote). 
FORWARD RESUMES TO: Nights Alive 
#6-4717 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 R5 
Only short-listed candidates will be conteded. 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
msmoN: BAND ADMINISTRATOR 
SALARY. NEGOTIABLE DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE 
DEADUNE: MARCH 12, 1999 
Band Administrator to report to the K sp ox Band Counc I The 
individual will be self starting, hands on manager to take charge 
of the financial and administrative r sponsibilities ofthe Band. 
EXPERIENCE 
• 5 years experience in Band Administration 
• In supervision of staff 
• In the delivery of Band Programs 
• In financial management and know edge with computers. 
• Developing relationships with other government agencies and 
industry. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
• Manage a varidy of programs re ated to Band Management, 
Infrastructure, Health, Housing, Economic Development and 
Forestry. 
=Conduct meetings and prepare reports and correspondence. 
• Build a good working relationship with individuals and the public 
sector. 
=Analyze, advise and recommend on matters dealing with 
reallocation of funds and organization. 
KNOWLEDGE 
• Of fundinq accounting pradlces 
• Of feder~ and provincial legislation and programs affecting 
Bands. 
• Of local politics, soclo, economic needs, etc. 
FORWARD RESUMES AND REFERENCES TO: 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
CAMP. 25, SITE K, R.R.#1 
HAZELTON, B.C, V0J 1Y0 
i i 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
Interior/exterior. Low rates for 
seniors. Free estimate. We do it 
rl.Qht once. Call 635-37S3 
SPRING CLEANING, flexible 
hours. Phone 638-8904. 
THORNTON CONSTRUCTION 
-Experienced carpenter 
available for construction reno- 
vations, or repairs. Call Richard 
Thornton. 638-8526. 
Tu'roR~FF'~VAIL~SLB I am 
available-if) t~tor grades 1-8 in 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully helping a 
struggling child. Call Kelly at 
635-9032 evenin.qs. 
In this part-time, contract position (which may be based n any community in the 
Northwest) you will be responsible for providing administrative services for the Northwest 
Health Authorities. A negotiable wage in the range of $15.93 per hour is offered. 
Qualifications: a minimum of a grade 12 education plus 2 years of office related 
experience Is preferred. An excellent communicator, you will possess word processing 
and computerized spreadsheet experience and have the ability to plan, coordinate and 
take minutes at meetings (shorthand is desirable), You must be able to keep 
confldentlality, work Independently, maintain tact/diplomacy and use sound judgement. 
Good communication and organization skills will also be required, Use of personal 
vehicle will be necessary and candidates may be needed to work the occasional 
evening/weekend. 
Please include with your resume an outline of how you meet the basic qualifications of 
this position, Resumes should be submitted to', Shirley Tank, Executive Assistant, 
North West Community Health Services Society, S412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2224| Fax= (250) 638-~251. 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p,m., March 12, 1999, 
Be~eu~g toAdvm~eed 
Our non-profit Society seeks an individual to coordinate education MecUtalion/Metaph~i=/Self 
activities and support services in the Skeena Region for caregivers Development/,%ffDJseovery 
of persons with dementia. This is a part-time position, starting [nrormati0nand~urseOutli,es 
March 22/99. Travel required and flexible schedule. Knowledge of Available. 
dementia and experience as informal caregiver are assets. Send P0r more d~tnil~ nhnnn 
yOU resume to: .Ioanne Taylor, Alzheimer Sociely of B.C., #20-601 
West Cordova Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6B IG1 or FAX: 604-681- 
8605, by March 3/99. 
tention Diane. ven employee who has Chrysler 
ADP experience (preferred). 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT re- Apply in person or fax 
quired for mid-size Kaslo area (260)395-2487. Resume re- 
sawmill. Experience essential, quirad. Aft: Rob Finlayson - 
Forward resume by fax to 250. Genera Mana.cler WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER 
825-9263 or mall to RR #1, THE FIRST Nations Training for hire, 10 years experience, $14, C20, Nelson, BC, VIB 5P4. & Development Centre is a It- 638-7992. 
censed private post secondary 
325.  CHILD CARE CONSULTANTS NEEDED to institute committed to providing 
show Princess House Crystal, quality education to First Na- 
cookware, giftware and ceramic tions people. We are currently PT BABY sitter for 6me old inf- 
dinnerware at home parties, seeking a candidate to fill the ant. Phone 635-2163. 
Earn $80-$200 for 4 hrs. work. position of Instructor for a , 
No inventory to buy, no expeti- Workplace Leadership Skills ~BDS AT  PLAY  
ence ncessary. Must have car course. This contract position 
and phone. Call Elaine collect will begin in April 1999. Modern P~ESCHI~L 
250-769-5373. supervision challenges and the $C~=~0~,  AGE 
CUTTING CORNER is looking functions of the supervisor are 
for a p/t hairdresser and hair- the focus of this course. Lead- ~ T ~  
dresser/manager, mature with a ership styles and what it takes Opening Jan/99 
min. of 5 years experience. This to be a successful supervisor 
is a full-time position and starts are explored. Interested candi- CaJJ Alice 
Feb. 1. Must be able to work in dates should have a B.A. in 
an energetic team atmosphere. Commerce or Business Admin- 6 3 8"  8 1 0 ~J~ 
Clientele is established and we istration, have related teaching 
provide on-going courses. Call experience and must have held 
647-3084 or 847-2542, fax 847- positions in the related field. Ap- ~ Looking for ~ 
6650. plications will be accepted until 
CUTTING CORNER is looking March 5, 1999 and should be Ch i ld  Care?  
for a p/t or full-time hairdresser, submitted to: First Nations Skeena Child Care Resource and 
min. of 5 years experience. This Training & Development Cen- Referral has informatJ0n on 
position starts Immediately. tre, 820-3rd Avenue West, child care0ptions and on 
Must be able to work in an an- Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 1M6. choosing child care. 
ergetic team atmosphere. Clien- Phone: (250)627-8822. Fax: Drop by The Family Place 
tele is established and we pro- (250)624-2813. Only applicants at 4553 Park Ave. 
vide on-going courses. Call considered will be contacted for 
847-3084 or 847-2542, fax 847- an interview, or call 638-1113. Skcena CCRR is a program of the 
6650. UNION CO. is hiring certified TerrdceWoman'sResource CenVe 
DRAMA EXPERIENCED pea- traffic control people for work in and is funded bylhe Ministry for 
pie needed for flexible p/t work. the Terrace area. Reliable vehi- L Children and Families. 
Students welcome. Call 635- cle reqd. Training avail. Please __  --~ 
7863 ask for Filomena. fax resume to 1-250-426-6602. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or WELCOME WAGON is looking 
more per week, assembling for a community minded person 
products in the comfort of your with own vehicle, typewriter or SKI SUN PEAKS B.C.TOP OF 
own home, send a self ad- computer p/t position. If inter- the Mountain. Accomodations & 
dressed stamped envelope to: ested reply to 1786 Knoll Cres, management. All new full- 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West Kamloops BC, V2C 4M2. Or fax equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
Suite 541 Ref 683 Mississauga, 250-851-2674, email tillm chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
Ont. L5K2R8. @mar.acts.net. pie in connecting units. Hot 
FAMILY SUPPORT workers for tubs, Jacuzzis, Saunas & Fire 
aboriginal communities. Duties Places. Most ski in-out or just 
include: Provision of support min. to lifts. For every Adult tick- 
services including parenting et 1 kid under 12 skis FREElll 
skills, life skills; crisis EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. Stay 6 nights & get the first. 
intervention, and  referral to Jurnen." Mntthes '~ .~R.'U~.,,/Rtn:- ,night FRE~I,! (Some restrc- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1 ~-appropriate~;~,.-".'~':resources. ' Housing ' renos, office remodel- "~ 
Minimum ........... ,qualifications: ing, Independant distributor of 800-585-8834 ...... www, mwsolu-- 
Diploma in Human Services Sun-Free vinyl products, tions.com/top, e-mail: sunpeaks. 
and one year experience; @direct, ca. 
knowledge of aboriginal culture ..... . . . . .  
330.  NOTICES and issues. Skills and abilities: 
r Good written, verbal and " 
interpersonal communication 
skills; valid drivers license and 
vehicle in good working SKEENA KALUM HOUSING SOCIETY  IS 
condition. Apply in writing by RECRUIT ING"  
March 1, 1999 to: Nroth 
Cariboo Aboriginal Family Established in 1995, Skeena Kalum Housing Soclety operates 50 
• Program Society, 5-651 Wade family oriented townhomes at 4616-4618 Haugland Avenue, 
Street, Quesnel, BC, V2J 1E2, Terrace. Terra Nova Place, built with assistance from government 
Fax number 250-991-0913. 
housing programs, serves a mixture of low and moderate.income 
HOSKINS FORD sales ltd. Has families. The Society has a contract with a licensed properly man- 
a position available for a recep- a~]ement company that is responsible [or the day-to-day operations 
tionist. The successful applicant otthe project. 
will have a good telephone 
manner, ability to work as a The Board of directors meets quarterly to review operational and 
team player, some bookkeeping sub-committee reports and oversees Finance and Maintenance. The 
experience, and good commu- Tenant Selection Committee, which is supported by the properly 
nlcation skills. Please contact management company, meets as required to interview tenants for 
Colin Williams at Hoskins Ford vacancies. Skeena Kalum Housing Society provides opportunities 
Sales LTD 3146 HWY 16 East. for directors training, and carries Director's Liability Insurancel 
Smithers, 847-2237. 
INTERFOR . on call Office We are seeking additional community-minded people to loin the 
Worker. Must be able to type 60 Board of Directors at this time. If you have skills and expertise in 
wpm and be familiar with Word tenant issues, knowledge of maintenance and financial matters, 
& Excel. As well as office ma- and are interested in helping oravide a valuable resource to our 
chines. Fax resume to lnterna- community in Terrace, we'd Ilk, to hear from you. 
tional Forest Products Ltd. Attn 
• An~lela 635-0636. Please call Paige Wardrop at 635.1996 to find out more about 
Skeena Kalum Housing Sociely. We look forward to hearing from LOOKING FOR two picker 
trucks for work in Alberta. (2000 youl 
tons @ $10/ton, possibly more.) Skeena Kalum Housing Society 
60/mile round trip haul. Phone 4616A Haugland Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V5G 1G5 
Jessie Smith, 1-403-523-5065. 
i 
I/ ,I.VANA. rAP,YS,C I
ALZHEIMER SOCIETY  I ~ &HEAUNGcENTRE J 
PART-TIME POSITION 
340: LEGA, L 
NOTICES 
140 LEGAL NOTICES 
o 
I  eeeeo 
Before It wa~ hip to he 
green, Ducks Unlimited 
was conu'nttted J C~e 
l to saving habitat born ] 
- " coast to coast Now thal j 
boag ~en ~ evm- i 
one's concern, our Job i 
ever. We need y-Jut I 
help to conserve wet- 




people and wl]d].!.[e, 
! 
Be gree~ today, 
It's so easy. 
= 
. ,~uppoH Ducks Uo.~ted. 
Oud~ Ur~rraed Canada = 
l-BOO-GaS-DUCK 
i 
WE INVITE you to attend Bible 
Talks, Happy Gang Centre 
3226 Kalum St. Terrace, 
Sundays 3:30 p.m. and 
Kittmat Chamber of 
Commerce Wed. 8:00 p.m. 
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
, -  Sundays  -
Sunday  School  10 am 
Worsh ip  11 am 
- Thursdays  -
Even ing Prayer  7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-552,0 
Pm'Ance of Bdtmh Columt~la 
MinisW of Health mid ' ' 
I~orr,¢u Mini~P/Respor~b~e tot ~e nlers 
C ~ , ~ar, DIVISION OF OLUM81A WTAL ST^ 'nST=CS 
PUBUCATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the Director 
of V'dal Statistics for a change of name, 
pursuant to the provisions ofthe 'Name 
Act" by me: 
nAME OFAPPLICANT IN FULL: 
Natasha Dawn Cobbs AHA 
Natasha Dawn Young 
ADDRESS: do 4846 sunset Drive 
CITY: Terrace B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 1 C6 
PHONE: (250) 635-5445 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Cobbs 
alVEN NAMES: Natasha Dawn 
TO: 
SURNAME: Young 
GIVEN NAMES: Natasha Dawn 
DATED THIS 16th DAY OF February, 
1999AD. 
Project 0-7079-9908 
Supply Traffic Control Personnel 
and Services; Pilot Vehicles; 
and Fasten, Remove and Dispose of 
Temporary Lane Markers 
ADDENDUM NUMBER 2 
NOTICE TO BIDDERS 
Tender Aclvertisinq Insertion Order- Cancel and Replace 
Cancel "A bid securily will not be required" and replace 
with ;'A bid security will be required in accordance with 
the Conditions of Tender". 
Tender Openinq Dale - Extended 
Tender Opening data extended from February 18, 1999 
toMarch 11, 1999. 
BI J]-ISH o, Transportation 
LOLUMBI~ and Highways 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.., .,. 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that The District of Stewart of Stewart, B.C., 
occupation Municipality intends to make application for a Rock 
Quarry of land generally situated north of the District water 
pumphouses and west of the Bear River and more specifically 
described below: 
(a) District Lot 5099 containing 1 ha. 
The purpose for which the land is required is a Municipal 
Rock Quarry. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, P.O, 5000, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 Telephone: 
(250) 847-733t 
File No: 6406625 
Dated: Feb. 11.19g@ 
Be advised any response to this 
advertisement will be considered part 
of the public recora For information, s.M. Wondwon:J -Adminlsh'otar 
contact an FOI Advisor, Environment s,~,,,.=.,~,..~=,~,. 
PUBLIC REVIEW 
Watershed Restoration 
Program for the Cranberry River 
Watershed 
Notice is hereby given that on behalf of the Ministry of 
Forests, Kispiox District, Carmanah Research Ltd. will be con. 
ductlng a public review of the access management map and 
strategy for the Cranberry Watershed. This project is funded 
under the Watershed Restoration Program (WRP) of Forest 
Renewal British Columbia [FRBC). 
The WRP is designed to accelerate the recovery of watersheds 
that have been adversely affected by past resource develop- 
ment pradices. The goals of the WRP are to: restore, protect, 
and maintain fisheries, aquatic, and forest resources 
adversely affected by forest harvesting pradices; bring areas 
harvested pre-Forast Practices Code up to Forest Practices 
Code standards; and to provide communily-based employ- 
ment, training, and stewardship opporlunities. 
The Access Management Map will be available for public 
viewing in: Hazelton at Ihe Ministry of Forests office, 2210 
W. Highway 62, from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM, March 3 to 5, 
1999; and Terrace, at the Ministry of Forests office, 5220 
Keith Avenue, from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM March 8 to 12, 
1999. 
Any writlen comments may be submitted at the viewing, or 
fonvarded to the head office of Carmanah Research Ltd. at 
Bldg 4, 203 Harbour Road, Victoria, B.C., V9A 352. 
For further information, please contact Martin Mullan of 
Carmanah Research, at ph~ 250.920.9900, ix: 
250.920.9800, or emaih mmullan@carmanah.com. Further 
inquiries may be directed ta AI Harrison, Ministry of Forests 
(Kisplox Distrid), at 250.842.7634, or Ralph Oflens, Ministry 
of Forests (Kalurn District) at 250.638.5163.  






Kalum Forest Dhtricl. #200 - 5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
VBG ILl has applied for a Pesticlda 
Use Permit (Application No. 401.665- 
99/01) to apply Vision (Glyphosate) to 
3 settings covering approxim0ksly 73.5 
hectares in the Sonney/Twin area, 
approximately 150 kilometres north o| 
Kilwanga, B.C. The purpose el this 
troalment is to reduce competition to 
young conifers from vegetation, 
Vision will be applied using ground 
based backpack sprayers. The applica- 
tion is fur a three year Pesticide Use 
Permit commencing August 1, 1999 
and ending September 15, 2001. 
A cop,/o[ the application and maps o[ 
the proposed lreoh~ont areas may be 
viewed be~cen 8:00 o.m. and 4:00 
=.m. at the Kdum Foresl Disffict Office, 
#200 - 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G ILl, Telephone: 
638.5100. 
A per.on wkhlng to'contribute informa- 
tioa about th,~ site for the evaluation of 
this application for a use permit must 
send wriUen copies of this inbrmation to 
both applicant and the regional man- 
ager a t  the Pesllcide Management 
Program, e.C Environment, Skeeno 
R0gion, Box 5000, Smithors, Brilish 
Columbia V0J 2NO within 30 days of 
the publicafioa o[ this notice. 
.< . . • •. 
: ®MedicA ler t : .  
S P EA, K• =z FOR YOU'  
1- E]OO- $tB- :15r"t7  
• ww W., m e d . |  c a le  r t  . ca  
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Coud Bailiff ~11 offer for ~e the intereslln the following Judgement Dapt~ 
Plewis & Sons Reefing Lid. dba Tyhee kske One Slop ate Tyhee Lake One Stop ake Pl~s &Sona 
Roofing. Tom/Nomsn Plewks aka Tern/Pto~s. 
1990 Ford F350 Crew Ca~, 2 whys4 d,'k,e - duel ~leels, P ro l~.  
t993 Trrton Tandem A.,,Jo Trailer Flat Deck, cdW pull out ramps, 
Sold on n 'As is, Where is" basis, no guarantees ~w~a~des implied or given, 
Sealed bids will be received at iho Court Bailiff's ofbce up to @m ~ of 12:00 noon, Monday, Mm'c~ 1, 
1999, 
Sale may be subject to cancellaUon without ooUce. The Coud Bailiff resewed tbe right o apjoum the sa~ 
witho~ r~tJce ~d ~pp~y tothe Coud for fud~r direction Ifthe need ~ises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by s ~aft ar moray o~ber in the amouat of 10~ of the b~:l 
offered and made payable to C~ledonia Co~t Bailiff Se~icas. T]~e 10% deposit may be w~ved io spe- 
dal c~rcu~stances, The I~la~'e of t~ bid, plus applicable taxes to be paki Immed~ upon accep- 
tance of the bid, failure to do so may result in forfeiture of the deposiL Higher I~d not necessarily 
accepted, 
For appointment to~ and or further infon~adon, please contact tt'm uede~gned. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAIUFF SERVICES 
635-7649 
#3-4554 Lazelle Av~ue, Terrace, BC VSG t821 
F~. Sm~ 
CALLING FOR TENDERS Forests ¢ 
Minish T of 
RITLSH 
C~OLUMBIA 
Sealed Tenders [or the folfowlng Coastal Watershed Assessment Procedures Contract, 
located within the Kdum Fared Dislrid will be r~-eived by the District Manager, Ministry 
of Foresh, Ka um Forest Distrld, 200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia on 
the dale shown below: 
Contract 9925.057 located in the Deep Creek and Spring Creek Communily Watersheds 
within the Kolum Forest District, for a Coadal Watmshed Assessment Procedure including 
data measurements, reporting and timber development threshold analysis on 1585 hec- 
tares and A08 hectares respectively. Anfclpoled start date: March 8, 1999. Completion 
dale: March 26, 1999, 
,v.-~u,,,_T~'eWn~ing. date: March 2, 1999 at the Kalum Forest District Office horn 8:30 . . . .  Iio 
Attending this viewing prior to submi~ng a bid is mandatary. 
Deadline For recmpl o| tenders is 3:30 p.m., March 5, 1999, at whlch time oll tenders 
will be opeeed. 
Onty those contractors who have successfully cornplek~l a Cnostal Watershed Assessment 
Procedure in'accordance with the Coastal Watershed Assessment Procedures Guidebook 
ore eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submilled on the Ibrms and in the envelope supplied which, with the par- 
ticulars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer conducting 
the viewing. Tenders will nat be cansldored having an), quali[ylng clauses whatsoever 
and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work will be admlnis- 
tared by the British Columbia Minlslry of Eoresls. 
All inquiries should be directed to Dave Nichoben, SBFEP Planning Forester - Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address. Phone {250J 638-5100. 
Contrad award is subject e funding being available at the time. 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 241 1999- B9 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Har~ McCowan of Kelowna, a,c., occupation Outriflar intends to 
make application for a Ltcsoso of occupation of land generally situated Europa 
Lake/Gardner Canal and more specifically described in (b) below'. 
(b) Commencing at a post planted 53s20',5 N, 128 o 18',@5 W thence tO0m South; 
thence 1Dam West; thence 100m North; thence 100m East and containing 1 ha more 
or loss, 
The purpose for which the land ks required is outfitter base camp, 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the Senior Land Officer, British 
Columbia Assets and Land Corporation, P.O, Box 5000, Smithere, B,C, V0J 2NO 
Telephone: (250) 847.7331 
File No: 6406614 ~ 
Deled; February 15. 1999 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will 
bo considered part of the public record, For infer- S,~aueo~.mto~*m 
motion, contact an FOI Advisor, Environment & 
Lands. Skeena Region, 847-7696. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Maintenance Department - Interior of BC Hydro requests bids 
for hourly work as Contract Inspector for work located on the 
transmission ROW's in the Terrace, Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
Stewart areas of the Northwest Area. 
The Contractor must hold a valid Pesticide A~0plicotar's Certificate, 
have at least 3 years of contract inspection experience (preferably 
in the vegetation management field), have a good knowledge of 
local field conditions and river systems and should be proficient in 
the operation of river boots and have local experience in navigat- 
ing the Skeena River and'other local fiver systems, including 
Ecstall Channel and tidal system. This job involves travel under dif- 
fi:ult and isolated conditions and requires that the candidate be in 
top physical condition and be able to work alone. 
Such offers will be received until 11:00 a.m. on March I1, 1999 
at the Vegetation Maintenance Process, Northern Office, 3480 
Opie Crescent, Prince George, B.C. V2N 2KA. 
To obtain the required ocuments, please direct, inquiries to Cord 
Heenan at (250) 638-5640 or the General Office at (250) 561- 
4881, BC Hydro Vegetation Maintenance - Northern Department, 






Equipment Auction, Mar.8, 
Calgary, Alberta, Selling for 
Government, Civic, 
Financial and Private 
Cons ignors .  
Information/brochure call 
Canadian• Public Auction 
.403-269-6600~. ~ Internet 
http://www, bm!!ve~c0hffCPA 
. . . . . .  AUTO 
VEHICLE AUCTION 100's 
of cars and trucks, New 
and Useo, repo'd or surren- 
dered. Take over monthly 
payments NOW, 
Guaranteed Credit 
Approval. Call Sean at 833- 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia nd Yukon 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 
community newspapers in B.C,and Yukon 




NITIES in Local 
Horticulture. Seminars for 
those planning a new ca- 
reer or diversificatLon. 
Growers Press P.O. Box 
189 Princeton, B.C. V0X 
1W0. Ph/Fax: 250-295- 
7755. Email: 
grower@nethop.net: 
FOR SALE. Exceilent 
Business Opportunity. 
O.M,C. Johnson/Evinrude 
Dealership, Marine engine 
repair and sales, For more 
information Call (250) 285- 
3266.. 
Have you ever wanted to 
be at THE RIGHT PLACE 
AND TIME? For the most 
-6-0-9--6.'- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  important $$$ MONEY 
COLLECTOR CAR AUC- 
TION! April 911, Seaforth 
Armories, Vancouver. Up to 
250 carsl For more infor- 
mation cal Autoclassic at 
1-888-883-8853, *20% off 
entry fees before March 8. 
MESSAGE of your life, 
CALL (24 hours): 416-390- 
9897/1-800-922-2545. 
NO BULLI Earn $2,000.- 
$3,000./week, car leases, 
computers with a $450. in- 
vestment and a little try I 
Call nowl D9614. can help you. Call 403-946- 
. . . . . . . . . .  4919, 403-248-8017. It's 
LEASE REPOS-Returns, worth a call. 
4x4's-trucks-vans, luxury 
cars-gas saver, caravans- 
explorers-Jim roy's. Take 
over lease- club cabs-gas- 
diesel. All makes and mad- 
els. Call Marty Kozak or 
Jamle Kropla (604) 464- 
ESTABLISHED ALBERTA 
Ranch Highway Frontage 
1/2 section, large beautiful 
bungalow, indoor arena. 
Plus six quarters tame pas- 
ture. Handling facilities. 
One mile of river, gravel. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MUSIC FOR YOUNG 
CHILDREN is training new 
teachers in selected areasl 
Teach piano theory, 
singing, composing, listen- 
Ing, and the joy of learning 
music to children in small 
groups, Private teachers or 
• ,adult pianists must have 
Grade 8 piano to apply. 1- 
800-828-4334. ............... 
GUEST RANCH RE- 
QUIRES COOK AND OF- 
FICE PERSON 4 hours 
north of Vancouver, accom- 
modatlon on site, non- 
smoking/drinking, 10 days 
on, 4 days off. Mail resume 
and references to Chilcotin 
604 - WEEK OF 
FEB 22/99 
$ 2 9 0  for25words To place an ad call 
$ 6,00 each Ithls paper or the BeY- 
additional word ICNA at (604) 669-9222 
EMPLOYMENT MISCELLANEOUS 
OPPORTUNITIES ....... STEEL BUILDINGS. 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANI- Norsteel Building Systems 
CAL Technician (GM Ltd, (a  B.C, based 
trained, experienced), re- Company) offers all types 
quired by rapidly expanding of Pre-engineered Steel 
southern Alberta GM deal- Structures. Custom made 
ership. GM accredited to meet all of your building 
courses an asset. Full cam- needs, at affordable prices. 
-pany benefits. Full resume Call 1-800-932-9131 . . . . . .  
to: Bart Walburger, Service - ~ PERSON'A,i"S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Manager, Cardston Motor . . . . .  
Products, Box 250, LONELY? ALONE? CON- 
Cardston, AB, T0K 0K0, NECT with bored house -• 
Phone 403-653-3371. wives, singles, couples, 
and gays in your town 
FOR SALE MISC. tonight. 1-900-830-2222 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW Code 43, Adults only, 18+, 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, $50 max charge, 24hours. 
planks, beams. Large ca- 
pacity. Best sawmill value MOBILE HOMES 
anywhere. Free information QUALITY MANUFAC- 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood TUNED Homes Ltd. Ask 
Holidays, Gold Bridge, B.C. Sawmills, R,R,2, Kilworthy, about our used single and 
V0K 1P0. .................... Ontario POE 1G0. double wides. "We Serve - 
200 JOBSI Lakes de 
Packers, located in Brooks, 
AB (2 hours east of 
Calgary), is currently hiring 
for production line opera- 
tors for both the day and af- 
ternoon/evening shifts. As 
one of the western 
Canada's Premiere beef 
slaughter and processing 
facilities, we are looking for 
men and women interested 
in pursuing a career in the 
HEALTH 
ARTHRITIS? BACK PAIN? 
INJURIES? Stress? 
Flbromyalgla? Digestive 
Disorders? Skin Problems? 
Europe's leading natural 
treatment for these prob- 
lems now available In 
Canada. Free information 
package. Phone 1-800: 
393-0812. 
LOSE FAT FOR THE LAST 
We Deliver". 1-800-339- 
5133, DL#8387. 
REAL ESTATE 
160 ACRES with home. 
Porcupine Hills. 4 bed- 
rooms, newer shop, corral. 
Breathtaking mountain and 
river views. $279,900. 
Althea Rignanesi, 
Salesperson, Sutton Group 
Lethbrldge, Toll Free 1- 
888-402-7653. 
3941 
CARS FOR $100. 
Government seized and 
sold locally, Call Monday to 
Friday 8a,m to 4p.m 1-888- 
735-7771 Ext, 1212. 
BUSINESS 
. . . .  OPPORTUNITIES 
COMPUTER/EQUIPMENT 
CLEANING: Copycat our 
business, Companies pay 
$1000 for this Professional 
Service. Enhances appear- 
ance/removes bacteria, 
Startup is easy/inexpen- 
sive. P/T or F/r. 1-888-522- 
5330, REF #824. Limited 
Opportunity. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
ROUTES rival the best 
RRSP. 100% home-based 
cash business FFr or Pfr. 
Low investment. Phone 
(604) 597-3532 or 1-800- 
387-2274 (Dept 290). _ 
OPEN YOUR OWN ira- 
port/export agency, 
Worldwide contacts, prod- 
ucts, manufacturers, 
agents. Call toll free 1-877- 
273-9070 
EARN $3,000 TO $8,000 
PER WEEK PLUS. 
Guaranteed car lease, 
Gateway computer, No 
credit needed. $450 down, 
Phone (6041 855-9204. 
Doug 780-847-2547. ..... beef industry. Permanent, 
TRAVEL PROFESSION- 
ALS International. From 
$7,500., you can earn huge 
profits, perks, exciting world 
of travel, regardless of ax- 
perlence. Home based or 
store front, full, part-time. 
Leading Canadian opportu- 
nity, financing available, 1- 
888-571-9995. 
CAREER TRAINING 
EXCITING WELL PAID CA- 
REERS in computer pro- 
gramming. We will prepare 
suitable applicants, Ministry 
of Education Registered 
Home Study Diploma 
Program, Financial assis- 
tance, loaner computer sys- 
tems and job placement 
tools available. No expert- 
ence necessary, CMS 1- 
800-477-9578, 
EDUCATION 
A CAREER CHANGE? 
Train to be an 
Apartment/Condo Manager, 
Many Jobs-AI areasl Free 
Job placement assistance, 
17 years of successf For 
Into/brochure 681-5456/1- 
full-time work with some 
overtime is available. 
Applicants should be pre- 
pared for repetitious, physi- 
cal labour involving the use 
of a knife. No experience is 
necessary as we provide 
training, The starting wage 
for day shift positions is 
$9.25/hour; afternoon shift 
positions start at 
$9.60/hour. The top place- 
ment area, performance 
evaluations and rength of 
employment. If you are in- 
terested in Joining our team, 
please fax your resume to 
403-501-2239 or call us toll 
free at 1-888-700-0903 for 
more Information. 
MARINE TECHNICIANS. 
Year round employment for 
certified marine techni- 
cians Equivalent experi- 
ence may be considered, 
Hourly rate plus bonuses. 
Fax resume: 780-413-8349. 
Hunters RV & Marine Ltd, 
800-665-8339.RMTI, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on.campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice to begin March 
31/99, Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-685-7044. 
........ SERVICE MANAGER, 
Hunters RV & Marine Ltd, 
requires an individual with 
strong management and 
customer service skills, 
ADP software and automo- 
tive/marine experience, Fax 
resume: 780-413-8349, 
TIMEI No more diets or ex. 
ercise. Take CALORAD, 
100% natural, used by 
Health Professionals over 




BEARING & TRANSMIS- 
SION TECHNICAL INSIDE 
SALES POSITION, 
Applicants must have mini- 
mum grade 12 education, a 
progressive attitude and be 
a motivated, self starting 
team player, Experience in 
B~g & P/T industry required. 
Fax resumes to (250) 491- 
3430, NO PHONE CALLS 
PLEASE, 
JOCUS TOYS expanding, 
needs consultants, Over 
300 quality educational 
products, 80% under $20, 
Home parties, catalogue 
sales, Introductory kit just 
$99 until March 31. 1-800- 
361-4587, Ext 9348. 
INTRODUCTION 
SERVICES 
MEET SOMEONE SPE- 
CIALI Call Now,.. you 
don't know who you're 
missing. TOLL FREE 1- 
888-442.9941. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 
over 50 Recreational 
Properties, throughout 
B.C,, up to 160 acres, Niho 
Land & Cattle Company. 
Call (604) 606-7900 for free 
catalogue. 
SALES HELP WANTED 
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH 
& BEAUTY COMPANY (42 
Countries) seeks P/T and 
F/T Sales Raps. Work from 
home. We train on internet 




PARK MODELS, Factory 
Direct 12 wides, CSA 
Approved for your RV site, 
park, resods, rec. property, 
granny fiats. B.C. Built, 
Quality R,V.'s 1-800-687. 
1533. DL#8387A. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals, Trucks, 4x4's, crew 
cabs, diesels, sport utilities. 
Rape's, broken leases, 
heavy duty equipment, 
Take over payments, Free 
delivery, Call The 
Untouchables now, 1-800- 
993-3673, Vancouver 327- 
7752, 
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THE WINNERS: The award-winning Shames ski patrol team poses with their 
trophy, won at the "Almost" Annual North First Aid and Toboggan Handling Com- 
petition in Prince George Feb. 13-14. The trio says that if they raise enough 
money, they're off to a national first aid competition in Ontario in May.  
Local patrollers 
take northern title 
SHAMES' ski patrollers said they lost by less than 
proved they can compete oae percent. 
with the best in their field at Strymeki owes Shames' 
a northern patrollers compe- success to its quality first 
tition in Prince George Feb. aid staff. 
13-14. Judges rate teams in three 
But then, they were ex- areas: first aid, toboggan 
petted to win. handling and slalom racing. 
"We had pretty high ex- The  events are worth 70, 
pectations," said ski patrol 20 and 10 per cent respec- 
president Ken Strymeki. tively. 
"They came through under Terrace's Carey Bogart, 
pressure." John James and Richard 
He said a Shames team Stone team won the first aid 
has won the Almost Ammal component. They used their 
Pacific North First Aid and skills learued on Shames' 
Toboggan Handling Compe- steep, slope s to place second 
tition three times since in the toboggan handling 
1993. Three times, Strymeki race. Aud Richard Stone 
was the race's overall fastest 
skier to give Shames the 
first overall title. 
A second team of Dave 
Bicke, Teresa Graup and 
Mike Sorensen also com- 
peted at Purdon Mountain, 
but did not place in the top 
three. 
Strymeki and Art Erasmus 
helped judge the competi- 
tion. 
In all, six teams frotu 
Quesnel to Fort St. James, 
competed in the event. 
Strymeki hopes a l l  six 
teams will come to Shames 
next year when local patrol- 
lers host the event. 
Sports 
Menu 
Wednesday, Feb. 24-27 
Senior boys basketball 
"AA~" Northwest Zone 
Championships at 




Please mail your donation to: 
Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2 
Anne Evans 638-1966 
In Memoriam Gifts fund vital heart 
and stroke research and health 
promotion programs 
Pleaseprint the name of the deceased 
or person honoured; the name/ 
address of the next of kin for card; and 
your name/address for tax receipt (Visa 
and M/C accepted). :~: ...... 
Friday and Saturday, 
Feb. 26-27 Minor Soccer 
and Baseball and Fastball 
registration at the Terrace 
Arena banquet room, 6 
p.m. Friday start and 10  
a.m. Saturday start. 
Friday to Sunday, Feb. 
26.28 Kitimat Mixed 
Bonspiel at the Hirsh 
Creek Golf and Country 
Club. 
Friday to Sunday, Feb. 
26-28 Peewee Player 
Hockey playoffs. Games 
start Friday at 6:45 p.m., 
Saturday at 5:30 p.m. and 
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 3 to 
Wednesday, March 17 
Oldtimer Hockey League 
players at the Terrace .. 
Arena. 
Saturday and Sunday, 
March 6-7 Shames 
Mountain Mogul Blaster• 
Hillclimb, 10 a.m. start. 
Registration Friday, Mar. 
5 from 5:00 p,m, to g:00 
p.m. at the Northern 
Motor Inn. Post-event 
dance at the Thornhlll 
Hall, g p,m. start with a 
midnight lunch and music 
by the Accelerators. 
Thursday, March 11 to 
Saturday, March  24  
Recreational Hockey 
League players at the 
Terrace Minor Basebal l  
1999 Registration 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
Friday, February  26, 6 pm to 9 pm 
Saturday,  February  27, 10 am to 4 pm 
Friday, March 5, 6 pm to 9 pm 
Saturday,  March 6, 10 am to 4 pm 
Boys and girls are welcome to join up in the 
following divisions, according to age as of July 
31, 1999. 
T-Ball 5-6 years $30.00 
Rookies 7-8 years $35.00 
Bambino Minor 9-10 years ' $40.00 
Bambino Majo r 11-12 years $40.00 
Junior 13-15 years $45.00 
Senior 16-18 years $45.00 
Birth certificate, or other suitable proof of age, 
is required. Please bring Care Card number as 
well. 
For more information, call registrar 
Debbie Rauschenberger 638-0316 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
Registration 
ARENA BANQUET ROOM 
FRI: FEB: 26th 6-9pm 
SAT: 27th  10am-4pm 
FRI: MAR: 5th 6-9pm 
SAT: 6ttl : ]0am-4pm 
Terrace Arena. Proof of Age is Required 
EUGIBLE: Girls & ~ys . . . .  , 
Thursday, March 15 Tar- BORN: 1980 to 1993 .. . . . .  , 
race Men's Soccer Asso- FEES: ]989}0 i993 : $50  
elation organizational • . . . . . . .  
meeting at the  Terrace 1988 to 1980 $60 
Public Library, 7 p .m.  
~ ~,.~NFORMATION: Bev: 
635 371.9 - To get your game, event .~j~ - - "  
or meeting added to the  TYSA 
Terrace Standard Sports • ~"~- 
Menu, faX us; at 638, Successfuloperation ofthisclub requiresparent VOLUNTEERS 
8432, attn: Sports menu. 
Score Board 
stat? 
league standing. ~ F b 
GP W L T PTS 
30 21 6 3 45 
~dlans 29 18 6 5 41 
32 17 10 5 39 
ing 32 11 16 5 27 
29 9 19 1 lg 
31 6 22 3 15 
Leading scorers 
Recreational ague tandings to e . 16 
Team 
Chapter One Acres 
Skeena Cable Canadians 
Precision Builders 
All Season's Lightni
Back Eddy Bullies 
White Spot 
Team 
Troy Butler SCC 35 31 66 
lan Alger . . . . . . . . . . .  SCC 40 24 64 
15 
24 
Mitch Shinde PB 24 39 63 30 
Troy Farkvam COA 32 29 61 33 
Marie Desjardins ASL 26  26 52 28 
Chad McKay . . . . . .  PB 28 19 47 27 
Dave Jones PB 23 24 47 76 
Matt Shinde ASL 34 12 46 22 
Emile Gagnon SCC 21 19 40 9 
Wilf Taekema COA 18 18 36 6 
Oldtimer,s standings 
Team. GP W L T PTS 
NM Inn Okies 29 16 9 4 36 
Terrace Timbermen 23 13 5 5 31 
Terrace Subway 31 9 14 7 25 
SRD Blues 31 7 16 7 21 
Leading scorers 
Team "I'M G A PTS PIM 
Darcey Mallet -I-r 27 23 50 21 
Rob Bell SRD 15 18 33 21 
SId Bandstra SWY 12 21 33 21 
RlnoMichaud q-I" 20 ~ 12. • 32 6 
Tom Turner SRD 16 9 22 3 
Gary Swanson NMI 1218 30 6 
Grant Casper TT i 1 19 30 6 
B. Walkenshaw NMI 12 16 28 9 
Curtis Bi!ley SRD 11 15 26 15 
Del Meashaw SWY 13 1 23 6 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Peewee Player Action 
Farwest Fuels 5 - -  Ken's Trucking 4 
Farwest Fuels won the preliluiuary playoffgame Feb. 
19 with help from two goals each from Erie Hull and 
Scott Hales. Jeff Myers pocketed one playoff goal and 
Tyler Davidson, Justin Roylauce and Brian Lomas 
each contributed an assist. 
Lee Regimbald was Ken's Trucking's MVP with two 
goals and two assists. Mark Billey and Rober Glaser 
scored one goal apiece and Ryau Bcudry came in with 
an assist. 
to Feb. 16 
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT RENTALS 
from 
Northern gealthcare 
High qualily rentals- from canes & crutches 
" to electric hospital beds: . . . . . . . . . . .  
' ' 615-5151 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
i i i  
Got The Winter Blues? 
• Spruce Up For Spring! 
, Tack Cleaning Supplies 
Buckets ~ 
• Stable Accessories 
25 off 
Will Take Special Orders! 
[~  Northern Horse Supply 
3083.River Drive, Ter race  638-7252 
B Terrace Minor Fastball U 
I::~:~ l ~ ~ ~ ! ~ r l l  ~ g ~ % ~ i ~  ~i~ ~i~ ~:.~:~,'.. ~ I~ ~i i~ ~ !~i~-.*'.::1 
I 
We want you to play the game! 
FASTBALL IS FUN! 
A great way to meet new friends, old friends & perhaps dis- 
cover your hidden talent far the game. Whatever the reason, 
we want you to give it a tryl And just for signing up, we will 
give you a pass to the Tillicum Twin Theatrel (One pass per 
new registrant, not to be given in conjunction with the "bring a 
buddy" campaign, and not applicable to returning 98 players) 
BRING A BUDDY CAMPAIGN 
98 season players will receive a Theatre pass for each new 
player they recruit. (To be eligible, new player must register 
and pay in full.) 
ALL ABOUT REP. 
Tryouts will be called for players wishing to take fastball to a 
more challenging level. 
Divisions trying out will be based on available coaches and 
sufficient numbers of players. *THE KEY TO A HAPPY LIFE IS TO PLAY BALL 
WITH YOUR FRIENDS* 
PLAYERS AND COACHES 
PLAYERS PLAYERS PLAYERS!!! 
You are the reason we have a leaguel Without you, faslball would not be possible in Terrace. 
This is a fun and fast moving game played with the underhand windmill pitch and a larger bal Pitches reach speeds of up 
to 70km in our minor league. And from a short distance away, that is impressive. A big challenge for even the best batters. 
We are hoping to register enough boys in the older divisions to keep then m the sport. SIGN UPIIll . . . .  i 
COACHES COACHES COACHESltl 
Each season some of our coaches move on as their own children become too old for minor ball. : 
For this reason we are constantly seeking out new coaches. Time given is minimal, but the rewards are amazing. If you. or 
someone else you know would be interested in a coaching position, please let us knowl 
FOR MORE INFO ON FASTBALL call Kelly @ 635-7144 after 5pm or anytime on weekends. 
: :~ ,; ~ : ~ ~ ~'~ '"~.~:~'~.~  ~.':': ~:.. ~ :: i~"" :~ .... '~¢ '" ~;~ : :: ":'i~!" '~' "~': :" ,.":~ :~ ..~:~:~ :. :~ -~.~ 
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